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Since our seniors were freshmen, our school has been under

non-stop construction. Pounding and jackhammers were constantly

heard through the cement walls, but the noise has finally ceased.

This year, all students and faculty were able to fully adapt to

the new building as a whole. The smell of tar no longer lingers in

classrooms or hallways, and the pieces were put together making

Washington-Lee a school of pride, scholarship, and memories.
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"Our attitude towards life

"I think people will become more

determines life's attitude towards us

and more aware that we are all more

-Earl Nightingale

than we seem." - Samuel Johnson

Walking through the hallways, it can be hard to get around people moving in

opposite directions and the people just standing in groups, taking up space. As we
walk by the crowds, however, we usually don't think about how it is all these people

put together that make Washington-Lee the school it is. Or rather, the school we are.

Day to day, making it to the next period and staying adequately functional, despite

lack of sleep and after-school activities, may have been a realistic goal for some
throughout the year. However, student life stretches far beyond exams and daily

assignments. Student life begins with the chatter in the hallways and hugs between

friends, and stretches to the personal hobbies and passions of students.

Student Life



Summer of '09
Students use summer camps as a way to

connect with new and old friends

Sophomore John Beckman
and the rest of the varsity

basketball team take a short

break from an intense

workout. "I thought the camp
was very beneficial because

it helped the team get to

know each other and work

well together," said

Beckman. "You also get to

work on your athletic ability."

Campers at Camp Varsity

watch the sunset from the

dock after the day's activities

are done. Watching the

sunset was a way for

campers to relax and enjoy

the surroundings after a long

day. "Being able to relax at

the end of the day, in one of

the best places in the world,

is the greatest feeling ever,"

said freshman Lucas

McCartin.

— As the days of summer
neared, many students could

not wait to return to friends from

previous summers, while others

could not wait to start new
adventures. Summer camps
provided students with a way to

create new friendships and
reconnect with friends from past

summers.
Summer camps allowed

students to get away from their

normal routine and become
immersed in a variety of

different activities. Sometimes,

a camp left such a good
impression upon students that

they continued to return to the

camp year after year. "I was a

camper at Camp Varsity for

seven years, and then became
a counselor this past summer,"

said junior Sandra McCartin. "I

developed incredible

friendships that made me return

every year."

Sports teams and athletes

also utilized summer camps for

their off-season training. "Going

to basketball camp as a team
definitely helped everyone

mesh together," said senior

Benjamin Schwartz. After a

long summer off, sport specific

summer camps allowed

student-athletes to polish up

1 . Freshman Kayla Tarlton gets

ready to receive the ball during

a tennis match at Camp Lair in

Pinecrest, California. Camp Lair

was for families of the University

of California Berkeley alumni.

Tarlton participated in numerous
sports activities, including tennis

and swimming. 2. Sophomore
Sarah Chase-Walsh helps

young children learn how to ice

skate at the Kettler Capitals

Iceplex in Ballston Common
Mall. Chase-Walsh assisted

children between the ages of

five and nine in learning the

basics of ice skating. "It can

sometimes get a little bit chaotic

when you are in charge of 10

little kids on ice skates, but I still

really enjoyed working there,"

she said.

skills that have become a little

rusty in between seasons.

"Going to field hockey camp
really helped improve my skills

and allowed me to become
much more confident in the

game," said sophomore Patricia

Carmody.

For many, summer camp
was a way to step out of one's

comfort zone. "I wish that I

could have gone to overnight

camp because it lets you get

away from home for a while and

meet new people," said junior

Kristi Kern. The camp
experience gave students a

taste of the world away from

home.

Whether it was for sports,

the arts, an educational

experience, or just plain fun,

summer camps exposed
students to some essential

qualities necessary in the real

world. Living, playing and

sharing adventures with one
another helped students gain

self-confidence and develop

friendships and memories that

would last a lifetime.

-Anne Murray, '10

ParitaShah, '11

Liliana Olsen, '13

Summer Camps



^ J Campers surround junior Sandra McCartm, a counselor at Camp
Varsity Over the two-week time period at camp, the counselors
and campers became really close. "I've made some of my best

friends at camp, and I love continuing to see them every

summer," said McCartm

Most Commonly
Attended Camps

What types of camps were attended

over the summer?

Sports Camp or Team Camp

Art Camp

Summer Enrichment Camp

Nature Camp

100 students surveyed

A

Camp Lair kept the

camping tradition of

sleeping in tents alive

These tents had

wooden floors and beds
for the campers to sleep

on. Although these

were not your traditional

tents, they still added to

the authentic camp feel.

"Summer camp is a great

way to experience being

away from home, and
have a lot of fun. My
daughter still keeps in

contact with friends she

made at camp in high

school."

Christine Crutsinger,

Librarian

"[Camp is] a good way
to be on your own, be

independent, and

have a good time

while meeting new
friends."

Julie Caron. English

Teacher

Student Life



Top 10

New Spaces
1. Pool

2. Auditorium/Theater

3. Library

4. Gym

5. Band Rooms

6. Cafeteria

7. Classroom

8. Courtyard

9. Cyber Cafe

10. Other

Favorite Spaces

"I really like the pool. It's

prettier, and has better con-

struction for the layout."

- Samira Sanwar, '12

"I like the cafeteria. It's a nice

general area to hang out."

- Sydney Tichenor, '10

"My favorite part of the new
school is the cyber cafe. I can

use the computers if the library

is not available."

- Ryan McConville, '11

"I love the gymnastics/dance

room. I think it's great that we
finally get more space to

practice."

- Lea Crangle, '10

The cast of You Can't Take it

with You rehearses under the

leadership of theater teacher

Keith Cassidy. The play was the

first production using the new
theater.

New Spaces



The new pool is used by swim team members and
physical education classes. The layout design

included four additional lanes, a larger deck space,

and a tank pool. "They designed it beautifully," said

sophomore Marzan Mitu.

The new gym is used by sports teams and physical

education classes to play sports and exercise. The
wide new space replaced the small, cramped area of

the old gym. "It's a lot more open, brighter, and
lively," said senior Jayney Riddick.

In With the New
Students took advantage of the new aspects

that came with the completion of the building

With the completion of the new building

came many new areas for students of all

grades to use and enjoy for both school-

related and recreational activities. While

some student favorites like the cyber cafe,

the library, and the cafeteria were

completed with most of the construction

the previous year, the new areas gained

lots of attention and usage as well.

A popular addition was the new pool. It

was located next to the gym and designed

for physical education classes to use, but

many others found themselves using it

frequently. The upgrade included a larger

space, four additional swimming lanes,

two separated sections for various usage,

and a water polo area. Members of the

swim team were particularly thankful for

the upgrade from the previous pool. "It's

much easier to run practices between the

swim and diving teams now," said senior

Matthew Allen.

Another new area that was well-

received was the gym. Balconies were
replaced with new sets of bleachers for

each individual class. "It's kept really

clean," said senior Jonathan Nguyen. "It

looks really impressive."

The large theater/auditorium, located

near the senior parking lot exit, was also

greatly appreciated and admired. New
features included in the construction

greatly aided the quality of performances.

"The new systems let us do a lot more
things with our shows," said junior Andrew
Elliott. "We can utilize all the money the

school's put into the theater in order to

perform the best shows possible."

Some of the last additions to the

building were a little theater, an

auditorium, and music rooms. "My favorite

part of the new building is definitely the

high-tech music rooms," said junior

Margaret Siddle. "The band room is much
better than it was in the old building."

Though many favored the upgrades of

the new school, some still preferred

aspects of the old building. One issue was
the theme of style, and how the

construction company that worked on the

new school had also worked on others.

"The new school's layout is too similar to

others," said junior Joshua Patecell. "The

old school had more of an identity."

A vast majority of students agreed that

the noisy construction of the new building

was well worth the final results. "I'm really

glad that I am one of the students who
has an opportunity to learn in a better

school with awesome technology," said

junior Bilguunzaya Tumurbaatar. "I think

the completion of the building signifies a

new beginning, and a better one."

- Amina Chenini '11

Megan Carlson '1

1

Hot

Spots

Gym
Junior Abigail Whitmore plays badminton

in the new gymnasium. The gym is

located next to the pool and holds new
blue and gray bleachers that line the

walls.

Library
Junior Lina Chhuy-Hy does her home-
work at one of the library tables. In the

library, many could be found studying,

and hanging out during spare time.

Cyber Cafe
Sophomores Salam Aziz and Natalie

Shearin work in the cyber cafe. The
Cyber Cafe was a popular area during

lunch, before, and after school for

Internet surfing and research.

Cafeteria
The new cafeteria included four lunch

lines and two snack bars, which proved

useful for those looking to grab a quick

snack between classes.

Student Life



The Rhythm of Culture
Students learn to adapt to different cultures

Senior Jabari Nedd
describes how different life

was in Trinidad. He was
born there and had a

different lifestyle than here

in the US. "It's warm all the

time and it's laid back," said

Nedd. "We had no lockers

and wore uniforms, and if

you got in trouble, then you

would get hit with a ruler or

bamboo stick."

Math teacher Nevin Jaffer

talks about the different

cultures to which she's been

exposed. She greatly

appreciated living among
different cultures. "I lived in

many countries like England,

for eight years and it was a

good exposure to culture,

religion, and foods," said

Jaffer. "It shows you that the

whole world is different."

During the school day,

students were constantly

exposed to a diverse group of

cultures. This allowed a

mixture of foods, languages,

games, dances, religions, and

holidays to blend together.

Many of the students that

came from other countries had

to learn to adapt to the culture

of teens in the United States.

"It seems like the people here

are more liberal and open to

new ideas," said junior Karen

Ampuero-Figueroa. "I had to

adapt to the food here, which is

unhealthy compared to the

food in Peru. But my favorite

food here is pasta." Adapting to

American culture made it

easier to fit in, but the number
of different cultures still allowed

students to be proud of their

ethnic origins.

Students may have

thought that they had too much
homework, or that the dress

code was too strict. However,

many students who recently

immigrated to the area had

different opinions about the

education

system. They described the

education in their countries as

more rigorous, especially when
it came to homework. "It's more
strict in Mongolia because we
can't turn in late homework.
You just get no credit for it,"

said junior Bilguunzaya

Tumurbaatar.

Some other students

described their dress code to

be more strict as well. "[In Sri

Lanka] if your nails are colored

or if they are too long, the

teachers will hit you with a

ruler," said junior Madhavi

Liyanage.

Although some students

took the new school for

granted, students from other

countries tended to always

show their gratitude for the

numerous resources available.

Said senior Amine Mehari, "I

am from Eritrea and it's a third

world country, which means
that the options that I have

available here weren't available

in my country."

-Mary Sanchez, '11

1. Sophomore Lesly Cruz-Guzman
describes the difference in the

education between El Salvador and

the United States. According to Cruz,

the education here is better because

you essentially learn more. "It wasn't

hard to adapt when I came here from

El Salvador because I learned

English quickly," said Cruz. 2. Juniors

Amina Chenini, Antonella Rodriguez-

Cossio, Bilguunzaya Tumurbaatar,

Veronica Stokes, and Mary Hamilton

present a poster on a college essay

they read in English class about

stereotypes in different cultures. The
group itself was actually composed of

five different races. "Having a very

diverse group of friends helps me
enjoy what the world has to offer,"

said Chenini.

f

10 Cultures Among Students



Junior Nitika Dumera dances with friends at her

sixteenth birthday party. She had a mix of

clothing styles at her party, including traditional

clothing from India "I like to dance Bollywood-

style music because I was influenced by my
sisters who danced," said Dumera

Junior Faiza Ait Ouahi wears

her traditional hejab. She wore

this to school everyday because
she wanted to show respect to

her religion. "I like to listen to

Arabic and French music It's

kind of like rap." said Ait Ouahi.

Students' Ethnic
Diversity

White

Hispanic

Black

Asian

Other

40.9%

32.6%

13.3%

12.9%

.3%

population 1.810

"I like it here because I

have an opportunity to

get a better education

and I get to experience

diversity."

Michael Vu. '10

"It's important for kids to

thrive in a diverse world

because of the different

cultures surrounding

them
"

James Sample, Minority

Achievement Coordinator

Student Life 11



1 . Senior Kathryn Rabatsky shows
her college spirit. "[Elon University]

has a good amount of students, as

well as good weather," said

Rabatsky. 2. Junior Amanuel
Abebe and senior Nguon Lay ride

the bus to visit James Madison

University. "During the trip, I

enjoyed learning new things," said

Lay. 3. Senior Fred Crawford

reads his A. P. Biology book. "I plan

on studying either biology,

chemistry, or biochemistry: a mix of

the two," said Crawford.

I'm glad that all the hard work I put in will pay off now." - Angelica Kennedy, '10

Making Memories
Seniors create memories during

their years of high school

Seniors placed hundreds of hours of

work into homework, study sessions,

and projects. Many students were not

able to wait for the day they graduated.

However, not all were excited about

leaving high school. Some were

unhappy about leaving their local area,

as well as missing friends and the

teachers who taught them.

Some seniors planned to travel out of

state, but believed that they would miss

the area they grew up in. "Arlington is a

mixed urban and suburban place, as well

as being close to D.C.," said senior

Christopher Almquist. "I will miss that a

lot."

Throughout their years of high school,

seniors had a variety of teachers, usually

remembering one or two teachers who
changed how they felt about a subject.

"What I will miss most will be the

teachers," senior Monica Ahir said. "I will

remember Mr. Summers the most. When
I got to his class, I realized it was fun

and great because of his interaction with

us."

Many students had the same friends

through all four years of high school,

some of whom they knew from early

childhood. However, others became
acquainted with new friends when they

started a new school year.

"I will miss my friends because, to

me, school feels like a family, and I'm

leaving them," said senior Victoria Cruz.

Senior Mark Sykhammountry and junior Gebar
Hagos listen as Spanish teacher Lilliana Mendez
reads a passage from the textbook.

Sykhammountry hopes to attend Virginia Tech. "I

appreciated all the teachers and what they taught

us," said Sykhammountry. "They prepared us for

the future."

Seniors created many memories during

their time in high school. When preparing

to leave their past and the area behind,

they looked forward to their futures, but

missed the memorable times they had

during high school.

-Jose Castellon, '10

Mora Hav, '13

12 Graduation and Goals



4 Freshman Wendall Horton

designs his dream building. "My
dream is to be an architect and live

in Florida, since that was where I

was born," said Horton

5. Freshman Kyhe Auble

photographs plants in the courtyard

of the school. "I want to be a

photographer," said Auble.

6. Sophomore Leonel Cardenas-

Cayasso demonstrates proper

protocol for greeting in the military.

"My father and grandfather were

pilots, so it runs in the family," said

Cardenas-Cayasso.

"My goal is to make my dreams, which are to open my own clothing store and create a shelter for the needy, come true. " - Danait Habtemanam, '10

Juniors Jazmin Woodson. Keaira Wortham.

Aida Sebhat, Rutha Kidane, and Imani

Bigsby sit outside of The Festival Center at

James Madison University (JMU). Students

visited JMU to learn about opportunities the

university offers. "I wanted to go on a

college trip to get a 'better' feel of what

college life is actually like," said Woodson.college life is actually like," said Woodson.

Where do you want to be ten years from

NOW?

fi

"In ten years, I see myself having a

career in the medical field. I plan to

be a dermatologist."

Phuongthu Tonnguyen. '10

"In ten years, I will hopefully be a

lawyer, just graduating from law

school."

Rime Jabbara. '13

"In ten years, I will be writing my own
name on checks.

"

Ian Feeney, '10

"In ten years, I will be living in LA
and doing movie production."

Andrew Perrow. '1

1

"In ten years, I will have traveled to a

few countries and lived in Asia. I'd

also have a master's degree in

history and be an archaeologist."

Betnce Yambrach. '10

Student Life 13



1. Seniors Caroline Benitah, Zoe
Bellars, and Elana Crivella carry on

the senior tradition of wearing togas

on Blast from the Past Day. "We
made a collaborative effort to help

each other represent the senior

class and look our best," said

Bellars. 2. Freshman Rourke

Donahue dresses up as the Hulk for

Superhero Day. 3. Junior Veronica

Stokes shows her spirit by wearing

a purple superhero costume.

Blast from the Past Day Superhero Day

Dress Out Loud
Students and staff celebrate their school pride through the

crazy ways they dress during spirit week

This year's spirit week was different

from most in the past. It was marked by

new traditions and themes, including the

switching of Class Color Day with Generals'

Pride Day, and the addition of Jungle Day.

These changes created much excitement

within the student body. "Spirit week is the

time of year where you don't have any

limits to show your school spirit," said junior

Shahenda Helmy.

Although there were various changes,

Blast from the Past Day and Superhero

Day remained the same. The tradition of

seniors wearing togas on the former day

stayed, so the majority of seniors showed
up as Greek gods and goddesses. "My
favorite day was Blast from the Past

because it was funny watching the seniors

run around in bed sheets," said sophomore
Carina Garcia. The rest of the school

showed their spirit by dressing with style

from different generations.

Superhero Day produced much
enthusiasm among the student body. Most

people who participated showed up to

school in made-up superhero costumes.

"People showed a lot of creativity through

their costumes," said junior Cassandra

Ford.

Originality was demonstrated again on

Jungle Day when many staff members and

students wore "wild" costumes. Two staff

members, assistant principle Paul

Jamelske and science teacher Jason

Brodowski, showed up to school in full

gorilla costumes.

Many students thought that Class Color

Day should have been on Friday, but the

staff agreed that everyone should wear

Students find it amusing when the administrators wear

costumes because it happens on such a rare

occasion. "The administrators got together and

decided to be a part of spirit week this year," said

administrator Margarita Cruz. "We were having a lot of

fun."

school colors for the pep rally instead. "I

like that the change allows everyone to

work together," said attendance secretary

Cindy Delgallo. "There's no competition

between classes." Though some students

were disappointed by the different order,

most still showed up to school in their class

or school colors on the appropriate days,

showing just as much pride from previous

years.

According to students and staff, the

amount of spirit the school generated made
spirit week a major success. "School spirit

is something worth having because you're

part of something bigger than yourself,"

said history teacher Jennifer Dean.

-Morgan Livezey, '12

Sabrina Patwary, '11

Abigail Knight, '11

14 Spirit Week

*



4. Juniors Kaitlynn Menoche and
Gretchen Schroeder dress in

animal prints and safari costumes
for Jungle Day "I liked how you got

to dress like a crazy person and no

one could judge you." said

Menoche 5. Sophomores Jordan

Ricker and Thomas Fontaine

demonstrate their school spirit by

wearing their class color, white, on

Class Color Day. 6 Science

teacher Jason Brodowski wears a

bear costume with the school's

jersey on Generals' Pride Day.

Jungle Day Class Color Day Generals' Pride Day

Juniors Khulan Batmunkh. Molly Ramey. and Michelle

Smyth smile as they look at pictures they had taken of

their outfits earlier in the week. The bizarre outfits that

people wore gave the school a vibrant energy. "Spirit

week is the time of year that the whole school gets

together to become one." said junior Khulan Batmunkh.

Student Life 15



Our True Colors
School unity is a main focus at the pep rally

Freshman Emma Cregan
holds a sign to show her

school spirit. The freshman

class received second

place in the Spirit Stick

competition. "I liked feeling

that I'm a part of the class,"

said Cregan.

Senior Kathy Huynh performs

in front of the school. Huynh
was the captain of the

colorguard team. "It's fun to

perform, but it's hard to keep

everyone focused since

we're such good friends," she
said.

For most returning

students and teachers,

walking into the new gym
and seeing blue and gray

cover the bleachers was a

big change from previous

years. Many sophomores,

juniors, and seniors, who
were expecting to wear their

respective class colors, were

torn between whether or not

they liked the break in

tradition.

Being told to wear blue

and gray during the pep rally

was a subject of

conversation throughout the

days leading up to it. "We
are representing the entire

school," assistant principal

Paul Jamelske said. "It's not

about class against class."

While many students and
teachers supported the new
decision, other students

decided to wear their class

colors despite the change,

adding noticeable mixes of

white and red between the

blue and gray crowd.

The colors weren't the

only difference. In addition,

mm

the gym itself changed the

way the classes and faculty

sat, replacing balconies with

two sets of bleachers for the

freshmen and sophomores
to fill. "We were all standing

up," said junior Courtney

Riley. "We got more into it,

and everything felt more
energetic on the new
bleachers."

Although there were a

few differences, many other

traditions still remained the

same. Performances by the

cheerleaders and dance
team won lots of applause.

The balloon-popping event

held by the SCA for sports

teams also got everybody in

a friendly, competitive spirit.

Despite the changes in

tradition, many agreed that

this pep rally generated the

same amount of excitement

and spirit that came from

previous ones. Freshman
Kyle Lusby said, "It was a

very memorable afternoon."

-Megan Carlson, '11

Lisa McNabola, '1

1

Mora Hav, '13

Sophomore Levi Herrera

dances along with the

band. Herrera sat with

the rest of the JV and
varsity football teams. "I

had a good time trying to

get everybody pepped
up," he said.

i » -

i
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Junior Adrien Soutter

plays with the band.

Soutter has played the

trumpet for seven years.

"We could only hear the

drums and the cheering,

which made it harder to

play," he said.

16 Pep Rally



The varsity

cheerleading team
put together an
intense

performance,

according to

students. The team

used new
techniques that

aroused more
cheering and noise

from the crowds.

"Our routine was
out- sourced to a

really prestigious

choreographer in

Georgia," said senior

Jackson Verville.

"My favorite part was
when we got to

perform it for the

entire school."

Seniors Nicholas Apseloff and Miles

Coulton-Thompson add to the atmosphere

by leading the seniors in class cheers.

The seniors won this year's Spirit Stick

due to their enthusiasm throughout spirit

week and the pep rally. "My favorite part

was when I got the senior wave going,"

said Coulton-Thompson.

Blue and Gray

The freshman and JV field

hockey teams sit with the

other sports teams. The
traditions of bleachers

being reserved for athletes

was continued. "It was nice

that all the athletes came
together to show their

support," said freshman

Maggie Burgos.

Seniors Alexander

Goodall and Alexandra

Evans get intense in

the balloon

competition. As the

game wore on, the

boundary lines got

smaller, so there was
less space to run

around. "It was the first

time I was chosen from

my class to do
something, so I thought

it was a great

opportunity to

represent my class and

the football team," said

Goodall of the balloon

competition.

r "
-
™

The junior class cheers

along with the rest of the

school. Some juniors

decided to wear red

despite the new tradition

of wearing school

colors."We wore red

because it is a tradition,"

said junior Kaitlyn

Campbell. "There is no

other reason."

Senior Genesis

Torres-Moreira takes

a break from playing

piccolo with the band

to watch the

cheerleaders present

their routine. Torres-

Moreira was also

part of the

homecoming court.

"The cheerleaders

did a good job, but I

have to say the band
was my favorite part

of the pep rally," said

Torres-Moreira.

J
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Pre-Dance Traditions

"In past years, I have gone to

Silver Diner with friends, but

this year, my friend offered to

host a dinner at her house. It

was a lot less of a hassle than

going to a restaurant and

everyone still had a great time."

Emily Nalker, '10

"Before the dance, my friends

and I got ready and had dinner

at my house. We also took

pictures. My first homecoming
was a ton of fun."

Devon Brown, '13

"Before the homecoming dance,

I went out to eat with friends.

We went to Matsutake, a hibachi

grill, which was very

entertaining."

Trevor Newton ,'11

Sophomore Erin Norman
straightens sophomore Erin

Fox's hair before the

homecoming dance. Before

the dance, the girls got ready

together with friends, then later

went out to dinner. "Getting

ready with friends was fun, but

seeing everyone dressed up at

the dance was exciting since

we're always so casually

dressed at school," said Fox.

Sophomores Camille Uzel and
Nicole Nicholas take a moment
to reflect on how much fun they

are having at the dance.

Although both girls had dates,

they found time to dance with

friends too. "I thought the dance
was really fun," said Uzel. "My
favorite part was when they

played Party in the USA' by
Miley Cyrus."

Sophomores Daunissa Saunders and Jocelyn Somerville enjoy dancing

together at the homecoming dance. Homecoming was a big success

and many attendees enjoyed the dance.

The varsity football team runs through the banner to start the

homecoming game. The team later won 23-19, defeating Falls Church
with a winning touchdown in the fourth quarter. Students, faculty, and
alumni were all pleased with varsity's first win of the season.
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What is your favorite part of homecoming weekend?

"I really enjoyed being

involved with the hallway

decorations for the junior

class partially because I am
a class senator, but I also

enjoyed spending time with

friends who I do not have
classes with."

My-Anh Nguyen, '11

"I loved going to the

homecoming football

game! It's so great when
everyone fills the stands

and has so much school

spirit. I also met new
people at the game, who I

never knew even went to

our school."

Daphne Bascope, '12

"I actually didn't go to

homecoming because it

was too expensive. Me
and some friends went to

the movies instead, so I

guess that was kind of

the highlight of my
weekend."

Jonathan Aguilar, '13

Pieces of Tradition
Homecoming blends new and old traditions

Over the years, homecoming weekend
has become heavily focused on tradition.

Recently, traditions have changed,

including the dance venue. In the old

building, the dance was held in the gym,

but now, in the new school, the

homecoming dance was held in the

cafeteria. "I like the dance in the cafeteria

because it has good lighting," said

counselor Jessica Baith. "It's not too dark,

like the gym, and the cafeteria has a good
view of the Ballston area."

Another homecoming tradition was
alumni reunions. "I always enjoy meeting

the alumni who were my former students,"

said physics teacher Ron Revere. "I like to

see what people have done with their lives

after high school." This year, the class of

1969 celebrated their 40th high school

reunion during homecoming weekend.
This year's theme for the homecoming

float and hallway decoration contests,

Generals World Tour, provided better

grounds for students to show off their

creativity, according to the Student

Council Association (SCA). The theme
offered a lot of distinct choices for classes

to chose from.

"It allowed us to see a lot of the students'

diversity this year," said senior Kyle

Thornhill.

The floats and hallway decor created a

rivalry-filled competition between classes,

making a tough decision for the judges.

Ultimately, the contest ended in ties for

first place between the juniors and
freshmen, and second place between the

sophomores and seniors.

The football team also pulled out their

first win of the season against Falls

Church High School on Friday night.

Students flooded the field at the end of the

game in celebration of the well-deserved

victory. "The team made a great

comeback, and the enthusiastic crowd

contributed to a memorable evening," said

head football coach Josh Shapiro. "The

best part was the touchdown when the

seniors were lined up behind the end-

zone cheering really loudly."

Homecoming weekend was very

tradition-rich. In addition to the

continuation of decades-old traditions,

such as going to the football game and
attending the dance, new traditions were

also formed.

-Jose Castellon '10

Lindsay Cronin '1

1

Kirby Clark' 12

Generals

Sophomore Hall
Sophomores Simone De Los Angeles.

Abigail Fram, Hallie Freeman. Emily

Janson, and Brittany Jones dress up as

French women to present their chosen
city, Paris, throughout the hallway

Junior Hall
Juniors Lan-Anh Nguyen and Teodora

Peneva dress up as Las Vegas show girls

to present the junior hall to the judges.

The juniors won first place in both the

float and hall decoration categories.

vJTLCO'MTE

LAS VEGAS
E V A O A

Senior Hall
Seniors Sean Hoffman and Miguel

Stewart set up the senior hallway

Thursday after school. The seniors'

hallway placed second, tying with the

sophomores.
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1. Sophomore Emily Gursky enjoys

playing at a park while babysitting.

2. After the Plain White T's

performance at the 9:30 Club, junior

Allison Fontaine poses for a picture

with lead singer Tom Higgenson.

"After the concert, I got to talk to the

opening bands, but meeting a lead

singer from a well-known band, like

Tom, was the most memorable part

of that night," said Fontaine. 3. While

practicing a skit for an English

project, sophomore Leah Crangle

goofs off with one of the props.

i—B'.l
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"Weekends are my favorite part of the week because I don't have to worry about stressful school stuff."

T . G. I. F

.

As a break from the school week, students

involve themselves in a variety of activities

Students and staff would often look

forward to the end of the week. It was a

time when they could get away from their

hectic school schedule.

Many people participated in a variety of

activities during their days off from school.

A few of these activities included traveling,

going to concerts, or partaking in different

clubs. "Every weekend I participate in

soccer games because I have a huge
passion for the sport," said freshman

William Sheahan.

Some people claimed their weekends
were filled with chaos. It was especially

hard to fit in social time for those whose
weekends were already booked with other

events. "I compete in cheerleading

competitions on the weekends, so it's

hard to balance everything I want to do in

such a short period of time," said

sophomore Dominique Stocks.

Although everyone had their busy

moments on the weekends, they would

usually find a way to spend time with their

friends and family. "My favorite part of the

weekend is doing things with my friends

because I enjoy their company," said

sophomore Liliana Alcantara-Pfaff.

The majority of students and staff

claimed that they found the weekend as

one of the most important parts of the

week. The days also acted as "catch-up"

for many people. Some would spend large

amounts of time working on homework
assignments or recharging themselves by

sleeping for numerous hours. "My

To celebrate her fifteenth birthday, sophomore
Lauren Montana hosts a party for her family and

friends to attend. Most students held their birthday

celebrations on the weekends rather than during the

week days. "This day was special because my
friends and family were there to celebrate it with

me," said Montana.

weekends tend to be very busy, but they

are important because they help me catch

up on the heavy workload given during the

week," said junior Faris Sanjakdar.

Almost everyone appreciated having

the weekend as a time to get away from

the hectic school atmosphere. "The

weekends are very important to me
because I get to do what I want without

worrying about anything," said junior Amy
Severs. Weekends were an essential

aspect of the school year because it gave

students and staff the chance to do what

they enjoyed most.

-Morgan Livezey, '12
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4. Junior Genesis Portugal-Sanchez

tours the campus of James Madison

University on a weekend visit.

5. Sophomores Hannah Friedman,

Emily Harrison. Emily Cook, Casey
Moran, and Zachery Hunter wait to

be picked up after seeing Kid Cudi

live in concert. "I was disappointed

that he didn't play more songs, but

since it was a festival there were

other entertaining activities to do

while AFI performed," said Cook.

6. Senior Ah Kansiz goofs oft at the

mall by riding on a carousel.

'Weekends are very relaxing, which is why I love them." -Charles Copening, '10

Sophomores Ashley Bach, Audrey Bowler,

Casimira Stempniewicz, and Mara
Berkland go ice skating at the rink located

in Ballston Commons Mall. The friends

often made plans to meet up on the

weekends because they did not get to see

much of each other during the week.

"Hanging out with my friends is my favorite

thing to do because they mean a lot to

me," said Berkland.

Most Common

Activities
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Social Events

Sleeping

Homework

Sports

Concerts

Church

Clubs

Working

Traveling

Sight-seeing

Junior Margaret Siddle attends

one of her favorite Broadway
shows. "Rent". This was her

second time seeing the show,

but she found this show special

because it starred original cast

members. "I enjoy going to

musicals because I have a huge

interest in music." said Siddle.

100 students surveyed
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Reality "Check"
By getting a job, many students get a taste of independ

3Ei i

~

A

Junior Megan Rippy works

as a cashier at Chick-fil-A in

Ballston Mall. Working there

gave her more
independence from her

parents. "I rarely ask for

money from my parents,"

said Rippy. "I pay for my
own food and gas. Basically

I put all my money in a

savings account and take it

out as I need it."

Junior Tyler Cook worked as

a lifeguard at Fort Myer pool.

All his hard work payed off

when he got his first

paycheck. "When I got my
first paycheck it was such a

great feeling," said Cook.

"To know that I worked hard

for that money made it all

worth it."

This year many students

got jobs for a range of different

reasons. One underlying

reason was independence and
freedom from their parents. A
lot of students felt a sense of

freedom when they received

their paychecks. Some felt

more independent because
they had more responsibilities,

and having a job gave them a

taste of the real world.

Many found it hard to

balance school and work

because of late nights and
early mornings. This was a

situation that many students

faced. "It's hard when you first

start because you have late

nights, depending on how
much you work and the

classes that you take," said

junior Javhana Vaanjilnorov, a

barista at Starbucks. "It's hard

but you have to be able to

function at school with late

nights sometimes."

Although students had to

sacrifice time and hard work,

receiving their first paycheck

seemed to make it all worth

1. Senior Danait Habtemariam
hands a lemonade to a

customer at Panera Bread.

Many of her paychecks went

towards trips to the mall. "I've

never had a job so I was excited

because it's my own money and

I could spend it all on shopping,"

said Habtemariam.

2. Senior Stephanie Tate cuts a

slice of tiramisu for a customer

at the restaurant Pie-Tanza.

She found working there to be a

very fun, relaxed atmosphere. "I

love working, and I've had my
job for more than two years,"

said Tate. "It's like a big family

here."

ence

it. Junior Faris Sanjakdar said,

"My first paycheck felt like

paper, but it was great!"

Some students chose to

save their money for the future

or spend it wisely on things

they needed. Others saw it as

an opportunity for freedom and
the ability to buy things that

they were not able to buy

before. "I'd say that as long as I

have money to do the things I

want to do, my parents don't

have a problem with it," said

junior Christopher Seipp. "I

barely have any restrictions."

Either way, money gave
students more freedom to

manage their own finances.

Throughout the year, many
students who had jobs realized

that sometimes it is not all

about money. It became more
about growing up and
becoming more independent

from their parents.

-Amina Chenini, '11

Holly Parker, '11

Mary Sanchez, '11
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Senior Gelila Mengesha prepares a

drink at the Starbucks Coffee in

Ballston Mall. She enjoyed the

benefits of working as a bansta. "I

liked learning how to make drinks,

and I enjoy the ten percent discount,

said Mengesha.

Junior Aaron Michalak sits

in the lifeguard chair at the

Aquatic Center. He found

that becoming a lifeguard

was not too hard. "You just

have to take and pass a life

guarding class." said

Michalak.

Dream Jobs

Students shared their ideal careers

Doctor 44%

Musician 30%

Athlete 15%

11%
lOOpeop le surveyed

Senior Raquel Sands
works as a bookshelver at

Central Public Library.

This job gave her the

chance to explore new
books and escape from

school. "Having a job gives

me freedom because it

gives me space from all

the chaos in life," said

Sands.

Sophomore Lelia Troiano

volunteers as a preschool

teacher at her church.

She saw this as an
opportunity to learn more
about the education field.

"Getting paid would be
nice, but volunteering

makes you feel better

about what you're doing,"

said Troiano.
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Junior Kenneth Hammond works on a track in

his studio. He found music to be something he

was very passionate about. "I've always liked

being good at something, and I think I could

make a profession of this," said Hammond.

Music has always been an

influence for English teacher

Phil Krauth. He played

drums professionally for two

years and was able to tour

the country. "Music and art is

what we live for," said

Krauth. "It adds value to life,

and you can take that with

you wherever you go."

Junior Spencer Hemstreet

spends his spare time

playing guitar. He saved his

money to buy a nicer model.

"I recently bought a $1800
guitar, a step up from the fivi

year old $200 guitar that I

used to shred on," said

Hemstreet.

Junior Jeremy Friedman

performs a song with student

run band Amion. The band also

consisted of juniors

Christopher Seipp, Paulo

Dorado, and senior Jeremy
Seipp. "You feel nervous when
you first get on stage, but once

the music starts you forget all

about that," said Friedman.

Sophomore Abir Haronni

performs a song at a friend's

birthday party. She has also

performed at events such as

weddings, fairs, and sporting

events. "Before I perform I get

all tense and nervous, but when
I'm up there I just let go and

have a good time," said Haronni.
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Freshman Ariel Bobbett plays the (lute in a small wind ensemble at

the Levine School of Music. She decided not to continue with music in

school, but wanted to stick with the (lute. "I like that the group is small,

but I wish it was a little bigger so we could make better harmonies,"
said Bobbett.

Sophomore Kinsey Scholl sings and plays guitar in two bands at Trinity

Presbyterian Church. She loved the experience and the people she got

to meet. "I really enjoy playing, and it's convenient having the bands at

my church,
1

' said Scholl.

Music and Lyrics
Music outside of school gives students a way to express their creativity

get involved in

was singing in

church choir,

singing at local

Music programs at school provided a

structured environment for students to

practice instruments and sing in a group.

Outside of school, students were able to

be more creative and work with others to

create music.

One popular way to

music outside of school

groups. This included

performing in plays, and
venues. While many talented singers were
involved with programs at school like the

Madrigals, others, like senior Caroline

Birasa, liked singing on their own. Birasa

was a Madrigal her junior year, but did not

continue in her senior year due to a

scheduling problem. "I'm in a group called

The Washington Revels, which is a

greater DC area organization that

performs traditional music from different

time periods," said Birasa. "Performing is

so much fun I don't even get nervous

anymore because I'm singing with such

great people."

Another way students got involved in

music outside of school was by playing

instruments. Many students did not do
band in high school because it was such a

big commitment. While some enjoyed it,

others did not have time for the rigorous

schedule of marching band and numerous
concerts involved with the school's band
and orchestra. Junior Peter Hathotuwa

enjoyed playing guitar and jamming with

fellow students outside of school. He
preferred playing on his own to taking

guitar as a class. "I think the guitar

classes here are more aimed at

beginners," said Hathotuwa. "They also

read music, which I'm too lazy to do."

An additional way that students

participated in music outside of school

was by forming their own bands. This was
a way for students to get together and do

something creative. It was something that

could not be done in school, and allowed

students to let loose with one another.

Senior Jeremy Seipp played drums in a

student run band, Amion, and was also in

a band called Related, with his two

brothers. "Performing is like no other

feeling in the world," said Seipp. "When
you're up there playing, hearing them yell

and scream for more, it is something that

just can not be described."

While music inside of school was a

way to learn and improve, music outside

of school provided students with a way to

collaborate with each other and perform

for others. It was a good opportunity for

some to pursue their goal in life and get a

glimpse of what music performances

could be like in the future.

- Holly Parker. "11

Jam
Sessions

Junior Paulo Dorado and senior Jeremy
Seipp perform with their band Amion
Dorado enjoyed performing and
collaborating with his friends. "Music has

been a part of my life since childhood,"

said Dorado. "I never go a day without

thinking about it."

Junior Kelsey Burterworth plays a song

on her guitar. She played in the jazz

band, but also outside of school for fun.

"Sometimes when I'm playing music by

one of my favorite bands. I change up

the music a little bit just to make it feel

like my own," said Butterworth.
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1. Junior Peter Vernia uses his Eee
PC to accomplish tasks before the

start of school. "This computer was
pretty cheap compared to others."

2. Senior Adrian Ferrufino sits in his

car after school. He sold car parts to

make money. "I buy all car stuff,"

Ferrufino said. "Car parts come
before food." 3. Sophomore D'Andre

Monroe talks to sophomore James
Garner wearing a jacket he recently

bought. "I don't have that much
money anymore," Monroe said.

"I don't spend most of my money, I save most of it." -Dagmawi Bekele, 10

Saving Green
During the economic downturn,

students tend to spend less

Students of all grade levels tried to

buy what they love without spending too

much. This ranged from buying clothes

to electronics, all while saving money.

Some waited for products to go on sale,

while others shopped at low-budget

stores. This allowed many students to

think about whether they really needed

an item at all.

One way that many students saved

money was shopping at lower priced

stores. These stores sold products at

lower prices than many department

stores. "I am a moderate spender," said

senior Cindy Zepeda. "But I won't over-

do it. If they are the same quality, I won't

pay more for the brand."

Other students have stalked out sales

at stores that they love. "I usually wait

until it goes on sale," said freshman

Sarah Zielinski. "That's usually when I

end up buying." Often times, many
stores had a sale a week, with up to 50%
off of an item. That was when many
students bought some of their favorite

items.

Even though most students were

saving more, there were some students

who still chose to not save as much. "I

still hang out with my friends," junior

John Pastre said. "I made enough
money to have fun." Many students have

Senior Sean Hoffman talks to the cashier about a

game he wants. He later went to the midnight

event to pick up the game. "
I probably spend $60

a month on games," he said.

not felt the effects and continue to buy

what they wish without giving much
thought about the cost.

While some students have not

changed their spending habits, many
have. Overall, the loss of money caused

students to become more frugal than

before. Some shop for lower priced

goods, while others wait for sales. Many
students discovered they can live without

certain things that they wish they had.

-Jose Castellon, '10
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4 Sophomores Raleigh Mills and

Susan Ferguson talk outside after

school. "I shop the most at American

Eagle." Mills said. 5. Senior Nathalie

Reyes talks to her friend over her

new phone, an LG Neon. Other than

her phone, she likes to spend on

clothes and shoes. "How much I

spend varies on how much money I

have ' 6 Freshman Ian Hall unlocks

his Magnum bike from the bike rack.

His parents bought him the bike since

he's too young to get a job

have not changed my spending habits because I never really spent much in the first place." - Ryan Carrey "10

Junior Samantha Burke and
freshman Ovidio Juarez look at

shoes at the Underground Station.

Together, the two spent around

$100 a month on shopping. "We
both love shoes and clothes," Burke

said.

Junior Claudia Cisneros shops

at Wet Seal for a new shirt. She
regularly shopped at stores for

both sports apparel and normal

clothes. "I haven't changed my
spending habits due to the

economy, " Cisneros said.

What type of spender are you?

Are you a compulsive spender,

a moderate spender, or a saver?

When you receive

money, you...

A. spend it all in one trip.

B. save some of it but

spend most of it.

C. save all of it because

you might need it later.

When a friend has

something you want, you..

A. instantly go buy it too.

B. maybe buy it next time

you are out and about.

C. compliment them.

When you watch an

infomercial, vou...

A. instantly call the

number on the screen.

B. wonder why anyone

would need that.

C. buy it after seeing you

could really use it.

You see an item vou

really want, vou...

A. instantly go buy it.

B. wait until it is on sale.

C. put it on your

Christmas list.
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Juniors Alexandra Arriaza and John
Mutty work on a project together for

class. Both of them liked working

together because they knew how to

balance work between each other.

!

"High school guys are

immature. Thats why I'm not

in a relationship."

Diana Ramirez, junior

Sophomores Laura Yauger
and Hayes Baker hold hands
before the first bell rings.

They always met in the

mornings before going to

their first period. "We have

no classes together this year

but we see each other after

every class," said Yauger.

Antonella Rodriguez-Cossio and

her boyfriend Sergio Yabeta-

Salamanca get ready to go out

for dinner. On the weekends
they liked to go out on dates.

"Being with him is what I love

about being in this relationship.

Everyday the 'good mornings'

and 'good nights' never get old,"

said Rodriguez-Cossio.

Junior Jeremy Friedman and

freshman Brittney Drye talk and

joke around in the hall. Couples

talked in the hallways in

between classes. "We see each

other in between classes, at

lunch, and in the bus." said

Friedman.
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"It's okay for qirl:

u

<ay tor girls to ask out

guys because we've evolved

more and we don't stick to the

normal traditions."

Atiya Rehman, '11

"I like for girls to ask me out

because it makes me feel

special."

Cornelius Drayton, ' 1

1

I

Is it okay
for girls

to ask

guys out

in these

modern
times, or

is it best

to stick to

the

tradition?

"I like tradition because I see it

as very desperate for a girl to

ask out a guy.

Monica Amaya, '12

Other Half?
Dating became important to students

to help them find their other half

When asked the question, "Is dating old

fashioned?" many students said it was
necessary to help find the right person.

"Everyone dates and that's how you find

out who the right person is," said senior

Ingrid Reyes.

According to students, communication

between couples has improved because of

the advances in technology. Cell phone
conversations and text messages seemed
to be a popular form of communication for

all the couples. "We text non-stop during

the day and talk on the phone at night,"

said junior Tania Hines.

Many students thought that living in

Arlington was beneficial because of the

many places it offers for dates. A popular

dating spot was going to the movies at

Ballston Common Mall or Courthouse

Theater. "We like going to the movie
theater to watch scary movies," said junior

Catherine Pricone of her boyfriend Rhyler

Heining.

A popular spot for couples was
Washington D.C., which was easy to get to

because of the metro. "We like to go to

D.C. and go to museums," said junior

Michaela Nelson.

The first date was the most memorable
for most couples because it was one on

one time with each other, where they got to

know each other better. "My first date was
at William and Mary and we were in the

Sunken Garden," said sophomore Noah
Pilchen. "The sprinklers were on and that's

where we had our first kiss."

While some people said that opposites

attract, some couples had common
interests. Couples said that their

similarities, rather than differences, were

actually what brought them together. "We
both like sports, and we care about school,"

said sophomore Eric Schmidt. "And we're

both easy to talk to."

Students thought that dating was not old

fashioned because it gave them the

opportunity to find out what they liked in a

partner. It also gave them the chance to

spend quality time with each other, in and

out of school.

-Mary Sanchez '11

Couple

Costumes

Juniors Carlos Dell'Agostino and Bntta

Gonzales dress up as a skater boy and
super woman on halloween night. They
were excited to go to the haunted houses

around the area. "On halloween we went

tnck-or-treating and we went out lor a

movie." said Gonzales

Junior couple Hareth Andrade-Ayala and

Benjamin Merlos smile for a picture as

they get ready to go tnck-or- treating.

This was their first halloween together as

a couple, which they enjoyed a lot. "For

halloween we went to a haunted forest

and dressed up as nerds." said Andrade-

Ayala.
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Can't Live

Without You
Students reveal that the intangible things in life

are what they truly cannot live without

Senior Lindsay Cowen
cannot live without her

puppy, Piper. Cowen used

to be terrified of dogs until

she met Piper. "Piper is the

most loveable dog ever and
she made me realize how
sweet and special dogs are,"

said Cowen. "I would be

devastated if anything

happened to her."

Freshman Heather Banikas

spends a girls' weekend in

New York with her family.

"My family is always there to

stand behind me, and if it

wasn't for them I would not

have the courage to do
anything that truly matters to

me," said Banikas.

While some students could

not live without materialistic

things, most students claimed

that it was the intangible

things in life that they could

not live without.

Having something enjoyable

to do outside of school let

students take a break from

everyday routines. "I can't live

without art. It's the only thing

that expresses me and lets

me escape reality," said

freshman Luz Hernandez.

The types of art students

chose to do varied from

painting to photography to

acting to music. "I can't live

without acting because it

releases any stress that I have

and it is a great way to have

fun," said freshman Rourke

Donahue. Each type of art

allowed students an

opportunity to get away from

the daily stresses of life.

"Music is life - it is a way for

me to relax," said freshman

Brianna Lowe.

Another thing students said

they could not live without

were their friends and family.

"I cannot live without my
friends and family because
they mean everything to me,

said senior Leah Davis. "I can

always rely on them."

Family and friends

provided support and comfort

for students. "My friends and

family are always there to

support me," said sophomore
Liliana Alcantara- Pfaff.

Sports were something

else that students said they

were attached to. "I can't live

without sports because they

are a good way to relieve

myself from stress," said

senior Ulysses Smith.

There were a wide

variety of things students

could not live without, but

what students valued most

were the people they

treasured and the activities

they enjoyed.

-Liliana Olsen, '13

1. Sophomore Ashley Bach listens

to her iPod as she waits to compete
in her next event in a gymnastics

competition. "I could never live

without music because it helps me
wind down, and it releases all my
stress," said Bach. "Gymnastics

competitions tend to be very

stressful, so I always have my iPod

to listen to as I wait in between

events." 2. Freshman Emma
Cooper shares a good laugh with

many of her friends during lunch.

Cooper loves lunch because it is a

break in the day where she can

relax and hang out with her friends.

"I can't live without my friends

because they are always there for

me when I need them and I always

have an enjoyable time with them,"

Cooper said.

30 What Students Can't Live Without
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Freshman Benjamin Rim spends time with

his family at a fancy dinner on a cruise. "I

can't live without my family because they

support me in everything I do. They supply

all the things I need to live and help me
out whenever I need them," said Rim.

Freshman Jaras Chaimuangchuen hustles

to the ball at one of his many weekend
soccer games. Chaimuangchuen is an

active soccer player who has been playing

since he was in first grade. "I can't live

without soccer because it is a great way for

me to relieve myself from stress,"

Chaimuangchuen said.

hat can you not live without?

Family/Friends

Music

Sports

Relaxation Time

"I cannot live without

sports because they are

an integral part of my
day and sports teach

many life lessons."

Brian Pinney, Physical

Education Teacher

"I can't live without my
friends because I know I

will always have a good
time with them when I am
stressed out. and they

will make me feel more
relaxed."

Madeline Templeton,

Senior
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Bloomer Reel
Students share what they wish others had not seen

Freshman Destiny Boyd
loves to dance, but

sometimes not in the right

places. "My mom was at a

photo shoot, and I started

dancing," said Boyd. "There

were other kids there, and

they started laughing at me
and talking about me."

It can be hectic getting to

class on time, and often

students' attention is divided

between multiple places.

Unfortunately, junior Jessie

Togan learned this the hard

way. "My most

embarrassing moment was
definitely the time when I ran

into the pole between two

doors," said Togan. "There

were tons of people

around."

While some students bask

in the presence of a camera,

there are some moments
when others wish cameras did

not exist. Bloopers and

embarrassing moments are

happening all the time in the

lives of teenagers.

Falling up the stairs was a

common occurrence in the

hallways. When students were

rushing to class, it was easy to

miss stepping on the next stair

and fall. Oftentimes it was
easy to pick oneself up after

such a spill and move on, but

other times the fall caught the

attention of others.

Sophomore Emily Harrison fell

up the stairs many times. "I fall

up the stairs a lot, but one
time, my skirt flew up, I fell on

my stomach and my knee

started to bleed," said

Harrison. "Someone helped

me up, but they told me that

they could not stop laughing."

Usually, there were people

who helped others pick

themselves up, but sometimes

there was not anybody around

to help. "One time when it was
snowing and the sidewalk was
slick from the ice, I slipped on

the vent in the street. People

walking by were laughing at me
and nobody stopped to ask if I

was okay," said sophomore
Dominique Stocks. "I was
laughing too. It was
embarrassing, but also really

funny."

Physical education teacher

Matthew Norris often caught

students in the midst of their

embarrassing moments.
"Mainly I see people fall while

doing activities in gym class,

but students also ask mindless

questions in class," said Norris.

"I think so many people are

caught up in worldly lives that

they do not think about what

they are doing at the present

time." Norris believes that most
embarrassing moments were

accidents.

Students came to accept

embarrassing moments as

common occurrences

throughout their lives. Even
though, at the time, students

wished they could have been

invisible. Now, they look back

at those times and laugh.

-Kirby Clark, '12

1 . Senior Sophie Jenkins drives her

car to school and although she says

she is a good driver, she does
admit having one weakness behind

the wheel. "I am absolutely terrible

at navigating roads while driving,"

said Jenkins. "I like to think I am not

a bad driver, but it takes me a long

time to fix my mistake if I make a

wrong turn and get lost. This has

happened several times with my
boyfriend in the car. He thinks it is

hilarious, but I am actually really

struggling." 2. Sophomore Madeline

Hay recalls her embarrassing

moment at this year's National

District Cheer Competition, "I had

an infected stye on my eye and

couldn't wear my contacts. I had to

wear my sports goggles from

middle school," said Hay. "Looking

back, I definitely did not look

attractive in the pictures!"
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Sophomores Emily Harrison, Vasthy Delgado, and Emily Watson, revisit the

location where Harrison had an embarrassing fall on the stairs They all

agreed that the moment was funny. "I helped Emily up when she fell

because I wanted to be a good friend, but I still laughed at her," said

Watson.

CAUGHT

ACT

The Commons is a

busy place, especially

during lunch time.

People can see you at

almost every moment.
Unfortunately, lunch

time was a prime time

for embarrassing

moments to occur.

Junior Amy Severs had
an unpleasant lunch

period on the first day

of her freshman year. "I

was shaking my
chocolate milk, but I

didn't realize the cap
was off. I ended up

with chocolate milk all

over myself, and I was
wearing a white

sweater," said Severs.

"I had to walk through

the whole cafeteria

with chocolate milk

dripping off of myself. It

was my first impression

in front of all the new
people I had met on

the first day of school.

They all think I am a

klutz with bad luck."

One of my most
embarrassing moments
was when I was shopping
at Target and walked up
to this woman and started

taking to her like she was
my mom. but she wasn't."

Lina Chhuy-Hy, '11

"I feel bad for other

people when they have
embarrassing

moments. If someone
else fell, I would help

them, and laugh, too."

Rahkia Legrand, '12
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1. Junior Katherine Perry always

knocks on wood after "jinxing" with

someone as to avoid bad luck in the

future. 2. Sophomore Randall Perez

uses his lucky pencil, which he claims

helps him to ace tests for which he

did not study. 3. Junior Elizabeth

Beckwith makes a wish at 11:11 AM.
She wished every time she saw a

clock with the time 11:11. "Most

people just make a wish, but the truth

is that if you want it to come true,

then you have to touch the clock

while you think of the wish until it is

11:12," said Beckwith.

"I sometimes jump into bed in order to avoid 'monsters' that might be under it because I did that as a kid." -Kelsey Butterworth, '11

Very Superstitious?
Despite the lack of belief in the apocalypse,

students share various other superstitions

The attention towards the 2012

apocalypse in the entertainment industry

attributed to the resurgence of old

superstitions. However, despite the

sudden interest, the majority of students

did not follow such beliefs. "I do not

believe in superstitions at all," said junior

Keisha Home. "In every superstition,

there is a logical answer behind it; it's

that simple."

Sophomore Alexander Kopenhaver

also does not believe in superstitions. "I

don't think the majority of people believe

in the world ending in 2012 because it is

just a myth and it doesn't make sense,"

said Kopenhaver.

Some students believed in

superstitions until they discovered that

there was no consequence for not

following one. "In fourth grade, I heard

that if you stepped on a crack, you would

break your mother's back," said

sophomore Randall Perez. "However,

after discovering that it did not work, I

stopped believing in superstitions."

However, other students continued to

follow their superstitions no matter how
bizarre or unusual. "It's more interesting

to think of your own superstitions to

follow," said sophomore Eliot Somers.

"It's fun to tell someone who broke a

superstition that something bad is going

to happen and to watch when it

eventually happens."

For some students, having a

Junior Alexandra Bieniek reenacts her superstition

where she kisses her fingers and touches the sun

visor when running a yellow light while driving. She
believed that it will prevent her from being pulled

over and getting a ticket. It has worked ever since!

superstition worked as a motivation to do

certain things more efficiently. As a

member of the indoor track team, senior

Julissa Diaz created consequences if a

certain superstition was not followed. "I

time myself to sprint all 400 meters, and

if I do it, I convince myself that I will do

well on a test or presentation," said Diaz.

"It helps me become faster in my races."

In general, superstitions proved as

either a motivation, game, or tradition for

the majority of students.

- ParitaShah '11
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Apocalypse No
"I believe in the

Mayans' theory

that the world will

end in 2012
because the

Mayan calendar is

the most accurate

calendar."

"I get made fun of

a lot for my
beliefs. I have

tried to persuade

people to believe

in it, but, so far, it

has not worked."

"On December 21,

2012. I am going

to eat all my
favorite foods,

hang out with my
friends and family,

and wear a

helmet."

"I don't believe in

the apocalypse

because there is no
factual evidence

that supports it.

Also, many people

have previously said

the world was going

to end and it didn't."

"It is better to have

a positive outlook

than a negative

outlook, especially

in regard to topics

such as these."

Junior Aracely Bautista stops to

make sure she and her friend,

freshman Graciela Pereddo, do not

"split the pole" when walking. She
always made sure she walked on

the same side of a pole when with

her friends. "If you split the pole, it's

bad luck," said Bautista. "It's weird

but I believe in it!"

"I don't think

anything will

happen during the

day that the world

will supposedly

end. It will just

carry on like any

other day."

Senior Corey Jackson believes

it is bad luck to wear your hat

while in bed. "I heard about this

superstition when I was six from

my grandmother." said Jackson.

"I always wore my hat when I

was in bed. and she told me it

was bad luck. So. from then on,

I never wore my hat in bed."

Freshman Emma Klein throws

a pinch of salt over her

shoulder during lunch after she

accidentally spills it She
believed in this superstition for

many years because of her

father. "Whenever I spill salt. I

always pick up a pinch and
throw it over my shoulder for

fear of bad luck." said Klein. "I

have to do this before I can

continue with my meal."
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Sophomores Helen and Isabel Amend take a
break to pose for the camera while on vacation.

The tight-knit identical twins spent a week in Italy

over the summer. "I can tell her anything I want,

knowing she won't tell anyone else, but if I try to

hide something from her, she'll find out

immediately," said Isabel Amend.

"I think that twins will have
the same personality

because they look alike."

-Blair Delery, '12

"[My twin and I] both found

U.V.A. to be the best choice,

and were excited to go to the

same school. It also made it

much easier on our parents

for school visits."

-Kevin Clark, Math Teacher

Freshmen Alice and Caroline

Maggio pose for a picture. The
differences between the

fraternal twins extended beyond

just looks. "She plays

basketball, and I do horseback

riding - we have a lot of

different interests," said Alice

Maggio.

Seniors Thomas and Timothy

Edwards show off their tree-

climbing abilities while visiting

their family over Thanksgiving

break. The Edwards had their

own friends, but were still close

with each other. "It doesn't mean
we're not close because we
don't hang out all the time," said

Thomas Edwards. "We just like

to do our own thing sometimes."
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Seniors Sean and Kyle Hodman share a cake to celebrate

their birthday. Twins often times learned to accept sharing

things rather than get angry about it. "I'm fine with sharing

my birthday," said Sean Hoffman. " We usually go out to

eat or have some kind of party when we celebrate our
birthday."

Seniors Brenda and Julie Funes take a quick photo break
after going out to eat. The twins enjoyed spending time

with each other, which made family dinners a fun

occurrence. "[We] are really close," said Julie Funes "She
always makes me laugh."

Double Trouble
Twins take extra steps to individualize

themselves from one another

With at least 17 sets of twins, seeing

double in the hallways was a common
occurrence. Although twins were often

seen as a set, many twins were quick to

assert themselves as individuals and
more than just one half of a pair. Being

called "twin" or "one of the twins" bothered

many of them. "I really don't like it

because I feel like we are just one person

when somebody says that," said junior

Udari Liyanage. "I like to be called my own
name because I'm a different person."

Although many twins had to deal with

being called "the twins" rather than their

actual names, fraternal twins did not have
to deal with that as frequently as identical

twins. "We have grown up so different,"

said freshman Caroline Maggio. "No one
would ever even guess we were twins."

Another thing that twins had to deal

with were the many misconceptions about

special powers that twins have. This

included the ability to read each other's

minds, feel each other's pain, and sense
where their twin is at any given moment.
"People have asked me if we could read

each other's minds to help each other on

tests before," said senior Cindy Andrade."!

get asked that so often I completely

disregard it now.

Even though some twins felt as if they

had to work to be seen as an individual,

many could not imagine not being a twin.

"Life without my twin would definitely be

lonely," said freshman Steven Sejas-

Castro. "She is the only sibling that I

have."

Many twins tended to share the same
activities and interests as each other;

some of which were influenced by the fact

that doing the same activity made it easier

for their parents. "We like a lot of the

same things, and we do most of the same
sports," said freshman Olivia Ricks. "We
also might have to do the same thing just

because it's more convenient for our

parents."

Even though twins often times had to

remind people of their names, and deny

the multiple misunderstandings about

them, many would not trade being a twin

for anything. The unique relationship that

twins shared allowed for a bond unlike

any other.

- Abigail Knight, '11

Anne Murray. 10

Freshman Steven Sejas-Castro escorts

his twin sister, Stephanie Sejas-Castro to

the dance floor at her quinceanera

celebration. When a girl turned 15. a

quincenera was seen as a coming of age
celebration in the Latino culture.

Stephanie Sejas-Castro said she was
glad that her twin escorted her "because

he's my brother, and I care about him."

What's the

best part about

having a twin?

1. Constant

companionship

2. Having a bigger

wardrobe

3. Always having a

study partner

4. Ability to meet
more people

5. Exposure to

different ideas

15 twins interviewed
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Do not let what you cannot do

"The spirit, the will to win, and the will

to excel are the things that endure.

interfere with what yon can do.
ii

These qualities are so much more important

than the events that occur."

-John Wooden

-Vince Lombardi

By the start of the fall sports season, all the teams were finally able to use

and benefit from the new facilities that came with the completion of the

building. The gym, pool, wrestling room and weight room were all ready for

use. Even the track, which had long been obstructed by construction, had

all six lanes open. Along with new facilities, came new success.

Cheerleading, swim, gymnastics were just a few of the teams that

brought home exciting victories.
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Senior Karl Lendenmann tackles his opponent
as he runs down the field. Good agility was an
important quality for players to have. "Instead of

dwelling on injuries, we focused on improving

and pushing through," said Lendenmann.

Junior Anthony Taylor receives the ball

close to the half line. During practices,

Taylor worked on receiving throws to

prepare for the games. "The team
played hard and didn't quit no matter

what happened," said Taylor.

Junior Daniel Guenther shouts out the

play to his teammates before hiking the

ball. It was important for the center

position to memorize all the plays

before going on the field. "We
progressed a lot mentally, both

learning to be in the right place and
gaining confidence in ourselves," said

Guenther.

Senior Chris Almquist kicks the ball to start

off the game. Almquist has been the kicker

for three years. A kick could determine the

outcome of close games.

Scoreboard

Home Away
Mclean ^ 14 44
South County 35
Hayfield 35
Falls Church 23 19
Thomas Jefferson 7
Stuart 34 21

Mount Vernon 37 21

Edison 23 32
Wakefield 28 6
Yorktown 10 28

Senior Rodderick Battle tackles a player from Wakefield. Battle

has been playing on varsity for three years. "I'll miss the season,

playing, the team and joking around," said Battle. "I'll miss

everything."

40 Varsity Football
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"As the season went on we played

together better than we had; we
were able to adapt to unexpected
situations."

-Nathan Young, '11

"My favorite part of the season were

the practices because everybody is

out there for the same thing. I'm

definitely glad to be back playing for

the Generals
"

-Jamal Williams. '10
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Front Row: Jesse Guzman, Mudasar Iqbal, John Heng, Rainier Santa Ana, Jonathan Chireno, Tony Gomez, Robert

Mercado, Arifur Rahman Row 2: Anthony Dinkins, Victor Palomo-Munoz, Anthony Willis, Javon Watson. Jared Demer.

Paris Ebert, Zack Eminjm, Charles Smith, Levi Herrera, Dawson Cannon Row 3: Alex Ashtiany. Joseph Cox, Christopher

Diethorn, Nick Serene, Mark Palmer, William Wagner, Keesean Braithwaite, Long Ha Ngyuen, Rodenc Gibson, Cesar

Ruiz, Daniel Guenther, Seddhamanik Sarik, Ulysses Smith, Bilguun Boldbaater Row 4: Marcus Harrington, John
Cummins, Nathaniel Young, Brandon Yuen, Kevin Duggan, David Roddy, Anthony Taylor, Sayo McCowin, Kevin Miranda.

Richard Bayliff Row 5: Fernando Quintero, Alexander Goodahl, Jamal Williams, Spencer Hemstreet, Karl Lendenmann.

Alec Pastre, Richard Lewis, Malick Beye, Christopher Almquist, Marshall Anders. Peter Patrianakos Row 6: Josh Patecell,

Ian McLennan, Trevor Turner, Eric Needles, Rock Battle, Mark Sykhammountry, Ross Gray, Nicolas Burns, Puneet

Chopra, Oliver De La Via, Nick Freed, Christopher Herlehey

Striving for Excellence
The varsity football team overcomes obstacles to come out stronger

With the loss of twelve seniors last year,

and five starters unable to play due to

njuries, the football team was not in the

starting position it had intended to be in at

he opening of the season. Although the

earn suffered from unexpected set backs,

hey focused on the season ahead to

mprove and finish with a record of five

A/ins and five losses.

Practicing everyday helped the team to

jecome better as a whole. "We ran plays,

/vorked on skills and did drills," said junior

an McLennan. "It helped us learn to cover

Dne anothers' weaknesses and show each
Dthers' strengths."

Despite losing key players, the team

managed to come together in dealing with

this setback. "Other players really stepped

up," said junior Nathan Young. "We found

a lot more talent on the team." Senior Alec

Pastre was out for seven weeks due to a

fractured elbow. "It sucked to watch the

games and not be able to play," said

Pastre. "But it was fine because players

stepped up and we definitely improved."

As the season progressed, so did the

team. "We started working better as a

team," said junior Trevor Turner. "There

was a lot more team camaraderie."

By working as a team throughout the

season, the team also began to see

improvements on the field. "The chemistry

of the team was great and it showed on the

field because we were playing better." said

senior Thomas Edwards.

By their seventh game, the team had a

winning record, as well as boasting the

longest winning streak in the Northern

Region.

Over the course of the season the

players became aware of what they had to

do to come out as a stronger team. Senior

Alec Pastre said. "The experience of

playing on a team like this is something I

would not trade for anything."

-Lisa McNabola. "11

Abby Knight. '11
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A Pat on the Back
Coaches for both teams devote their

time to ensure a memorable football season

Watching football games of

other teams, planning the

drills, and recruiting each

football player for his or her

position are just some of the

duties coaches have. While

hard work that players put in is

cheered by fans, the

commitment that the coaches

make is not always as evident.

Planning for the season

started when coaches met up

and observed videos of other

teams' games. "They want us

to have a good season," said

sophomore Tony Gomez.
The JV team agreed that

the coaches were serious

about what they did. Football

players had to prove to their

coaches that they deserved to

be on the team. "They're

teaching us discipline because
they care," said sophomore
Marcus Harrington.

The coaches for the

freshman team expressed

their seriousness to the team

by penalties. "Coach is very

serious; we have to run if we
don't come to practice," said

freshman Trevor Thornhill.

Coach Eric Pilson

Eric Pilson, head coach for the

JV football team, enjoyed

seeing players improve during

the season. "I see how far

players have developed since

summer camp," he said.

Some of the other penalties

included running a mile and
not being able to play in the

next game.
Even at the end of the

season, the hard work did not

stop. Coach Kevin Adams, the

JV football coach, showed the

team that they were only as

good as their weakest player.

Adams taught them that at the

end of the season, they

needed to recognize their

weakest skill and make it their

strongest. "How you practice

and what you practice carries

over to the game," said

freshman coach Mathew
Norris.

Football players started off

with practice in August and
ended with conditioning, while

coaches worked year-round.

-Amina Chenini, '11

JV Scoreboard

Home Away
Hayfield 7 12

Falls Church 19 14

TJ 21

Stuart 21 26
Mt. Vernon 19 20
Edison 7 10

Wakefield 21 18

Yorktown 15 30
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JV Football Front Row: Tony Gomez, Anthony Willis, Alexander Panagiotopoulos,

Charles Smith, Julius Dinkins, Victor Palomo-Munoz, Ranier Santa Ana, Arifur

Rahman, Long Nguyen, Je'Vonne Watson Row 2: Jonathan Chireno, Kevin Duggan,

Dawson Cannon, Levi Herrera, Zacharia Ennijm, Jesse Guzman, Jared Deiner,

Nicholas Serene, Mudasar Iqbal, John Heng, Bilquun Boldbaater, Rigoberto Salgeuro

Back Row: Joe Kroger, Kevin Adams, Peter Patrianakos, Chris Herlehy, Fernando

Quintero, Terrence Ellis, Marcus Harrington, Richarel Bayliff, Jonathan Diethorn, Smail

Oukhouya, Joseph Cox, Brian Jaimes, Joshua Patecell, Malick Beye, Chris Rodger

Not Pictured: Alex Ashtiany

"The coaches are very

serious about what they

do, especially if we are

late; there are penalties.
1

Zacharia Ennijm, '12
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1 The freshman football team relaxes

before a game on Thursday afternoon

against Edison. 2. Freshman football

player Gantulga Batbold hikes the ball.

3. Members of the JV football team
watch the game against Wakefield

High school on the sidelines, while they

cheer on their teammates.

4. Sophomore JV football player, Tony
Gomez, catches the ball and runs for a

touchdown. 5. Coach Mathew Norris

talks to his freshman football team
before they finish up their game
against Wakefield High School.

"You have to prove to

the coach that you'll do
anything for him, and
that you are a hard

hitler. We run a lot of

reps and practice our

plays."

Alexander Clegg, '13

Freshman

Scoreboard

Home Away
Hayfield 6

Falls Church 52 16

TJ 20 8

Stuart 12

Mt. Vernon 12 14

Edison 28 26

Wakefield 20 14

Yorktown 12 22
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Freshman Football Front Row: Giovanni Velit. Trevor Thornhill, Dewan Clay, Devon
Clay, Jarrod Muatz. Mehedi Patwary, Justin Roberts Row 2: Thomas Roberts. Mathew
Nice. David Mattioli. Dwayne Williams. Bruno Vega. Javon Arnold. Alexander Clegg. Hugh
Durbin Row 3: Joshua Patulski, Mathew Norris. Jonathan Prentice, Gantulga Batbold.

Corey Robinson, Baterdene Gambaatar, Luis Martinez. Timmy Charles Back Row:
Kirubel Fessesework, David Smith, Nathaniel Stokes. Seth Whitmore. Alexander Coppa,
Bayarmaa Batchuluum, David Smith, Sean Pratt, Noah Harrington. Joseph Clark Not

Pictured: Temuge Batzaya. DeShawn Bryant, Elijah Davenport. Douglas Diffee. Darius

Gray, Peter Griffin, Jashua Hueston, Kenneth Moore. N'Dn Slignh Cho. Samuel Patecell
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'Everyone on the team really respected all the other players and the coaches, which definitely benefited our play throughout the season." - Patricia Murray, "l (

Grow the

Extra Mile
The field hockey team adds players of

different ages to expand the program

The field hockey teams grew in

many ways, including in size and

amount of freshmen joining the

program. It was common for

players to continue to play field

hockey for all four years of high

school, and in some instances,

even longer for those who entered

as eighth graders. More girls

became involved in the sport,

giving promise to the skill level

within the program as well.

The varsity field hockey team,

led by coaches Beth Prange and
Angie Kelly, had 12 players

graduate from the previous

season, leaving many spots open

for younger players to prove

themselves. Eight sophomores
were part of the varsity team this

past season. "I liked how people

were in different grades and you

got to know new people," said

sophomore Meredith Randle. The
team remained undefeated in the

district during regular season

play.

The junior varsity field hockey

team, guided by Coach Marissa

Lynn, also changed in various

ways. More and more students

became interested in the sport,

resulting in many new additions to

the team. This year's team
consisted of freshmen and
sophomores, but no juniors, which

Junior Aris Morris runs to retrieve the ball

from another player. This was her first

season on the varsity team, which gave

her more of a sense of freedom. "I had

more input in what we did at practices,"

said Morris. "The coaches didn't regulate

us as much."

was different from previous

years.

The freshman team, led by

Coach Jen Dean, added six

eighth graders. The high interest

among the freshmen almost

made it necessary for the first

time in the history of the program

to cut players from the team.

However, the large amount of

members did not stop players

from bonding. "It was fun

because I got to meet a lot of

new people," said freshman Josie

Twomey.
The teams expanded in size

and in skill level. Though many
new people became part of the

sport, the players said they

remained close.

-Mora Hav, '13
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"Every single player is so encouraging and helpful.
1

' - Emma Banchoff, '12

1. Senior Kelsey Clark prepares to hit

the ball away from members of the

opposing team. Clark has been
playing field hockey since her

freshman year, and has continued to

play throughout high school. "It's a

really fun team to join - there's really

good chemistry between people," said

Clark. "Even though it's intense, it's fun

to play." 2. Varsity field hockey players

listen as coaches Beth Prange and
Angie Kelly provide pointers to players

before the game. Pre-game talks were

a time for players to focus and
mentally prepare themselves for a

game. When giving players advice,

Coach Beth Prange said, "Play as a

team. Give and goes. Go out strong.

Communicate."

Varsity Scoreboard

Thomas Jefferson

Home Away

3

TC Williams 3

Hayfield 2

Chantilly 1

Langley 1 2

Wakefield 7 o

Centreville 1 2

Yorktown 4 2

Mount Vernon 2 1

Edison 2 o

Stuart 3 o

Falls Church 4

JV Scoreboard

Home Away

TC Williams

Hayfield 2

Chantilly o
Langley 1

Thomas Jefferson o 1

Centreville 1

Yorktown

Mount Vernon 4
Edison 1

Stuart 5 2

Falls Church 3

Varsity Field Hockey Front Row: Adrianna Gorsky, Emily Gursky, Amy
Severs, Kirby Clark, Meredith Randle. Sarah Chase-Walsh, Margaret Duarte,

Camelia Rubalcava Row 2: Robin Gordon, Brenna Nelson, Sandra McCartin,

Amanda Maggio, Samantha Brothers, Camille Uzel. Raleigh Mills, Ans Morris

Back Row: Coach Angie Kelly, Patricia Murray, Anne Murray, Catherine

Pricone, Kelsey Clark, Molly Wolford, Coach Beth Prange

JV Field Hockey Front Row: Dana Raphael, Sarah Danik, Abigail Boshart.

Jesse Ferrell, Mary O'Connor, Morgan Burns, Thien-Y Doan Row 2: Sophia

Delmar, Patricia Carmody, Alice Maggio. Ariana Mazzucchelli, Carly Anders.

Caroline Maggio, Beth Bodner, Emily Cook Back Row: Emily Watson.

Emma Banchoff, Julie Lang, Morgan Livezey, Katrina Cook, Alison Bentley.

Jordan Kruger, Coach Marissa Lynn

Freshman Field Hockey Front Row: Lindsay Chamness. Rebecca Choate.

Catherine Dempsey, Ramona Rubalcava, Liliana Olsen Row 2: Helen

Westergren, Honora Walls, Alycia Bouchard, Maggie Burgos. Victona

Wolford. Abbey Grace, Emilia Zevallos-Roberts Back Row: Natalie Lemek,

Sarah Goodman, Shelby Smout, Elizabeth Grossmann, Anna Karagulina,

Audrey Paduda. Coach Jen Dean Not Pictured: Destiny Boyd, Emilia Corea.

Madison List, Emma Schimley, Josie Twomey
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Freshman Lucas McCartin follows through a

swing after hitting the ball. Each member of

the team improved by playing rounds of nine

holes. "To be good at this sport, you need a

good swing, and you need to want to get

better," said McCartin.

Freshman Henry Doll concentrates

on making a putt during a round of

nine holes. The team started meeting

for practice on August 3.

Varsity Scoreboard

Home Away

Freshman Henry Doll prepares to pack up

for the day after an afternoon of playing. A
change in this year's team was the shift of

location for practices. The golf team
practiced at the East Potomac golf course in

Washington, D.C. this year.

Hayfield 189 188

Falls Church 160 149

Stuart 182 195

Mount Vernon 179 194

Edison M 199 187

Yorktown 188 166

Wakefield 188 211

Senior Andrew Hansen watches the ball

land during a match. Hansen would feel

nervous before a game, but relaxed as it

went on. "After the first shot, it gets

easier, and then you can enjoy yourself,"

said Hansen.
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Varsity Golf Front Row: Timothy Peel. Andrew Hansen. Charlz Lewis, Timothy Jenkins,

Stephen Laredo Back Row: Robert Merrill. Henry Doll, Paul Teifer, Eric Fry, Eric Schmidt,
Dustin Reynolds, Coach Doug Grove. Not Pictured: Robert Burgess

"I became better friends

with a lot of people on the

team," said freshman

Lucas McCartin. "Every-

body was nice, and we
had our share of jokes."

"At first, we were kind of

separated by class," said

junior Stephen Laredo.

"But as we got on through

the year, we became
closer - more like a

team."

"Playing this year was a

good experience," said

senior Andrew Hansen.

"We practiced with old

friends, met new people,

and got to know everyone

better."

Captain's Corner

This is the fourth year

Pl3y on ,ne g° |f team for

senior Robert Burg-

ess.

"It's a great sport to

"DSUSB" play ' and dunn9 ,he

breaks, we all grew
closer together."

>> fast forward
"This is my fourth year playing.

It's given me time to correct my
mistakes, and this year was
really enjoyable."

"Looking back, I think everybody got a

little bit better. We definitely improved

from the beginning of the season
."

<< rewind

Tearin the Green
Members of the golf team meet the challenging sport with enthusiasm, talent, and a good attitude

When talking about the school sports

3ams, golf is not known for being the most
gorous. However, the golf team this fall

roved just how much of a challenging

ame it could be - and a rewarding one, if it

k played right.

The players agreed that the sport

squired many abilities and talents to play

Ikillfully. "You have to mentally focus and
ave the ability to judge distances," said

unior Stephen Laredo. "It takes a lot of

/ork to do that."

Despite the intimidating atmosphere,
veryone on the team shared a good

sense of humor by sharing jokes and

hanging out after practices. "We had a

good time while we practiced," said

freshman Dustin Reynolds. "It definitely

makes playing golf a lot more enjoyable."

While the team did enjoy themselves

during practices, they were still very

serious about improving their skills.

Coaches Doug Grove and Kevin Clark

offered their insight to help the players do

well. "Everyone improved greatly this year

thanks to Coach Grove's help," said

freshman Dustin Reynolds.

When asked about their own advice for

the game play, many agreed that patience

was a very necessary and helpful skill to

have. Mental focus and concentration were
also key factors. "You need patience to

play this sport," said junior Timothy Peel.

"You need a strong desire for the game,
and a desire to do well in it."

Members of the team conceded that

golf was not an easy sport, yet the team
managed to do their best in the districts by

the end of September. "We did crack

jokes," said junior Stephen Laredo, "but we
also really strived to push ourselves the

extra step."

- Megan Carlson. "11
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"There were a lot of changes with the new coaches and players, but overall we did really well." -Megan Adkins-Blanch, '11

Practice

Paid Off
Led by a new coach, the girls volleyball team improved

The girls volleyball team's

winning percentages increased

significantly from previous years.

The past season's winning

percentage was .333 while the

previous season year it was .222.

According to players, one of

the primary reasons for this

improvement was due to the

addition of the new coach, Coach
Rebecca Baltare. "She changed
our defense, the position of

players, the amount of practices,

and had more emphasis on basic

skills," said sophomore Jill Luoma-
Overstreet.

The intensity of practices

allowed players to improve on all

aspects and have more
opportunities to get better. "We do
conditioning as well as passing,

hitting, and other drills," said

sophomore Erin Fox. "Our

coaches like to get in a lot of

repetitions of each thing."

Players were also more
encouraged to improve on their

skills and work more diligently.

"She expects a lot from us and we
definitely feel the pressure to do

our best," said senior Andrea

Blanco. "With our new coach, we
spend more time improving our

endurance by running a lot."

The injury of junior starter Aliya

Winker proved to be an obstacle

for the team, especially during

games she was unable to play in.

Coach Baltare gives a pep talk during half

time to motivate the players. "I had a lot to

learn about the girls on the team," said

Baltare. "It can be difficult in a short

season."

"It's definitely scary to think that

anyone can get hurt at almost

any time," said sophomore Erin

Fox. "But luckily, we were able to

work around it."

The increased amount of spirit

and teamwork were also

contributors to the team's

improvement. "For away games,

we usually dress up and for home
games we wear our tie dye

shirts," said senior Mary Swan.

"We made the shirts as a team

building activity."

From the sidelines, parents

also noticed the improvement in

the team. "The team is a

thousand times better," said

parent Deborah Leiter. "They

have really good ball control and

the coach has contributed to

that."

- Parita Shah, '11
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1

.

The JV team huddles together

before a game to review plays.

2. Senior Mary Swan hugs varsity

Coach Taphorn during senior night.

3. Senior Laura Kane sets over the net

during a game. 4. Junior Aliya Winker

gains a point by spiking the ball over

the net during a game. 5. Senior

Andrea Blanco prepares to pass the

ball. 6. Junior Rebecca Jones
overhand serves the ball, starting the

play.

"Our defense improved drastically." -Coach Rebecca Baltare

1. Players huddle together after winning

a point before the next serve. It was
considered tradition to do this because
it was a quick reminder that everyone

has each other's backs. 2. After winning

their game against Mount Vernon,

players display good sportsmanship by

commending each other's efforts. Good
sportsmanship helped remind players

that perseverance is the real factor to a

good team, not the amount of victories.

3. Freshman Emma Cooper passes the

ball to another player. "This is my first

time playing volleyball in high school,"

said Cooper. "It's fun to learn because it

helped me make new friends."

Varsity Scorecard

Home Away
Annandale 2 3

Edison 3

Mclean 1 3

South County 3

Marshall 3 2

West Potomac 2 3

Falls Church 3

Edison 3 "M
Annandale 1 3

Wakefield 3

Oakton 3

South Lakes 2 3

Stuart 2 3

Lake Braddock 3 1

Hayfield 3

Mount Vernon 3

Yorktown 3 2

JV Scorecard

Home Away
Mclean 2

Marshall 2

West Potomac 2 1

Falls Church
; 2

Edison 2

Annandale 1 2

Wakefield 2

Oakton 2

South Lakes 2

Stuart 2

Lake Braddock 2

Hayfield 2

Mount Vernon 1 2

Yorktown 2

I

Varsity Volleyball Front Row: Laura Kane, Synthia Boudreau, Megan
Adkins-Blanch, Mary Hamilton, Brigitte Jahncke, Andrea Blanco Back Row
Erin Fox, Rebecca Jones, Jillian Luoma-Overstreet, Mary Swan. Aliya

Winker, Erin Norman, Mariah James

JV Volleyball Front Row: Laurie Gagne, Ariana Urcia, Danielle Harris,

Liliana Ramirez, Melissa Swan, Melissa Vasquez Back Row: Heather

Banikas, Enkhjin Batbaatar, Lillian Prins, Emma Petree, Clara Hamilton,

Nicole Collantes, Coach Aubrey Mosley Not Pictured: Emma Cooper.

Brooke Rippy, Robin Leiter

Freshman Volleyball Front Row: Sarah Magnin, Kyla Bouldm. Daniela

Cervantes-Camacho, Anhthu Tonnguyen Row 2: Brittany Hayes, Bu|inlkham

Sukh, Veronica Sever, Clara Martin, Enkhjin Tuvshinzaya Back Row:
Adrianna Lazarte. Charlotte Vincent, Devon Brown, Carol Burka. Kathenne

Andersh, Tiffani Sykhammountry Not Pictured: Coach Latasha Chamberlain
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Ahead of the Clock
The cross country team makes team goals, along

with their individual goals, to stay motivated

Some have the mistaken

impression that cross country

was a sport that only involves

individual effort. However, the

runners saw it to be more of a

team-oriented sport. "The best

part of the cross country team
is all of the team spirit and how
everyone supports each other,"

said junior Gabriel Yudken.

The cross country team
focused on achieving both

personal and team goals.

"Cross country is like a two-

way deal because you set

individual goals for yourself to

beat post times," said junior

Rachael Rich. "You also set

team goals to do well for the

team placement."

Setting team goals allowed

both the girls and boys team to

make it to the regional meet.

For the girls, making the

regional meet was a huge
accomplishment since the girls

team had not made it to the

regional tournament for many
years. "Because we were doing

well in the beginning of the

season, the coaches

Morgen Scott. "So we set that

as our goal."

Creating team goals was
important for motivating the

runners to put effort into

practices and to perform well

Cynthia Carson '10

Senior Cynthia Carson is one of the

captains on the girls cross country

team. "The best part about being a

captain is having the leadership and

I the ability to take control of the

I team when the coaches weren't

I
there," said Carson.

encouraged us to try for

regionals," said sophomore
during the meets. It also

allowed the runners to keep a

positive mental outlook during

practices and the challenging

3.1 mile races. "Because

races are really long, you can't

let yourself get mentally wiped

out," said junior Trevor Newton.

After long races, most runners

felt relieved once they crossed

the finish line. "When you're in

the middle of the race, it gets

very challenging," said

sophomore Giulia Cajati. "But

once you get to the finish line

you feel that you have

accomplished something very

rewarding." According to the

runners, the sense of reward

they felt in the end was what

kept them motivated to give the

race their all until they crossed

the finish line.

Setting individual ambitions

allowed for runners to see a

great deal of improvement

while the team goals allowed

for the entire team to keep

motivated to do well in the

meets. Senior Christopher

Stephens said, "The best part

about cross country is setting

goals and challenging yourself

to do better."

-Lindsay Cronin, '11

Sabrina Patwary, '11

Girls Cross Country Front Row: Morgen Scott, Isabel LaRoca, Rebecca Rhinehart,

Olivia Czerewko Row 2: Manon Loustaunau, Gretchen Schroeder, Cecliy Leahy,

Giulia Cajati, Jasmine Herndon, Anne Bennett Back Row: Coach Jeffrey McCarthy,

Paige Taylor, llona Brueckmann, Katri Gurney, Cynthia Carson, Eleanor Jacobs, Ann
Plotkin, Annika MacEwen, Coach Matthew Przydzial

Cross Country
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Varsity Scoreboard
|

Girls Top Times

Cynthia Carson

Meredith Denton

Emily Walker

19:45

20:11
,

21:10

Boys Top Times

Steve San Miguel

Bradford McGann
John Bardo

16:45

17:19

17:47



1
. Before the start ot the Gravelly Point

meet, the team puts their hands together

to yell a cheer. This motivated runners to

do well in their race. 2. Sophomore
Emily Walker eases her way into the the

second half of the race. 3. Sophomore
Hudson Worden passes an opponent
within the first mile of the race. 4. Senior

Christopher Stephens uses his

remaining energy to sprint to the finish

line. 5. Junior Eleanor Jacobs pulls away
from the crowd, nearing the finish.

Boys Cross Country Front Row: Gregory Jacks, George Guerrero, Gabriel Yudken.

Daniel Mulrow, Henry Phillips Row 2: Trevor Newton, Alexander Kopenhaver, Daniel

Browning, Steve San Miguel, Kyle Conway, Peter Vernia Back Row: Coach Jeffrey

McCarthy, Christopher Bardo. John Sheahan, Reuben Luoma-Overstreet, Bradford

McGann, Lukas Eigler-Harding, John Bardo. Coach Matthew Przydzial

Junior Gabriel Yudken
moves away from the crowd

for the finish. He has been

on the team since his

freshman year. "The thing I

like most about cross

country is the sense of

accomplishment after

finishing a hard run. and the

feeling of freedom I get

when I'm running," said

Yudken.
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Freshman Bria Anderson, senior Alex Evans,

and junior Jessie Togan perform at the

homecoming game's half-time. Despite the cold

weather, the dancers still went out in front of the

large crowd and were able to get everyone's

hopes up about winning. "To me, one of the

most exciting things about performing is seeing

how the crowd reacts to our performance," said

senior Angel Lozano-Avila.

Senior Zeynep Solak

moves to the beat, as the

other dancers surround

her. Solak loves to perform

the dances she has

created.

Dance team members
perform one of their dances
at the fall pep rally. The
dance team was able to get

the crowd excited and up

and out of their seats.

Dance team members help each other

stretch in during warm up before practice

begins. Stretching before they began
dancing was important to prevent injuries.

"We always stretch before practice because
that way out bodies are warmed up," said

sophomore Cuong Tu.

Sophomore Cuong Tu, senior Angel

Lozano-Avila and senior Briana Coneys
practice in the cafeteria. The dance team
met after school every day to practice and
perfect their dances. Many hours of

practice went into every dance that the

team prepared for competitions and in-

school performances.

52 Dance Team
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"I think the people on the

dance team show a lot

courage when they perform
in front of the entire school

at every pep rally."

-Brian Nuhn, '13

"Whenever the dance team
comes out at the pep
rallies, everyone gets really

excited and they can easily

pump up the crowd."

-Alexander Salguero, 1

1

"We didn't have a dance
team in middle school, so

watching the dance team
now is always very

interesting."

Captain's Corner

Dance team captain

Zeynep Solak, senior.

has been a pari of dance
team since her freshman

year. "I decided to join

the dance team because
dancing is something that

I love doing, and I took

dance classes when I

was younger," said Solak.

Solak creates some of

the dances for the team
and then teaches them to the rest of the dance team
members. "One thing I like best about dance team is

when I get to teach a dance and I see the team
dancing together and I become so proud of myself

that I can actually teach them it," said Solak.

-Jimmy Begazo, '13

The matching outfits the

dance team always wears,

makes them look a lot

more intense."

-Evelyn Hartz, '10

Dance team members move their arms to the beat of

"So Hard" by Rihanna. The dance team consistently

practiced every week to the song until everyone had
each move clean cut. After practicing for a couple of

weeks, the dance team performed at the girls

basketball game against Yorktown.

W r ,.

Dancin Ul- jilG ubctrS
Despite the team's small size, it still draws big cheers

Although many strong dancers

iraduated the previous year, the dance
9am's smaller size proved to bring the

9am even closer.

After the winter tryouts, the dance
9am welcomed five new members,
naking the team a total of seven dancers.

_ast year I did step team, so this year I

"lought I would try something new," said

enior Angel Lozano. I really like dancing,

nd I love being on the team."

The reduced size of the team allowed

he members to be able to spend more
me practicing the smaller details of their

performances. According to the dancers,

this improved the quality of their dances.

"It's a lot easier for everyone to learn the

steps with less people on the team," said

sophomore Rahkia Legrand. "It gives us

more time to perfect our moves."

In addition to improving the dances

themselves, the smaller size also helped

the new members to become more easily

assimilated into the team. With only seven

people on the team, everyone was seen

as a valuable contributor to the formation

of new dances, according to the

teammates. "I felt included quickly

because they were always super helpful --

always constructive and never overly

critical," said sophomore Cuong Tu.

Although the majority of the members
were new to dance team, they still

managed to pump up the crowd at the

games, pep rallies, and school-wide

assemblies, showing that a smaller size

does not always mean a smaller impact.

Junior Peter Vernia said, "I've noticed that

they have less members this year, but they

still seem to get the crowd excited."

-Liliana Olsen. 13
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'Practices were intense and over two hours, but we always worked really hard" -Megan Kroger, '11

In It to Win It

The cheerleading teams work hard in practice

to pull off a victorious season

It was a big year for the

cheerleading teams in more ways
than one. One reason, however,

stood out above the rest: the

varsity team was the first

cheerleading team in our school's

history to receive a district

champion banner.

An important aspect that helped

the freshman and JV teams, and

aided the varsity team towards the

championship, was their

commitment to practicing

everyday. Most practices involved

running and repeating routines.

"Our practices were hard,

especially after you've been at

school all day and you just want a

nap," said junior Torie Coppa, a

member of the varsity team. "We
did the routine over and over until

we were about to die."

Though the freshman and JV
teams were smaller than the

varsity team, some team

members felt that it gave them the

opportunity to focus on the smaller

details of their routines. "I thought

we should've increased the

number of girls, but in some cases

it was better since we were all

able to focus more on quality

rather than quantity," said

freshman Sara Bourdouane, a

member of the JV team.

Teamwork was a big factor for

the teams and played an essential

role towards pulling off each

Junior Cassandra Ford watches the

cheerleaders and the football team at a

varsity game. "The cheerleaders are

great for bringing the crowd together,"

said Ford.

routine effectively. Trusting

teammates was vital when it

came to jumps and stunts.

"Without teamwork,

cheerleading can't happen," said

senior Jackson Verville. "Would

you want to fall 30 feet onto the

ground? I don't think so."

Once the tournament came
around for the varsity team, all of

the hard work in practices and at

football games paid off. "Districts

were really intense because in

the second to last round we
were one point behind Hayfield,"

said senior Jayney Riddick. "But

in the end we came out on top,

and were able to celebrate."

-Holly Parker, '11

Abigail Knight, '11
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1. Sophomore Dominique Stocks

cheers for the JV football team.

2. Senior Jayney Riddick holds pom
poms while she cheers for the varsity

football team. 3. The varsity team
huddles during a game. 4. Freshman
Rebecca Namm high fives her

teammate, freshman Elizabeth

Kabbani. 5. Senior Catherine Dorset

stands by during a football game.
"It's exciting to be closer to the game
and all the action," said Dorset.

There were a lot of motivational people on the team," Chaimae Haronni, '11

1. Junior Samantha Sachs is thrown in

the air for a stunt during the pep rally.

"The stunting was dangerous, but there

was a lot of dedication," said Sachs. 2.

Juniors Nitika Dumera and Allison

Mihalik perform during a varsity football

game. Mihalik enjoyed the energy at all

of the football games. "Football season is

probably the main reason I cheer," said

Mihalik. "I love being in front of a crowd

and getting them excited." 3. Freshman
Yasmin Velit cheers with the freshman

team at the pep rally. "Cheering

brightens up my day," said Yelit. 4.

Freshman Sonia Holar is lifted by fellow

members of the J.V. team. She liked

being able to do stunts during

performances. "I like stunting and

cheering in general because I feel like I'm

supporting the team," said Holar.

Varsity Cheerleading Front Row: Jayney Riddick, Brooke Hudd, Nitika

Dumera, Jackson Verville, Louisa Gilson, Catherine Dorset, Jazmin Woodson
Row 2: Irene Khuu, Tone Coppa, Chaimae Haronni, Samantha Sachs,

Megan Kroger, Veronica Stokes, Allison Mihalik. Alexandra Arnaza Back

Row: Madeline Hay, Melina Mora, Abir Haronni, Cassidy Anders

JV Cheerleading Front Row: Katie Turner, Sonia Holar Row 2: Sara

Bourdouane, Joanna De La Via Row 3: Britta Gonzales. Dominique Stocks,

Alejandra Jimenez-Jaramillo Back Row: Dinar Kebede, Hind Lakrouchni.

Tania Hines

Freshmen Cheerleading Front Row: Martha Gebru Row 2: Rebecca

Namm, Yasmin Velit Back Row: Grace Prescot. Elizabeth Kabbani. Elizabeth

Andarge Not Pictured: May Stearman, Jessica Guevara-Lazo. Knstina

Keyser, Vera Rideout, Yanci Hernandez
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Aim and Shoot
The varsity boys basketball team aim to reach their goals by

improving their game and setting good examples tor one another

During the season, the

boys varsity basketball team
worked as a team to perform

their best. The team consisted

of many seniors along with few

underclassmen. According to

the players, everyone helped

one another work and play

well together. "The best part

about the team was that

everyone contributed," said

senior Daniel Lesueur. "Even if

players weren't playing, they

were motivating the other

players and working hard in

practice to keep them ready to

play. This season was a

complete team effort."

The captains, seniors Kevin

Donahue, Timothy Edwards,

and Thomas Edwards, led the

team by making sure they

were constantly working their

hardest and paying full

attention. "Younger players

had many people to look up

to," said junior Andrew
Karpinski. "We needed their

leadership to keep us together

on a mental level throughout

the season."

Aside from having many
upperclassmen to help lead

the team, practices were tough

and required the players to

"On the court I try to talk in

order to keep everyone in sync

because when people are

playing together and loose,

with the right combinations on

the court, the team performs

their best," said senior

Rodderick Battle.

work hard. Practices were run

in a different way than most.

One drill consisted of the

players being divided into two

teams, where one team would

play the opponent's defense

while the other would run the

team's own plays. "During

practice, we always focused

on perfecting our plays,

transitioning, and working as a

team," said sophomore John
Beckman.

With so much of the team
graduating, the seniors had
prepared their younger

teammates to lead next year's

team. They learned that

motivating and encouraging

one another would create

good chemistry on the court.

"Being the captain made me
worry about my teammates
and not just myself," said

senior Kevin Donahue.

Leadership, improving

their on-court connections,

and setting high goals were

the main objectives that the

varsity boys basketball team
used to push themselves to be

the best they could be

throughout the season.

-Morgan Livezey, '12

Sophomore John Beckman, and seniors Daniel Lesueur, Kevin Donahue,
and Alec Pastre cheer and dance from the sideline as a teammate makes a

basket, putting the team into the lead. Support demonstrated connections

with the team on and off the court. "We always keep positive attitudes

towards everybody's success on the court," said senior Roy Powell.

Senior Andre Birdsong faces his Yorktown opponent to get a rebound.

Boxing out and using a burst of energy to jump high were key components
to getting rebounds. "The key to getting every rebound is getting in front of

the player and not letting them get around you," said Birdsong.

"I support my
teammates on and off

the court by always

having their back no

matter what. This is

needed so the players

can overcome obstacles

together as a team.
"

-Cornelius Drayton, '10
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i s

v\ w Point guard Austin Evans, junior,

challenges his opponent by by

driving to the basket. Going hard to

the hoop was essential in getting

past the opposing team. "I like the

challenge of the game," said Evans.

"The more I score, the more I feel

like I can do it again; my confidence

increases."

1. Before their game, the varsity boys
basketball team gathers together for a

cheer. 2. After the ball goes out of

bounds, senior Thomas Edwards looks

to throw a pass to an open teammate.

"As captain, I have to set a good
example, but having a good time while

playing and helping other players

concentrate is needed as well," said

Edwards. 3. After a missed shot, senior

Timothy Edwards boxes out his

opponent in order to maintain

possession of the ball. 4. Using the

correct shooting technique, senior Roy
Powell shoots a lay-up after a

breakaway. 5. Juniors Andrew
Karpinkski, Austin Evans, and senior

Daniel Lesuer take a quiet moment to

listen to the national anthem before

their game.

"My favorite part about

games was listening to

Gucciman in the locker

room to get us pumped
up. I also liked that we
had good
communication with one
another on the court."

-Ian Lasite-Cole, '1
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Varsity Boys Basketball Front Row: Andrew Karpinkski, Austin Evans. Daniel

Lesueur, and Ian Lasite-Cole Row 2: Assistant Coach Keith Whitney. Cornelius

Drayton. Kevin Donahue, John Beckman, Thomas Edwards. Roddenck Battle,

Assistant Coach Russ Alexander Back Row: Team Manager Bobby Drayton.

Assistant Coach Eric Rodriguez. Roy Powell, Timothy Edwards. Alec Pastre, Garrett

Bangsboll. Andre Birdsong. and Head Coach Bobby Dobson Not Pictured: Samuel
Taylor
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Sophomore Brianna Hogan goes in for a shot

against defending team Yorktown. She loved

the excitement of all the games throughout the

season. "The Yorktown game was the most
exciting game I have ever played in," said

Hogan. "We accomplished so much this

season."

Senior Shante Waller attempts to

throw the ball over a defending

player. For her, the Yorktown victory

was a highlight of the season. "The

victory over Yorktown was such a

rush feeling," said Waller.

The team reacts to their victory

against rival Yorktown. Since many of

the players had played together in

other settings, they were able to build

off of one another's strengths.

"Because of these prior experiences,

we all had a great understanding of

how each girl acts on the court," said

junior Sandra McCartin.

Freshman Emma Cooper dribbles the ball

down the court. Basketball has always

been a big part of her life, so she took the

games very seriously. "While I'm playing

during games, I am very focused and
always have the thought on my mind that

want to win," said Cooper.

Junior Rachael Rich cheers on her team
with senior Jennifer McCue and juniors

Sandra McCartin and Lindsey Treweek.

She felt that communication was the key

to success during games. "Everyone has

to work together during games and
communicate in order to know what's

going on," said Rich.

Scoreboard

Home Away

Thomas Jefferson 37 26

Fairfax 50 53

Pulaski County 54 38
Bishop O'Connell 48 59

Oakton 28 60
Yorktown 36 60

Mount Vernon 41 57

Hayfield 48 33

Stuart 57 30

Edison 37 70

Woodbridge 41 29

Falls Church 49 14

Sterling 33 40

Wakefield 49 45

Mount Vernon 60 29

Yorktown 49 47

Hayfield 46 54
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Varsity Girls Basketball Front Row: Managers Zhane Matos and Mariana Castellon

Row 2: Brianna Hogan, Eleanor Mills, Jennifer McCue, Janese Jackson, Brooke Rippy,

Rachel Schwartz Back Row: Coach Angela Kelly, Manager Nadia Lee, Michele Derieux,

Rachael Rich, Emma Cooper, Lindsey Treweek, Manager Zachary Keller Not Pictured:

Sandra McCartin, Katrina Cook, Shante Waller

Sophomore Brooke Rippy

felt the games were
intense, but fun. "Games
were stressful, but we
were all trying so hard to

win," said Rippy.

Junior Lindsey Treweek
prospered from the

team's strong bond. "The

team got along a lot

better this year, so we got

better at exploiting our

talents," said Treweek.

Senior Jennifer McCue
benefitted from the

team's two coaches
throughout the season.

"Our coaches seem much
more confident in our

abilities this year, and we
can feel their support a

lot more," said McCue.

Captain's Corner

play

pause
1

Senior captain Eleanor

Mills has been playing

basketball for most of

her life.

"This year we had

various team bonding

activities, which have

made us really good
friends," said Mills.

il
>> fast forward

"Working as a team helped us

win very close games against

Wakefield and Yorktown."

"As captain I tried my best to make sure

as a team we were working together,

supporting each other, and staying

positive."

<< rewind

Come Togethei
The girls varsity basketball team's strong bond

allows them to play well together

The girls varsity basketball team became
close knit team throughout the season,

lowing them to improve significantly. It

as a smaller team of 13 players, but most
It that this was to their benefit.

A smaller team gave each player more
ne during games and more opportunities

' improve during practice. "I like the

nount of girls on the team because it

lows everyone to have playing time and
e are all very close," said senior Jennifer

cCue. "We are able to support each other

ore this year."

Practices were the time to prepare for

games and improve running times.

Practices in between games usually

consisted of conditioning drills, while ones

before games were made up of running

through plays and preparing for the game.
"Depending on the coaches' moods we
either run a lot or don't really run at all,"

said Katrina Cook. "But practices are

always very intense."

Synergy between teammates was an

essential part of their accomplishments

throughout the season. During games this

was especially important. "Teamwork is a

huge factor during games," said senior

Rachel Schwartz. "If I can't trust my team-

mates, it's impossible to be successful."

Through intense practices, a close bond
between teammates, and a smaller team,

the girls varsity basketball team improved
from previous years and even emerged
victorious over rival Yorktown.

-Holly Parker, '11

Abigail Knight. '11
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"The team is just like a second family: we're all friends, and everyone is just so close and comfortable with each other." -Benjamin Klingelhofer. '12

Drive Down
the Court

The JV and freshman boys basketball teams

motivate one another to win games

The boys JV and freshman

basketball teams were motivated

by their coaches, Nick O'Fiesh

and Chris Jacobs. They did this by

constantly telling the players to

never give up and coaching the

players through rigorous

practices. "During practice, we go
over all of our plays and run a

bunch of drills, but we need to do

this in order to stay in shape," said

freshman Patrick McMenamin.
The freshman players

connected with one another and
their coach, which allowed them to

work together as a team rather

than just individual players. Thus,

they had a winning season. Some
players claimed that their coach

was the main contribution to their

numerous wins because he was
such an encouraging leader. "We
have a really good coach and
talent pool, which motivates us to

win games," said freshman

Matthew Slater.

Team support, combined with

the determination to win, was
what inspired the JV team to try

their hardest and play their best.

The players were always

encouraged by one another to

improve and learn from their

mistakes. Since everyone was
able to get along well, according

to players, this benefited the

Point guard Jarrod Nagurka, sophomore,

approaches his opponent while

aggressively dribbling down the court.

Dribbling low helped a player have more
control over the ball. "In practice, we
constantly repeat drills, such as dribbling,

so we don't make mistakes during a

game," said Nagurka.

team's performance during the

season. "I like how you get to

have fun with your friends, but at

the same time they are there to

support you during the bad
times," said freshman Lucas

McCartin.

Having motivation from both

teammates and coaches was
what encouraged the JV and

freshman boys basketball teams

to win games throughout the

season. The support from one
another as teammates, and the

support from coaches, allowed

the teams to work well together.

-Morgan Livezey, '12

Mora Hav, '13
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1. Sophomore Benjamin Klingelhofer

makes a lay-up while being defended.

2. Freshman Lucas McCartin drives to

the basket, passing his opponent.

3. Sophomore Biru Jones and junior

Mohamed Jabbara box opponents out in

order to get the rebound. 4. Freshman
Gantulga Batbold jumps to get a

rebound. 5. Junior Antoine Ingram

stands in the triple-threat position, so he

can either shoot, pass, or dribble.

1

.

To start the game, sophomore Biru

Jones jumps up to win the tip-off

against his Wakefield opponent.

Having possession of the ball first was
a good way to start the game,
always get a rush of adrenaline before

a game, which helps my focus and
performance," said Jones.

2. Freshman team coach Nick O'Fiesh

goes over a play with the players

during a timeout. Breaks during the

game were appreciated by players

because they gave them time to rest.

3. Freshman Baterdene Ganbaatar

takes a jump shot while also avoiding

being blocked. Form and technique

were important elements in making

baskets. 4. After being fouled,

freshman Julius Spain has an

opportunity to take two foul shots.

Freshman Boys Basketball Front Row: Tuvshinbayar Buyandelger, Patrick

McMenamin, Devon Clay, Jordan Pandy, Kellen Blake, Alec Schadelbauer,

Joshua Anderson Row 2: Trevor Thornhill, Dewan Clay Back Row: Coach
Nick O'Fiesh, Zackary Biggs, Alex Coppa, Baterdene Ganbaatar, Gantulga

Batbold, Julius Spain, Davohn Lyons Not Pictured: Matthew Slater

JV Boys Basketball Front Row: Bazargur Sukhbaatar, Tyler Braxton,

Roderic Gibson Row 2: Jarrod Nagurka, Matthew Healey, Benjamin

Klingelhofer, Antoine Ingram, Han Lee Back Row: Savaughn Adams, Lucas

McCartin, Mohamed Jabbara, John Pastre, Biru Jones, Je'Vonne Watson,

Coach Chris Jacobs Not Pictured: Biniam Gared

Freshman

oreboard

JV

Scoreboard

Home
Park View 46

Oaktoni
Yorktown

Mount Vernon 57
Hayfield

Stuart

Edison

Falls Church
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Park View*

Oaktony' 51

Yorktown 47
Mount Vernon 42
Hayfield ' 48
Stuart 58
Edison 47
Falls Church 68
Wakefield 75
Mount Vernon 70
Yorktown 51

Hayfield 65
Yorktown 46

Home Away
47 26
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Eye On the Ball
As the season progressed and team members

became closer, their performance improved

As the season

progressed, the JV and
freshman girls basketball

teams improved significantly.

Team members were able to

identify one another's

strengths and weaknesses,

which made the team
cohesive.

After losing the first two

games to teams outside of the

district, the freshman team
went undefeated for the rest

of the season. "The best part

of the season was being

undefeated in the district,"

said freshman Kirby Miller. "It

made the season memorable
and teams took notice of our

progress."

As many girls made a

transition from playing

freshman basketball last year

to JV basketball this year,

they found the games to be

more intense. "This season

was more competitive than

freshman basketball," said

sophomore Susan Ferguson.

"In practices we did more
drills and ran plays."

Sophomore Charle Ingram prepares

to pass the ball to one of her JV
teammates. Ingram felt games were
competitive and rigorous. "The team
prepared for games by continuously

practicing and running," said Ingram.

Though the JV team had

an even number of wins and
losses, they felt that they

played better with one
another by the end of the

season. "We were able to

learn how each teammate
played as an individual and
how the team played

together," said junior Clare

Terpstra.

Practices for both teams
were fun, yet intense, which

also contributed to their wins.

"Practices were hard but were
still exciting and we did a lot

to improve our performance,"

said sophomore Raleigh

Mills.

As the teams were able to

identify who played best in

certain positions, and as they

grew closer together, their

performance quickly

improved. Said freshman

Caroline Maggio, "My favorite

part of the season was how
we all became instantly close

and grew as a team."

-Holly Parker, '11

Liliana Olsen, '13

O'Connell

Oakton
Yorktown

Mt.. Vernon

Hayfield/

Stuart

Edisor|

WoodCTflJ^Z
Falls Church 4;

Sterling

Wakefield

Mt. Vernon

Hayfield

Yorktown

JV Girls Basketball Front Row: Meredith Randle, Katrina Cook [Varsity], Susan

Ferguson, Charle Ingram, Monica Amaya, Kristi Kern Back Row: Coach George Cook,

Lauren Montana, Emma Tober, Ashley O'Donnell-Davis, Clare Terpstra, Sandra

McCartin [Varsity], Helen Amend, Coach Beth Prange Not Pictured: Raleigh Mills

"By the end of the

season, we had picked

up our intensity and

improved greatly as a

team."

-Kristi Kern, '11
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"The team became
really close as the

season progressed,

and I made a lot of

new friends."

-Alexis Sison-Postma,
'13

Sophomore Susan Fergoson

dribbles past an opponent.

Ferguson found games to be hard

work but rewarding. "Practices paid

off in many of our games, which led

to victories," said Ferguson.

Freshman Scoreboard

Home Away

O'Connell

Oakton
30
33

52

48

Yorktown 39
54

23

Mt. Vernon 23
Hayfield 50 17

Stuart 35 21

Edison 50 17

Yorktown 42 27

Falls Church 49 14

Dominion 41 8

Mt. Vernon 62 A 26
Yorktown 45 28

Hayfield 49 22

Stuart 46 31

* 1

Freshman Girls Basketball Front Row: Destiny Boyd. Leah Solomon. Caroline Maggio.

Ariana Urcia, Alexis Sison-Postma. Malm Serfis Back Row: Coach Erin Queen. Angela

Mestre, Tiffani Sykhammountry. Lillian Prins, Taylor Leonard. Kirby Miller. Coach
LaTasha Chamberlain
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"Go your hardest, keep on moving, pin your opponent, don't show him you're tired, and listen to what the coach is saying to you" -Isaac Bloom, '11

All in One
Despite what some students believe,

wrestling consists of more than just muscle

Wrestling may be thought of as

a sport focused on just strength by

many students. However,

wrestling is much more than that.

According to team members,
some of the other important

factors needed to win a match

included individual strength,

stamina, and caution.

In other team sports, strength

was represented by a collective

group, not the individual.

Wrestling focused on a person's

individual strength, since they did

not have the support from other

teammates to help during the

match. "Wrestling is much more
aggressive than other sports,"

said junior Alexander Ashtiany.

"It's one-on-one, instead of team
versus team."

Compared to other sports,

wrestling was more quick-paced

according to wrestlers. In addition,

the matches were also considered

very rigorous despite their short

duration. "It's more physical," said

junior Rhyler Heining. "It's straight

six minutes, rather than play after

play."

Wrestling was a more of a

conservative sport in a sense that

it was less about risk-taking

compared to other sports

according to players. Trying new
moves in wrestling without

practice was a factor that could

JV Coach Steve Taphorn motivates the

wrestlers during the match. His

engagement into the game gives the

wrestlers motivation during their duels.

"While we lost a few seniors, there are

some promising underclassman," said

Taphorn

have resulted with injury or

loss. "My strategy is to stick with

the moves that I know I can

perform well under pressure,"

said sophomore Timothy

Jenkins.

Wrestling was thought of as a

dynamic sport and focused on

skills other than muscle building.

Players worked on technique,

speed, agility, and stamina.

Wrestlers who were successful

benefited a lot from mastering

these skills.

-Jose Castellon, '10

Amina Chenini, '11
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1 . Freshman Brian Velez-Feliciano tackles over his

Wakefield opponent during his match. Winning his match
meant a victory against our rivals. 2. Freshman Mehedi
Patwary wins his match with his opponent on the floor.

"Winning, trying my best , and beating the other opponent

helps my motivation," said Patwary. 3. Senior Alexander

Goodahl turns his opponent to the ground and locking him

into a hard position to get out of. Goodhal enjoys the

opportunity wrestling gives him to keep him in shape.

4. Senior Seddhamanik Sarik prepares to wrestle an

opponent. "Wrestling takes only an individual effort," Sarik

said. "If you win your match, only you win your match."

1. Junior Joshua Deiner attempts to

find his opponent's weakness spot in

order to win the game. "I plan on

wrestling my senior year, and I would

love to be able to one day wrestle in

college if I can get good enough," said

Deiner 2. Alexander Beranek tries to

overcome his opponent's attempt to

pin him onto the floor. "It's one of the

only sports that depends on your

natural talent," said Beranek.

3. Members of both the JV and varsity

wrestling team celebrate after a
winning match. Wrestling is thought as

a tough and demanding sport by many
wrestlers. "Every day in practice we
get a bit smarter, learning new moves
and strategies to use in matches,"

said Guenther. 4. Senior Ulysses

Smith finishes up his dual by

performing one of his favorite moves.

He tried to avoid taking a risk with a

move he wasn't familiar with. "My

advise would be don't get pinned

because any one move could turn the

match around," said Smith.

JV and Varsity Wrestling Front Row: Dominic Boone, Mehedi Patwary, Isaias

Castro-Rivas, Victor Palomo-Munoz, Jose Vasquez Row 2: Timothy Jenkins,

Joshua Deiner, Ulysses Smith, Raisul Alam, Myagmarsuren Khaadan,

Alexander Beranek Row 3: Seddhamanik Sarik, Jonathan Diethorn, Alexander

Goodahl, Rhyler Heining, Marshall Anders, Nicholas Burns, Alexander Ashtiany

Back Row: team manager Eleanor Miller, Jared Deiner, Edgar Maco Reed.

DeShawn Bryant, Benjamin Hyde, Edgar Govea, Jason Andrade, Sean Pratt,

Zakaria Ennijm, Dustin Reynolds, Isaac Bloom, coach Jim Mon Not Pictured:

Cory Adams, Basin Amaha, Matthew Duboski, Roshan Ghimire, Nathan

Heinzman, Bibas Pant, David Smith, Bazargur Sukhbaatar, Wilfredo Velez,

Brian Velez-Feliciano, Matthew Whibley

"Wrestling is one of the

toughest sports I can think of

now: not only do wrestlers

have compete one on one,

but they have to lose a lot of

weight.sometimes through

extreme methods."

-Joshua Deiner, '11

"When you run out of

moves, it is all about

dedication."

-Jose Vasquez, '12

Varsity Scorecard

Home Away

T.C. Williams 45 31

Lee
It

60

West Potomac 39

Herndon 5>> 31

Stuart 54 21

Madison 34 f(35
Wakefield 30 44

Yorktown 32 ' 41

Bishop O'Connel 36 46

Saint Anselms 48 36

Sidwell Friends 21 43

Saint Mary's 42 36

Yorktown 36 42

West Springfield 36 T 37

South Lakes 33 36

Hayfield 31 42

Mount Vernon 2/ 34

Falls Church 75

Stuart 44 21

Edison »

Oakfqgg^
24

38
^£

Junior Alexander Ashtiany stands in

triumph as the referee declares him the

winner of his match. Wrestling has a lot to

do with mental focus, according to

Ashtiany. "All that goes through my head
is what can I do from where I am," he said.

"The kid is not going to win, no matter

what."
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Higher, Faster,

Stronger
The swim and dive teams grow into their new pool

With over 50 members this

year, the swim and dive team
grew in size, making great use

of the new, larger pool. The
pool offered a separate diving

well, and 10 lanes provided

more space for practices and

swim meets. "Since we got this

new pool, the environment has

gotten much better," said

senior Jacob Huston. "The

facility is great, and it's made it

easier to grow a successful

team."

The swimmers and the

divers held practice after

school Monday through

Thursdays. Their practices

lasted 90 minutes and

consisted of at least four

thousand yards. The swimmers
practiced starts, turns, and
stroke technique, while the

divers practiced various dives.

Every Friday during swim
season, the team held dual

meets. Meets provided an

opportunity for both swimmers
and divers to track their

improvement throughout the

Boys Scoreboard

Home Away

Falls Church 161 151

Mount Vernon 164 134

Wakefield 198 91

Edison 180 **135

Stuart 166 149

Yorktown 1 68 1 47

season. Although not all team
members achieved the

success they wanted, they

found goal setting to be an

effective way to track their

progress. "I achieved some
personal goals during this

season, but any time you

achieve a goal by beating a

best time, you immediately

make a new goal to get an

even better time," said

freshman Deborah Wroblewski.

"Next season I am confident

that the coaches will help me
improve more, so I can reach

my new, higher goals."

The boys team finished the

regular season undefeated.

"The boys were fighters, and

they really tried hard to win,"

said freshman Rourke

Donahue. "We pushed our

limits and were amazed at how
well we can perform under

pressure." Unfortunately, the

success did not continue past

the regular season.

The boys team fell to

Yorktown in the district meet

by only eight points. The girls

team also had a successful

regular season, finishing with

only one loss, to rival team,

Yorktown.

In addition to becoming a

stronger, more competitive

team, the team has also grown

in size exponentially. "Five

years ago we had 30 kids on

the team for both boys and
girls and were barely winning

one meet a season," said head

coach Kristina Dorville. "This

year we had 75 kids on the

team total."

The team's growing size

and improved record provided

positive experiences for

members of the swim and dive

teams. "I loved the swim team,"

said senior Kathryn Rabatsky

said. "It was always so much
fun, and I got to hang out with

people that I wouldn't normally

hang out with."

-Mary Sanchez, '1

1

Kirby Clark, '12

Boys Varsity Swim and Dive Front Row: Paul Soutter, Ian O'Hara, Matthew Hines,

John Mutty, Adrien Soutter, Rourke Donahue, Lucas LeBlanc, Tyler Cook, Eliot Somers
Back Row: James Balog, Carl Buergler, Nathan Prange, Matthew Allen, Freddy

Crawford, Jacob Huston, Jonathan Brown, Aaron Michalak, David Palmer Not Pictured:

Anthony Chi, Nhat- Quang Dao, Martin Debraine, Ochbayar Enkhbat, Gregory Lemek,

Sergio Yabeta- Salamanca

"In previous years I swam
to get first place for

myself, but this year I

swam more for the team.

This change in attitude

was because of a newly

realized cohesiveness of

our team."

-Freddy Crawford, '10
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"This year has been
different because the

team truly felt like a
team, not a collection of

friendship groups, or

four different age
groups. We all love each
other like you wouldn't

believe."

-Abigail Conklin, '10

Girls Scoreboard

Home Away

Falls Church 153 141

Mount Vernon 184 131

Wakefield 235 40

Edison 175 140

Stuart 207 104

Yorktown 74 241

£

1. Senior Amanda Maggio, junior Torie

Coppa, junior Kavanagh Malanchuk,

coach Kristina Dorville, senior Evelyn

Hartz, senior Catherine Dorset, and
coach Rachel Wishner cheer during a

meet. 2. Sophomore Jordan Kruger

enters the water off her backstroke start.

3. Sophomore Carl Buergler enters the

water after completing a complicated dive

during a dive meet. 4. Sophomore Kayla

Schoomaker races to the finish line.

5. Freshman Paul Soutter is lifted up

above a team huddle during a cheer prior

to the start of the Yorktown meet.

Girls Varsity Swim and Dive Front Row: Deborah Wroblewski, Mary Lynn Clark. Abigail

Conklin, Katharine Riley, Zoe Van Grack, Anna Karagulina. Sarah Zielinski, Hannah Aiken,

Jordan Kruger, Adrianna Gorsky, Tessa Van Grack. Lindsay Cronin, Kayla Schoomaker,

Sophie Jenkins Row 2: May Stearman, Morgen Scott. Dorothy Jones. Amber Lekey. Lilly

Bouldin, Evelyn Hartz, Catherine Dorset, Leah Davis. Alexis Moore. Claudia Cisneros. Olivia

Weltz, Maggie Burgos, Kirby Clark, Anthonella Rodriguez-Cossio Back Row: Amanda
Maggio, Sarah Chisholm, Torie Coppa, Cassandra Ford. Vera Rideout. Daniella Penaranda.

Josie Butler, Haley Olyenik. Katherine McKenna, Kavanagh Malanchuk, Cynthia Carson,

Mallory Uzel, Erin Norman, Kathryn Rabatsky, Gretchen Schroeder Not Pictured: Mary
Lefande, Colleen Aiken, Madison List. Petra Nichols
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Freshman Sonia Holar, Maia Mandel and Elaine

Khuu chalk their grips before competing on the

uneven bars. "My favorite part about gymnastics is

the competitions because it is really fun to compete
with all your friends," said Mandel.

ti

!ii

Freshman Madeleine Sendek does a split leap on

the balance beam. Sendek is a member of a

gymnastics club team outside of school. "Right

before a meet I get extremely nervous, but I just

pretend it's practice to calm my nerves," said

Sendek.

*

'

P
Falls Church
Fairfax

Fairfax

Yorktown

Jefferson

Falls Church

130.2 94.85

137.2 118.75

125.9 118.3

129.5 118.6

108.8 94.5

140.25 118.5
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Freshman Brittany Mirro does a scale on the balance

beam. Mirro became a member of the high school

gymnastics team when she was in eighth grade. "I

love being on the gymnastics team because it is a
way for me to hang out with all my friends and still

train," said Mirro. "This season we did exceptionally

well which was very exciting."

Freshman Liliana Olsen does a wolf jump on the

balance beam. Olsen started doing gymnastics

competitively at the age of 10 years. "I am incredibly

happy I decided to join the school gymnastics team i

because I met many new people and I was able to

develop new skills as well as improve old skills," said

Olsen.



Front Row: Madeleine Sendek, Sonia Holar, Shikea Ricks, Maia Mandel Back Row: Kylie Auble,

Nicole Stevens, Beth Bodner, Zeynep Solak, Liliana Olsen, Kaitlyn Osteguin, Myeisha McBee, Lindsay

Cowen, Ashley Bach, Lizzie Ramos-Palma, Emilia Zevallos-Roberts, Morgan Burns, Brittany Mirro

Freshman Nicole

Stevens concentrates

before demonstrating

her floor routine at a

competition. Stevens

was a club gymnast for

four years and then

decided to pursue high

school gymnastics. "I

really enjoy high

school gymnastics

because it is not as

stressful as club

gymnastics --
1 get to

relax a little more,"

said Stevens.

"This year has been

my favorite year on

the team because
everyone had a great

attitude and drive to

do well."

Lindsay Cowen, '10

"This year, we had a

group of dedicated

girls who all

contributed to our

successful season
and our district title

Myeisha McBee, '10

Got Chalk?
The increasing size and talent of the gymnastics team contributes to their district title win

Last season, the gymnastics team
ily had 12 members. This changed
amatically when a mass of incoming

shmen joined the team, increasing the

mount of members to 27. "Though there

e many new faces on the team this year,

ey all contribute to the team's progress

/ery meet," said senior captain Lindsay

owen.

With all the new members, practices

came more intense and more structured,

asic skills were practiced to reach

srfection and members felt they improved
eir skills with support from their

ammates. "We've all become so close

at I look forward to coming to practice

id competing," said freshman Brittany

Mirro. "We all have so much fun together

and enjoy each other's company."

Practices paid off when the team won
districts for the first time in more than 30

years. The large team size allowed

everyone to learn from one another,

according to teammates. "It's nice to have

a variety of talented people on the team

because we all teach each other," said

freshman Sonia Holar. "When someone
needs help on a specific skill, we all try to

help them out so they can improve as soon

as possible."

Friendships flourished as the team

spent quality time with one another after

meets by going out to dinner or watching

movies at one another's houses.

"Whenever we have a meet, we make a

quick trip to the nearest Krispy Kreme to

celebrate our wins." said senior Lizzie

Ramos-Palma. "It's nice to spend time with

your teammates, especially after a difficult

meet."

Based on the team's performance at

districts, the amount of new members
proved to be an asset to the team's

performance and triumph. The team was
threatened to be withdrawn last year due to

the lack of members. However, with the

increased interest this year, the gymnastics
team received more attention and
admiration from the community.

- Parita Shah. '11
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Snowed Off Track
The indoor track team overcomes the

obstacles created by a series of snow storms

The snow storms that the

student body and faculty had

encountered may have been a

well deserved rest, especially

with the stress from school.

However, the outcome
consisted of many missed

school days and everyone

falling behind normal

schedule. Indoor track was no

exception to this. The snow
storms also limited practice

areas and caused districts to

be canceled.

Workouts for practice were

usually either inside the school

or outside on the track. With

the record amount of snow,

workouts were forced indoors.

This greatly affected the

coaches' plans and activities

to help the team improve for

their next scheduled meet. "To

get faster you have to run

everyday, and the snowstorm
really messed up people's

mileage (how many miles you

Sophomore
Marsharika Coleman
watches the race

before hers, alongside

her competitors. "You

meet a lot of new
people at meets," said

Coleman. "It's a big

social thing, but meets

are still competitive."

run per week)," said George
Guerrero.

The lack of the track team's

time to practice and work on

their fundamentals would have

had a great effect on their

Coach Gillus is the head coach of the

Indoor track team for both boys and
girls. "What I like about coaching track

is shaping young minds and providing

discipline," said Gillus

performance during their

meets. However, runners

committed to their team and
worked to find time to work-out

during the week of snow days,

popularly known as the

second winter break. Without

the team's commitment to

staying in shape, things could

have been worse. "The snow
storms were bad for practice,"

said senior Devin O'Connor.

"The second storm forced

districts to be canceled."

Although the snow fall may
have had a negative effect on

the track team's practice

space, they continued to work

hard to win meets. The limited

workout space was a great

challenge for track that the

team rose to overcome. The
team continued to stand out

from the crowd and was
victorious, with the boys team
winning first place in the

Arlington county meet.

-Amina Chenini, '11

Kirby Clark, '12

Girls Indoor Track Team First Row: Julissa Diaz, Aleta Allen, Amy Severs, Lizzie

Ramos-Palma, Shikea Ricks, Marsharika Coleman, Julieze Benjamin, Katherine Flemin<

Row 2: Jazmin Woodson, Margaret Duarte, Erin Fox, Lelia Troiano, Isabel Amend, Aria

Mazzucchelli, Madeline Templeton, Kaitlynn Menoche Row 3: Patricia Murray, Anne
Murray, Jasmine Herndon, Molly Wolford, Emily Walker, Emily Watson, Sarah Chase- ,

Walsh, Claire Rogers Row 4: Coach Warren Gillus, Sierra Riddle, Catherine Pricone,

Madeleine Brehaut, Rebecca Jones, Meredith Denton, Morgan Livezey, Aris Morris,

Coach Matthew Przydzial
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1 . Sophomore Jordan Armstrong

competes in the 55 meter hurdles

during a track meet. Practices were
crucial for runners to improve their

form and racing. 2. Sophomores
Sarah Chase-Walsh and Jasmine

Herndon run in unison during their

final lap. "In indoor track, you are only

as successful as you train to be," said

Chase-Walsh. "The more work you

put in, the more you get out." 3

Senior Karl Lendenmann sprints to

the finish line. 4. Senior Lizzie

Ramos-Palma relaxes before the

meet begins 5. Anthony Taylor

sprints in the 55 meter sprint. "In

order to be the best, you have to be
better than the rest," said Taylor.

"To cross the finish line first

or race in districts,

regionals, states, or

beyond, one must train

every day and tolerate

enormous amounts of pain.

Successful runners are

people with guts who
understand hard work."

-Isabel Amend, '12

"Indoor track requires

extreme dedication and
almost perfect attendance to

see improvement in time."

-Joshua Braden, '10
Boys Indoor Track Team First Row: Christian Volz, Nicholas Apseloff. Nathaniel Young.

Anthony Taylor, Myiam Anderson, Jamal Williams, Joshua Braden. Alan Phung Row 2:

Coach Warren Gillus, Gleb Gritsinin, Michael Tesfaldet. Marcus Harrington. Garrett

Gustafson. Gray Gustafson, Matthew Newman. Reuben Luoma-Overstreet, Kevin Bustillo,

Coach Matthew Przydzial Row 3: Ian Feeney. Abele Tuwafie. Jordan Armstrong. Eric

Witiw, Evan Seklecki. Henok Solomon. Keesean Braithwaite. Felege Zewede. Joshua
Baiza-Lopez, Adrian Ferrufino, Kyle Thornhill
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The rifle squad prepares to do a set of drills

from their ground positions. Performing well in

the squad required various skills that the

members gradually improved on. "You have to

be able to focus solely on the target and not

move at all," said senior Ryan Carney.

Junior Kurt Stephens watches his

teammates practice. Shooting perfect

targets was often a challenging task,

especially with limited practice time.

"Some schools have rifle ranges on

site," said junior Timothy Peel. "It

makes it difficult to compete with."

Freshman Jon Dixon works to adjust

his rifle to prepare it for practice.

Members were dedicated to getting

better and practiced to do well in

competitions with other schools. "The

rifle team is a huge commitment, and

oftentimes very frustrating," said Dixon

Junior Kurt Stephens and freshman Jon

Dixon reload their pistols. The members all

had to learn safety exercises, proper

equipment use, and breathing techniques

before picking up their rifles. "You need to

be able to handle the rifle and know how to

use it, load it, and fix it," said sophomore
Imani Tinter.

Sophomore Joseph Windheim prepares to

begin a round of shooting. Practices

usually consisted of shooting a full-course

match. "That includes thirty record shots,

ten prone, ten standing, and ten kneeling,"

said Windheim.

Scoreboard

Home Away

St. Johns 1000 ^ 977

Landon 1005 1058

West Potomac 1025 1009

Robinson 1044 1151

WT Woodson 819 1084

Lake Braddock 1041 1081

Yorktown 838 970

WT Woodson 1061 ^ 1147

Robinson Li 818 1110

Landon 832 926

Yorktown 1031 1090

Mavericks 1002 1020

id ¥
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Rifle Team Front Row: Kurt Stephens, Imani Tinter, Jon Dixon, Joshua Eddy Back Row:
Coach Traci Yates, Timothy Peel, Joe Windheim, Christopher Stephens, Coach Wanlance
Yates Not Pictured: Ryan Carney

"Everybody on the team
is really good at what

they're doing."

- Imani Tinter, '12

"You don't make the team
if you're bad, so it matters

how you do."

- Jon Dixon, '13

"I have been shooting for

years, and when I found

out we had a team
dedicated to shooting in

competitions, I figured it

was where I belonged."

- Joseph Windheim, '12

Coaches' Corner

play
"Our coaches are extremely helpful and
give good advice to all members," said

sophomore Joseph Windheim.

"Our instructors help us when we're

doing the position wrong, or if we
shot too many shots," said

sophomore Imani Tinter.

pause
1

» fast forward
"The coaches help us by

developing our positions,"

said freshman Jon Dixon.

"We have two great coaches, who both

shot in high school and college," said ^ ^ PfilA/JIld
senior Ryan Carney.

OWWIIIU

Aim, Shoot, Fire
Shooting straight is a challenge for rifle team members,

but perseverance and adaption helps them to master their skills

When deciding to join the rifling squad,

ost of the members had already had
evious experience or interest in shooting,

lis interest helped many of them refine

eir abilities and gain more confidence in

eir performance.

The members learned that being on the

|uad was not as simple as pulling a

gger. Drills included intense shooting

)m various positions, first lying down,
en sitting up, and finally, standing,

'erforming successfully is very hard," said

ophomore Imani Tinter.

The team members agreed that shoot-

ing required specific talents to be able to

correctly execute the proper techniques.

Carefulness and self-control helped the

shooters perform well by practicing to use

these skills. "You need patience and

optimism," said junior Timothy Peel. "Some
people think the rifle team is easy, but

they're wrong."

Performing well on the squad may have

proved to be a challenge, but the team

dedicated themselves to their practice and

soon cultivated their talents to be better

shooters. "Important skills to have are

patience, dedication, and time manage-

ment, because our schedule can be manic

at times," said sophomore Joseph
Windheim.

Members of the rifling team put in a lot

of their time and effort to enhance their

skills to prepare for their competitions.

Many discovered they had good talents to

put to use. "We have a great team," said

senior Ryan Carney. "Everyone's really

dedicated to bringing in the wins for our

school."

- Megan Carlson. '1

1

Sabrina Patwary, '11
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Senior Drake Anderson swings and hits a pitch.

He played outfield during the season. "When
bat, I look for a fastball to hit. It is much harder

for me to hit a curveball," Anderson said.

Coach Doug Grove talks to

his team after their game. The
team won a pre-season game
against Marshall, 10-9."This

year's varsity team has the

potential to be pretty good,

said Grove. "I believe we can

hit well."

Junior catcher Lawrence Dickt

captures a fastball that passed

the hitter. It ended up being a

strike, causing an out for the

other team. "When I play, I

don't think, just react," said

Dickt. "If I start thinking, it gets

harder to play."

Senior Jeremy Seipp prepares to dive for

the ball. He was a member of the varsity

team for three years at third base. "I chose
third because my brother played third

during the 2005 district championship

season, and I look up to him for it," said

Seipp. "Once I started, it became my
favorite."

Junior Michael Yuhas practices his pitching by doing a towel

drill. This was done before every game by all the pitchers to

make sure they were prepared to throw if called upon. "A lot of

people think it does not take a lot of athleticism, but it does,"

said Yuhas. "It takes hand-eye coordination, a lot of thinking

ahead, and being one step ahead to know what plays to

make."

Junior Charles Vitale looks forward at home
plate, waiting for his chance to score. When not

at bat, he played as an outfielder. "The most

important thing about being an outfielder is to

stay attentive to what is occurring," said Vitale.

"Know where the runners are, know the pitch

count, and be able to track the ball off the batter's

bat."
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Varsity Baseball Front Row: Drake Anderson, Benjamin Edgar, Michael Yuhas, Robert Burgess

2nd Row: Jeremy Seipp, Austin Evans, Christian McGillen, Charles Vitale, Oliver Cross, Lawrence Dickt

Back Row: Coach Doug Grove, James Shirron, James Morgan, Brandon Wagstaff, Benjamin Coffman,

Timothy Edwards, Thomas Edwards, Karl Lendenmann

What was your best play?

"I was shortstop with a

runner on first base. The
ball was hit to me, had two

bounces, and I caught it

bare-handed and turned it

into a play."

-Benjamin Coffman, '11

"I don't have a specific

play, but my favorite plays

are when I do a diving

backhand catch."

-Austin Evans, '11

"When I hit a home run in a

season opener against

Fairfax in my junior year. It

put us ahead by one."

-Christian McGillen, '10

"I was up at bat during the

bottom of the 7th with one
out with runners on 1st and

3rd. The game winning run

was on 1st. I hit a walk-off

double, ending the game."

-Benjamin Edgar. '11

The Perfect Pitch
Varsity baseball pitchers have unique ways of preparing themselves for the game

In baseball, the players worked on their

itting and fielding skills together.

)wever, depending on the position, there

'ire specific preparations a player would

Jake before a game; the pitcher being no

iception.

At practice, after players had done team
ills, pitchers practice separately, throwing

i>m 40 feet to the catcher without a

ound. This allowed the pitcher to practice

< certain pitch over and over again,

infecting it while lessening the strain on

p arm. "When I first practice a new pitch, I

'ow from 40 feet so there is

te strain on my arm and to get myself

mfortable," said junior Oliver Cross,

'nee I get comfortable with it, I

corporate it into my arsenal, going the full

'i feet."

Another way pitchers practiced both at

practice and before a game was doing

towel drills. Towel drills were when a

pitcher pretended a towel is a ball and

simulated throwing it, hitting the towel on a

teammate's glove. "Towel drills are another

important way pitchers practice," said

junior Michael Yuhas. "It helps elongate

reach and increase the outgoing velocity

while on the mound."

During the game, pitchers ran in

between innings on the side to get rid

of lactic acid, which caused soreness the

next day. "Whenever I am not pitching, I

jog our side of the foul line," said senior

James Morgan. "It helps me keep loose

and be able to continue pitching without

worry of straining."

While pitchers may have focused on

their arm, other positions worked their

arms as well. Both infielders and out-

fielders worked on their catching and
fielding skills. "We do scooping, which is

when a ball hits the ground and we pick it

up in front of us," said senior James
Shirron. "The outfielders threw long tosses

to each other to simulate long hits."

While every player on the team
practiced, pitchers had to take extra care in

protecting themselves, especially their arm,

while increasing their skill. They had to be
able to go for many innings, keeping their

endurance up as well as their pitches top-

notch.

-Jose Castellon, '10
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"The entire Softball program has improved over the past year and continues to grow stronger." -Coach Carolyn Majowka

Ooverin

the Bases
Varsity softball players focus on working

together despite age differences

An influx of freshmen contributed

to the varsity softball team's

increased motivation and
sportsmanship. "We have an

unusual amount of freshmen this

year, but they are all talented and

deserve to be on the team," said

junior Jennifer Berry. "They seem
to be getting along with everyone

and definitely have made the team
stronger."

The team consisted of six

freshmen players and six

upperclassmen. "My attitude has

definitely improved from last year,

when I was a slacker," said junior

Imani Bigsby. "If I don't work my
hardest, my spot could potentially

be given to another player."

Some upperclassmen had the

drive to work their hardest in order

to act as a role model for the new
players. "I have to be consistently

good to serve as an example for

the freshmen," said junior Allison

Mihalik. "It's important to work

together to help them feel

comfortable on the team."

Players bonded throughout the

season through practices and
games. "For every good play, our

coach gives us food, like cakes or

cupcakes," said freshman Jennifer

Peel. "And after a good game, we
sing old songs really loudly on the

bus."

The team also planned to do a

Varsity coach, Carolyn Majowka,

instructs the team before the game. "The

coaches help me improve because they

point out things I need to work on," said

sophomore Hannah Swan. "They help

me improve my attitude when playing."

rope course for team building.

"The additional players make our

team better and add to the fun,"

said sophomore Brooke Rippy.

"We're actually more focused

this year because of the

increased talent."

Freshmen players felt

welcome on the team despite

initial reservations. "At first it was
a little weird because there were

six freshmen and six

upperclassmen," said freshman

Jo Claire Constantz. "But

everyone has been really nice,

and we're all looking forward to

a successful season this year."

-ParitaShah, '11
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1 . Senior Christina Phang and junior Allison Mihalik

discuss upcoming game plans and team bonding

activities. 2. Freshman Lillian Prins prepares for an

incoming pass on first base. 3. Junior Jennifer Berry

quickly practices swinging before going up to bat.

4. Freshmen Jo Claire Constantz and Taylor Leonard

put on their gloves before going up to bat. "Our

coaches help us get motivated to work together," said

Constantz. "Hopefully we can win districts this year,

using our motivation and talent."

1 . Players cheer each other on from the

batting cages, despite harsh weather

conditions. Cheering motivated players

by keeping their energy running. "We
motivate each other by cheering their

name and number," said Leah

Woodruff. "It really hypes us up and

makes us perform better." 2. Senior

Mary Swan puts on her helmet before

going up to bat. 3. Freshman Jennifer

Peel gets ready for the next play by

crouching down and keeping her eyes

on the ball. 4. Players gather around for

a quick meeting between innings.

During these meetings, the coach

motivated the players and updated

them on the game plan.

Varsity Softball Front Row: Christina Phang, Allison Mihalik, Grace Evans

Row 2: Jennifer Peel, Imani Bigsby, Taylor Leonard, Brooke Rippy, Jo Claire

Constantz Back Row: Coach Carolyn Majowka, Jennifer Berry, Lillian Prins.

Mary Swan, Leah Woodruff, Hannah Swan, Emma Tober Not Pictured: Kyra

Klontz

GENERALS

-

"We're working together as

a team; it doesn't matter

what grade you're in."

- Imani Bigsby, '1

1

"We have a lot of talent

on the team this year, so

we're looking forward to a

successful season."

- Brooke Rippy, '12

Freshman Jo Claire Constantz

practices her swinging form while

another teammate is up to bat.

Quick practice swings before going

up to bat let players work out any

possible kinks before playing.

Senior Christina Phang hits

softballs during batting cage
practice. Batting cages allowed

players to solely focus on hitting

skills without any other outside

influence.
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"We're a fun team: we have a lot of energy, we play hard, and at the end of the day we know that we tried our best." -Chynna Holmes, '12

A League of

Their Own
JV baseball and softball use practices for individual

improvement, while teamwork is the focus of games

Both JV baseball and softball

teams held long practices

throughout the season to prepare

for their games. Practices were

mostly used by the players to

work on their individual skills and

team communication, which they

put together during their games to

work as a team.

Both baseball and softball teams
held practices after school, but

each team had its own opinion

about them. "Practices are fun,

and we work really hard," said

sophomore Kassidy McElheney.

Freshman baseball player Justin

Snow said, "The long practices

are hard and time consuming, but

worth it."

Even with different opinions

about practices from the players,

coaches used practices to help

the players improve their skills.

"Everyday at practice the coaches
take time to tell us what we're

doing wrong and help us get

better at it," said sophomore
Brendan Kiviat.

Players also used practices

to work on their individual skills.

"We work on hitting, and each

person works on their individual

position as well as team
communication," said McElheney.

While practices focused more
on the individual, games allowed

players to play together as one.

78 JV Baseball and Softball

JV baseball coach Adam Balutis shows his

team how to properly throw a curve ball. The
coaches were very important for both teams,

helping the players improve their weaknesses.

"There's a lot of mechanical problems, such as,

batting, hitting, and pitching so the coaches

help us fix them," said junior Peter Janetos.

"The coaches constantly push us to do our

best."

"It's very important to work as a

team because teamwork wins

games," said junior Abigail

Whitmore.

Since the players spent a lot

of time with one another, they

said team communication was
not an issue. "At first I didn't

know anyone, but throughout the

season I knew more people

because we spend so much time

with each other," said freshman

Alex Coppa.

Although JV baseball and

softball were two different sports,

the players from both the teams
could agree that the sports were

worth playing. According to junior

Javhana Vaanjilnorov, "It's a

good team sport, and everyone

has to do their part to play well."

-Sabrina Patwary, '11



1

.

Sophomore Kassidy McElheney waits

at the base for the game to start.

2. Freshman Brandon Urrutia practices

his catching 3. Freshman Alex Coppa
concentrates as he gets ready to pitch

the ball. "Concentration is very important

in baseball," said junior Daniel Browning.

4. Sophomore Lauren Zahn pitches the

ball during the game against Wakefield.

5. Junior Kylah Jackson steps up to bat

during the game against Wakefield.

1 . Junior Javhana Vaanjilnorov hits the

ball during her turn at bat. "Softball is a

very fun and intense sport, with lots of

action from everyone," said freshman

Liviah Lulushi 2. Junior Kylah Jackson

throws the ball to the pitcher after

getting the opponent out, during their

game against Wakefield. "I like it when
I make a play and get the other team
out," said Jackson. 3. Freshman Justin

Snow gets ready to pitch a fast ball.

4. Sophomore Brendan Kiviat uses

practice to work on his catching. "The

hardest thing about baseball is

breaking bad habits," said Kiviat. "We
play so many games in the season,

and it makes it hard to refine your

skills."

JV Girls Softball Front Row: Javhana Vaanjilnorov, Kassidy McElheney,

Row 2: Liviah Lulushi, Kylah Jackson, Chynna Holmes. Talia Zulueta, Rachel

Edgar Back Row: Coach Claire Motr, Lauren Zahn, Nicole Collantes, Abigail

Whitmore, Livia Lulushi, Emily Bennett, Michelle Smyth, Coach David Peters

JV Boys Baseball Front Row: Lonnie Fields. Justin Snow, Brendan Kiviat

Lucas Dolan, Matthew Brower Row 2: Peter Janetos, Daniel Browning,

Zachary Perlman, Seth Whitmore, John Schrider, Brandon Urrutia, Jordan

Armstrong Back Row: Coach Matthew Norris, David Palmer, Alexander

Coppa, Ryan Wall, Yamil Florez-Gonzalez, Nicholas Bornbusch. Sam
Appelle, Luke Fichter, Coach Adam Balutis

Sophomore Matthew Brower works

on his pitching. He has been on the

school team since eighth grade as

a short fielder and pitcher. "I like

baseball because it's fun and I like

being able to talk to my friends,"

said Brower.

Junior Abigail Whitmore catches

the ball as it strikes out the

opponent. Whitmore was one of the

captains on the team. "As a captain

it's very important to keep the

players focused, on task, and also

positive," said Whitmore.
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Senior Jhonatan Pozo lines up to score the

team's first goal for the new season. He
practiced his aiming in order to make accurate

goals. "If I make a small mistake it affects every

one, so I have to stay focused," said Pozo.

Assistant coach Eddie Carrasquillo

gives his team a pep talk during the

game. The coaches used pep talks

to motivate the team to play the best

they could when they were in the

game.

Junior Robert Dewald stretches

before the game to improve his

performance and agility. As the

goalie, he had to be focused, fast,

and prepared to block a goal. "I don't

let anything or anyone detract my
focus from the game," said Dewald.

"It's very important for me to stop as

many shots as possible."

The soccer team arrives to the field prior to

the game to warm up physically and
mentally. After a warm up the team was
more mentally and physically prepared for

the game they were about to play. The
more prepared the team was for the game,
the more likely they were to be successful.

JL

* - *
Members of the boys varsity soccer team
stretch before the start of their first game.
Doing so helped them avoid injuries and
improve their performance. "The warm-ups
help our body get lose for the game so we
don't get hurt," said Schmidt.

Junior Carlos Dell'Agostino dribbles the

ball up the field. As a forwarder, his

teammates depended on him to get the

soccer ball closer to the goal. "I'm a

forwarder and my goal is to score," said

Dell'Agostino.
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Varsity Soccer Boys Front Row: Daniel Maco Reed, Grover Loayza-Vela, George
Guerrero, Soufan Mos le, Luis Torres-Franco, Alexander Salguero, Carlos Dell'Agostino,

Emily Watson Row 2: Emily Cook, Gustavo Mariaca-Vaca, Keith Ricks, Jhonatan Pozo,

Christopher Gonzalez-Najera, Joshua Katz, Branko Picavia, Laura Jimenez Navarro Back
Row: Assistant Coach Eddie Carrasquillo, Coach Jimmy Carrasquillo, Sebastian Moorefield,

John Sheahan, John Beckman, Zachary Yancey, Robert Dewald, Malick Beye, Kevin

Donahue, Eric Schmidt, Gustavo Garcia-Medina, Assistant Coach Keith Whitney Not

Pictured: Assistant Coach Kevin Clark

Junior Keith Ricks runs with the

ball and looks for an open team
mate to pass to. The team
practiced passing frequently,

as to make the team look and
perform the best they could

come game day.
f

Senior Laura Jimenez Navarro

assists the coaches with the

usual work for the soccer team.

Jimenez was one of the many
soccer managers for the soccer

team this season. "I control the

time for when they start and
stop at practices," said Jimenez

Navarro.

"Soccer has been a

perfect change of pace
for me, it's fun and I enjoy

getting better at it and

working with the team."

-Kevin Donahue. '10

"I'm from Senegal and

France. Soccer is

entertaining, exciting and

every one loves it."

-Malick Beye ,'11

"I started playing soccer

in Mexico when I was ten

years old and my dad
was my coach. When I

score. I feel like I'm giving

the team a win."

-Gustavo Garcia, '11

A Natural Attraction
Soccer attracts a very diverse group of students

Soccer took a lead role as one of the

ost demanded spring sports. The large

rnout at tryouts resulted in stiff

impetition for the limited amount of spots

i the varsity team. The resulting team
insisted of a diverse group that shared a

>mmon bond - a love for soccer.

Soccer attracted many different groups

people from the student body. These
udents took soccer as more of a passion

an just a sport. "Soccer is a passion to

'eryone who plays the game because
'3 fun and a great motivation," said

>phomore John Beckman.

Most soccer players from the varsity

team came from different cultures around

the world. With the tough competition

coming from a good portion of practically

the entire student body and not just a

particular group, family was a strong

supporting factor for many. "My parents

backed me up 100 percent of the way and

I wouldn't be where I am without them,"

said sophomore Eric Schmidt.

According to the players, the blue and

white uniforms represented their pride for

the school and their passion to play. "It's

fun to be able to put on that W-L uniform

and play in front of the crowd." said junior

Joshua Katz.

The large amount of students present

at tryouts displayed the widespread

popularity and passion for soccer within

the student body. With a passion for and
natural attraction to the sport that played a

large influence on the athletes, games
were played with a pride that helped

support the individual players and the

team as a whole throughout the season.

-Amina Chenini, '11

Mary Sanchez. '1

1
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Kick it to the Limit
The increased interest in soccer translates

into a strong varsity girls team

\

On the day of girls

soccer tryouts, more than 60

girls showed up to play. The
coaches had more of a variety

to choose from than in the

past, allowing for a stronger

team to be created.

Due to the large turnout,

the varsity coaches were able

to be more selective in

choosing members of the

team. "Coaches were given a

better shot at picking a more
diverse team due to the large

amount of players who
showed up," said senior Enisa

Turko. "This way every player

contributes to the team in a

positive way."

The team also had a

strong bond amongst players.

The "buddy system" tradition

of having an underclassman

with an upperclassman was
continued. This resulted in

new friendships, and also

allowed the underclassmen

to develop new skills, accord-

ing to the players.

Team dinners were also a

part of making the team even

Madeline Farber '10

"I've played varsity soccer for

four years and this is my
second year as captain. Mainly

as a captain, I run warm-ups,

help people with skills and
encourage my teammates.

"

stronger. Players said that the

dinners allowed for everyone

to become closer and more

comfortable around one
another. "The team always

has a blast when it comes to

the team pasta dinners and
dress up days," said

sophomore Raleigh Mills.

Another important factor

was the number of returning

and experienced players this

year. Because the majority of

the team had played together

for multiple years, a cohesion

between the teammates was
evident and easy for the new
players to pick up on. "A lot of

the players have been playing

together since their freshman

year which helps the co-

hesiveness of the team," said

senior Eleanor Mills.

The interest in girls soccer

helped the varsity team utilize

the strongest players in their

pursuit of wins.

-Liliana Olsen, '13

a*"

Players surround the coaches during a half-time meeting. Half time was an

opportunity for the team to recover from the first half and discuss possible

strategies for the second half of the game. Coaches and players were both able

to give constructive criticism during half time.

Sophomore Vasthy Delgado gets ready to kick the ball down the field to her

teammates. Delgado has been playing since her freshman year. "My number
one goal as a defender is to stop any forwards from scoring on my goal keeper,"

said Delgado. It can sometimes be nerve wrecking, yet it's fun once you actually

stop the opponent from getting past you."

"The team is really

close and a lot of us

have classes together

or hang out outside of

school. We also have

team dinners

frequently."

-Catherine Pricone, '11
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1 Sophomore Raleigh Mills takes a

break from the game to get a drink of

water. 2. Junior midfielder Enisa Turko

carries the ball out of the defense

towards the goal. 3. Players pressure

the opposing team for the ball at the

defending team's side of the field.

4. Senior Patricia Murray dribbles the

ball past a defender. 5. Junior Emilia

Sens sprints towards the ball with a

defending player following her closely

behind.

"This year the team
has improved greatly,

and as as of now our

record is 3-0, which is

a fantastic

accomplishment for

the team."

-Molly Ramey, '1

1

Junior Karina Irizarry carries the ball

away from an approaching defender.

"In order to get the defenders off my
back, I either switch the ball or try to

get good crosses off." said Irizarry.

Varsity Girl's Soccer Front Row: Karina Irizarry, Elizabeth Englund. Madeline Brothers.

Enisa Turko, Emilia Sens Row 2: Isabel Siemon-Carome, Clare Terpstra. Alyse

Alicandro, Anne Murray. Patricia Murray. Raleigh Mills, Eleanor Mills Back Row: Coach
Anne, Vasthy Delgado. Nicole Nicholas. Molly Ramey. Molly Wolford. Emma Wolfarth,

Lindsey Treweek, Meredith Denton, Catherine Pricone. Coach Anthony Detomo
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"Sometimes, when you're playing, you feel a lot of different emotions. Other times, you don't -- you just play." - Deborah Wroblewski, '13

Gettin

the Goal
The JV boys and girls soccer teams prepare for

upcoming games both inside and outside of school

Members of the boys and girls

JV soccer teams prepared for the

season in numerous ways, such

as attending soccer camps during

the summer and practicing in their

backyards. Some players had

previous experience with the sport

before trying out, while it proved

to be a learning experience for

others.

Players on the JV boys team

prepared for the season by not

only participating in pre-season

conditioning with their teammates,

but practicing outside of school as

well. "I'm on a travel team," said

freshman David Huaman. "I like to

practice with my brothers, too."

Some players on the girls JV
team had played soccer since

childhood. Many continued to play

because of the joy they

associated with the game, in

addition to the benefit of being

with friends. "I've been playing

since preschool," said freshman

Olivia Ricks. "I play because it's

fun and I get to be with my
friends."

Many players also attended

soccer camps before tryouts. "I

practiced hard at the U.K. Elite

The boys team assembles before leaving

for an away game. Players practiced prior

to every game, both with their teammates
and individually. When giving advice to

up-and-coming players, freshman Samuel
Peralta said, "Be committed and never

give up."

and D.C. United camps," added
Ricks.

With the purpose of doing their

best during the season in mind,

the boys and girls JV soccer

teams prepared for the season

inside and outside of school.

Practicing was necessary for

reaching their goal of winning,

but, in the end, they said it was all

about the fun of the game. "I play

for the activity," said freshman

Katherine Lawson, "but I also play

for the love of the game."

-Mora Hav, '13
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1. Freshman Eric Witiw runs to retrieve

the ball. 2. Sophomore Suzanna
Lindeman attempts to prevent the

opposing team from stealing the ball.

3. Freshman Emma Cooper blocks an

opposing player from scoring a goal.

4. The boys team gathers to discuss

goals for an upcoming game.

5. Freshman Jaras Chaimuangchuen
blocks an opposing player.

1. Sophomore Susan Ferguson

attempts to steal the ball away from

her opponent. 2. Sophomore Adrianna

Gorsky tries to take the ball from an

opposing player. 3. Freshman Chelsea

rizarry attempts to dribble the ball past

her opponent. 4. Sophomores Andrew

Dudka and Shane Macnamara try to

block members of the opposing team.

Many of the players continued to play

soccer because of the multiple

benefits associated with the sport,

play soccer because it's fun; you hang

out with your friends and get exercise,"

said sophomore Ricardo Garcia-

Falcon, a member of the boys team.

JV Boys Soccer Front Row: Ricardo Garcia-Falcon. Alejandro Rodriguez.

David Huaman, Diego Mariaca-Vaca. Manuel Benites Row 2: Brian Romero.

Jaras Chaimuangchuen, Samuel Peralta, Erik Galeas-Maldonado. Ryan

Uckert, Andrew Dudka, Stephen Cerqueira Back Row: Coach Kevin Clark,

Rodrigo Ventiades-Orihuela, Jose Melgar-Portillo, Tyler Braxton. William

Sheahan, Alan Ochoa-Barajas, Jared Deiner, Shane Macnamara, Jimmy

Begazo, Eric Witiw, Coach John Giandoni Not Pictured: Paolo Rivera

JV Girls Soccer Front Row: Chelsea Irizarry, Adrianna Gorsky. Idalia

Hodge, Celeste Romano, Pilar Curtis Row 2: Paula Jimenez-Alvarez, Helen

Amend, Corrie Steele. Susan Ferguson, Katherine Lawson, Suzanna

Lindeman. Deborah Wroblewski Back Row: Coach Alfonso Brown, Angela

Mestre, Tess Stryke, Adrianna Lazarte. Emma Cooper. Olivia Ricks, Margo

Ricks, Annette Franchi, Monique Spain, Coach Eddy Matos

Not Pictured: Samantha Brothers, Tessa Gorte. Josie Twomey

Freshman Jimmy Begazo settles in

before a game. He prepared for

tryouts through various methods. "I

started jogging and shooting

towards the goal everyday for

practice," said Begazo.

Freshman Josie Twomey makes a

throw-in from the sideline. She has

played soccer since kindergarten in

order to build on her skills. "I

practice to succeed." said Twomey.
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Take Control
The JV and varsity boys lacrosse teams focus on

having good connections on the field to win games

The JV and varsity boys

lacrosse teams' main focus

was to dominate the field.

Since the varsity team had a

new head coach, Patrick

Gallagher, the players had to

adjust to his style and

techniques of coaching.

"Coach Gallagher is laid back

by letting us do our own thing

if it's working, but if we are

struggling, he makes sure we
fix our mistakes," said junior

William Marshall. "He's very

involved which in turn makes

us work harder."

Although being led by a

new coach required the

players to adjust at times, the

teams worked hard during

practices so it would pay off

during games.

During practices, the teams

focused on perfecting their

passes, increasing their

speed, and improving their

game. "We always work on

this awesome play called P-

Squared, which we run during

offense," said sophomore

Brendan Craig. "The midfield

sets screens for each other,

and then we score. It works

every time."

Despite having the majority

of players being under-

classmen, the teams worked

closely together on how to

Junior Amir Alexander Ashtiany

prepares to check his opponent.

Checks often occurred during defense

when a player used their stick to hit the

opponent's stick in order them to lose

control of the ball. "You want the other

team to play your game, not vise

versa, which requires the team to have

ball control, smart connections, and

good transitioning," said Ashtiany.

connect well on the field.

According to the players, each

individual effected the team's

performance because every-

one fed off of one another's

attitude. "You can't play

lacrosse with just one person,"

said sophomore Jarrod

Nagurka. "Everybody needs to

trust each other in order for

the team to work together and

play their best."

Having a new coach and

young players forced the boys

lacrosse teams to play in a

different way than previous

years. It made mastering plays

and connections more

important. "We cannot put the

ball in the back of the net or

perform well without a lot of

off-ball movement or team

plays," said senior Joshua

Braden.

In order for the boys

lacrosse teams to have

successful seasons and defeat

their opponents, they had to

set aside any obstacles. By

demonstrating smart ball

movement, determined

attitudes and a willingness to

play, the boys lacrosse teams

were bound to have a

successful season.

-Morgan Livezey, '12

Senior William Horsley positions himself

to take a hard shot at the goal. Aiming at

the corners and not looking at the goalie

were key factors to scoring. The team

claimed that their coaches told them to

only take purposeful shots in order to

prevent turnovers.

JVBoys Lacrosse Front Row: Elijah Kennedy, Patrick McMenamin, Trevor Thornhill,

Gregory Seals, Jacob Lustig Row 2: Phillip O'Doherty, Alexander Clegg, Jawad Abdi,

Ricardo Pagulayan, Levi Herrera, Jon Dixon, Matthew Gomez Back Row: Coach

Jonathan Connor, Team Manager Kelsie Vick, Team Manager Courtney Craig, Elijah

Davenport, Jason Andrade, Jonathan Diethorn, Edward Lounberg, Sebastian Coupe,

William Martin, Team Manager Jasmin Marshall, Team Manager Lizzie Ramos-Palma,

Coach Helmut Mertins Not Pictured: Amir Alexander Ashtiany, Jonah Sens, Fred

Williams, Samuel Fitz, Kenneth Moore, Sumit Sarwar, Ricardo Pagulayan

"My favorite part of

lacrosse is that it's just

plain fun. The game it

pretty intense and fast-

paced, which I like."

-Levi Herrera, '12
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Senior Jamal Williams guards his

opponent by marking stick to stick,

which prevents him from being open.

Marking players closely made making

interceptions easier. "Defending

someone man to man can be difficult

because it requires quick foot

movement and a lot of hustling," said

Williams.

1 . As the opposing team's goalie clears

the ball to his teammate after saving a

shot, junior Eric Fry reaches to intercept

it. 2. Sophomore Matthew Gomez,
goalie, looks to clear the ball to his

teammates after blocking a shot. 3. In

order to get pumped up for their game
the boys varsity lacrosse team comes
close together, raising their sticks for a

cheer. 4. Junior William Marshall rolls the

crease in order to get away from his

opponent. 5. Senior Joshua Braden,

midfielder, attempts to win the face-off

using a special technique. "I enjoy the

flexibility of the midfield position, and
when I need to make a play, it allows me
to control of the situation," said Braden.
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Varsity Boys Lacrosse Front Row: Jared Churbuck, Tareck Amer. John Ohman
Row 2: Team Manager Kelsie Vick. Nicholas Apseloff, Iver Altamirano. Robert Te Tan.

Joshua Baiza-Lopez, Joshua Braden, William Horsley. Mark Palmer, Team Manager Lizzie

Ramos-Palma Row 3: Daniel Veizaga. Jesus Crosa. William Marshall. Jarrod Nagurka,

John Cummins, David Roddy. Nicolas Burns. Tanq Al Tayeb. Jamal Williams

Back Row: Coach Brian Shea. Team Manager Jasmin Marshall. Christopher Diethorn,

William Andrade. Brendan Craig. Richard Lewis. Eric Fry. Frederick Mitchell, Henry Doll,

Dylan Warburg, Team Manager Courtney Craig, Coach Patrick Gallagher
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"Check" It Out
The JV and varsity girls lacrosse teams'

close connection allows for stronger unity

New coaches and new
interest in the girls lacrosse

program brought many
changes to both teams. The JV
and varsity teams were closely

connected, allowing for a more
unified program and closer

bonding between all

teammates.

The two teams were linked

through joint practices and a

system called "little sisters."

Each player on varsity was
given a "little sister" on JV
whom they mentored and gave

tips to about playing. During

joint practices, each varsity

player was paired up with their

"sister" to practice drills and

plays. "This season the two

teams feel like family," said

sophomore Meredith Randle.

"Before each game we give our

little sister a gift or note that

says 'good job' or 'go

generals.'"

Coaches made sure that the

teams worked together as a

whole so that no one would

feel excluded. This helped JV
team members learn more
about the game and allowed

varsity team members to pass

The varsity team sits on the stands

in the rain to cheer on the JV team.

Both teams made an effort to watch

each other's games throughout the

season. "Games are intense but

fun," said senior Dominique

McNairy-Dixon. "We all try to go out

and support each other."

on their knowledge. "This year

the connection between teams
allowed us to unite and make
a better program in general,"

said senior Julissa Diaz. "We

weren't separated by what

team we were on."

Varsity head coach Jenni

Macintosh made many
changes to the two teams and
focused on making girls

lacrosse more of a program.

"Both teams are required to

watch the first half of the other

team's game, which helps to

produce a program rather than

two separate teams," said

Macintosh. "In general our

goal was to bring the program

to a higher level in regards to

commitment, skill and overall

play."

By connecting the JV and
varsity teams, the girls

lacrosse teams were able to

be more cohesive with each

other and improve as a whole.

Through treating the two

teams as a program, both

teams benefited from this new
cohesion.

-Holly Parker, '11

Senior Loni Brueckmann cradles the ball down
the field during a game. She felt that the team
was more connected this season. "We had a

lot of seniors this year, but we all really came
together as a team, regardless of age," said

Brueckmann.

JV Girls Lacrosse Front Row: Catherine Dempsey, Jordan Rivera, Kaitlynn

Menoche, Lindsay Chamness, Kaitlyn Campbell, Rebecca Rhinehart Row 2:

Abigail Boshart, Alice Maggio, Jordan Kruger, Beth Bodner, Caroline Maggio,

Mary O'Connor, Team Manager Heidi Schmidt Back Row: Lisa McNabola,

Greer Richey, Sophia Delmar, Meghan Craig, Margot Austin, Natalie Lemek,

Katrina Cook, Alison Bentley, Coach Leslie Jones

"The new coach helped

push the team and made
sure that we worked

together to have good
connections and play well

on the field."

-Megan Gottfried, '1

1
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1 . Sophomore Mary O'Connor lunges

to get the ball from the opposing

team. 2. Junior Kaitlyn Campbell
stands guard as goalie for the JV
team. "Being goalie has always

appealed to me," said Campbell. "I

measure success by how many
bruises I can find on me after a

game." 3. Senior Amanda Maggio
stands by on the field during a game.
4. Senior Mary Cromartie gets ready

before the game starts. 5. The JV
team gathers for a huddle during half

time at one of their games. "During

games I'm just trying to focus on
doing the right things and improving

my game," said junior Kaitlynn

Menoche.

"Our team bonded a

lot throughout the

season. We have
each other's back on

and off the field."

-Amy Severs, '11

The varsity team gets a talk from their

coach on the bus after a game. Most

players felt that the coaches contributed

to improved skills and spirit throughout

the season. "I have to give credit to the

coaches for organizing everything so

well and being the best coaches I've

ever had," said senior Stephanie Tate.

Varsity Girls Lacrosse Front Row: Morgan Burns, Emily Nolan, Annie Buckalew.

Julissa Diaz, Amy Severs Row 2: Erin Fox, Margaret Duarte, Meredith Randle. Ariana

Mazzucchelli. Sandra McCartin, Megan Gottfried. Laura Kane. Stephanie Tate Back
Row: Coach Dan Paris. Catherine Boryan, Dominique McNairy-Dixon. Morgan Livezey.

Loni Brueckmann. Mary Cromartie, Sophie Kiendl. Alice Billmire. Gretchen Schroeder.

Amanda Maggio. Coach Jenni Mcintosh
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The boys first varsity eight boat docks after the

first scrimmage of the year. The team
managed to come in first place for all three of

their races in the scrimmage. "We're a bit

smaller this year, but we definitely have
potential," said senior Sean Readdy. "We're a

lot farther along this year than last."

The boys second varsity boat returns

to the dock after a race in the first

regatta of the season. Because the

rowers rowed with their backs to what

was in front of them, it was important

for the coxswain to direct the other

rowers on how to enter the dock so

that they did not crash.

The boys novice rowers finish up

docking their boat after the first

scrimmage of the year. Scrimmages
were a good way for every level crew

boat to get introduced or reintroduced

into the way that a regatta is run, and
recognize what was needed to be

fixed for regattas in the future.

Sophomores Christopher Lent and
Brendan Killalea discuss the race after

docking the boat. After rowing for 1500
meters as fast as they could, returning to

the dock was a nice break. "[The

scrimmage] went pretty well; you realize

what all of the training was for," said Lent

90
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Boys Crew

The boys of the first varsity eight boat talk

to the head varsity coach, Derek Parsons,

after their race. Parsons was the head
coach of the boys crew team for fourteen

seasons. "Everything [he] says is

comprehensive and very hands-on," said

senior Ian Feeney. "If you don't understand

something, [he] makes sure that you will."

The boys first varsity eight boat rows away
from the dock to begin another workout

during practice. Practices were a time for

the rowers to work on technique and

becoming more cohesive rather than

fitness. "We've rowed together basically

since freshmen year, so we all have a

pretty strong bond with each other

already," said senior Collin Seamens.



The boys novice rowers carry the boat into the boat house after a
race. It was important for the rowers to pick up the boat in sync, and
evenly distribute the weight of the boat, or else the boat could

potentially fall and break or even injure the rowers. "We have to make
sure to carry the boat tilted sideways, so that the oar locks don't hit

the ground and break," said sophomore Eliot Somers.

CaptIain's Corner

"Crew definitely deserves its

reputation for dominating your life

and pushing you to your breaking

point, but it's all worth it as soon as(^r r
that boat starts to fly down the

^^^^
course. I'm proud to be a captain

for a team with such great history

and potential."

-Thomas Miotke, '10

"Rowing is about nine people

working together to move the boat

forward. Every individual must do

ff-1
their job perfectly, and timing and
coordination are key. The fastest

\ crews are the ones who do it soW V well that it looks easy."

Ml -Thomas Dickinson, '10

"I feel like crew is really the

best example of a team sport

because it demands total

teamwork for success."

-Christopher Stephens. '10

"I love being out on the water

with eight of my friends

everyday, especially when
it's nice out."

-Sean Magner, '12

"This is my first year, and I

joined mainly for the intense

workouts that I heard about."

-Bazargur Sukhbaatar. 12

Strong at the Finish
The boys crew team held intense pre-season conditioning sessions

in order to continue the tradition of success

With two world championship wins, 31

tional championship titles, fifth place at

Virginia state championships in 2009,

boys crew team had a strong

outation. In an effort to maintain and
ntinue the tradition of success, rigorous

9-season training was enforced.

Conditioning for crew officially began in

)vember, consisting of two-and-a-half

'urs a day, six days a week of erging,

nning and core exercises. Although the

nditioning sessions were very intense,

3y continuously had a strong turn out.

's mandatory for rowers to either do

conditioning or a winter sport, and most

opted to do conditioning," said senior

Patrick Lacey.

In addition to making the rowers more
fit, the conditioning sessions also served

as a way for the teammates to get to know
one another previous to practices on the

water. "Winter conditioning does a lot for

us physically, but it also brings the team
together," said senior Jason Truesdale.

"During winter conditioning when we do
hard workouts, we learn that everyone else

is willing to sacrifice, and we know that,

come race season, we will all be rowing

through the pain together."

Although the possibility of success
during the season was a major motivating

factor for members of the boys crew team,

the friendships that grew from the many
hours spent toiling together before the

season even began made all the hard work
much easier. Senior Thomas Dickinson

said, "No matter how fast we are, I know
that for the rest of my life I will remain

friends with my teammates."

-Anne Murray, '10

Jessica Li, '10
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Members of the freshman eight boat row back
to the dock after racing. "[During races], fans

cheer from the shore, teammates cheer from

other parts of the river, and nothing echoes
louder than the coxswains blaring away through

their microphones," said senior Brenna Nelson.

Members of the freshman boat warm up and practice their

rowing technique after they push off the dock. "We do the pick

drill and bounces and practice feathering when we row at

practice," said freshman Emma Schimley. "You have to know
how to feather and have good technique in races."

.

Members of the

second varsity boat

push off the dock to

race during their first

scrimmage regatta.

The crew team
participated in

regattas almost every

Saturday during the

season.

Senior Clara Dubow puts her feet in the shoes
attached to the boat before a scrimmage on

the Potomac. "Regattas on the Potomac are

the most fun, since our friends come to watch

us row," said DuBow. "We also have parents

who cook hamburgers and chili."

Sophomore Brooke Campbell carries an

oar on to the dock before getting hands on

the boat and putting it in the water. "We
have to take out all of the oars and set up

the launch," said Campbell. "Then we can

go out on the water and actually row."

92 Girls Crew

Sophomore Kayla Schoomaker and junior

Samantha Eakes carry their boat from the

storage racks to the water at the beginning of

practice. Practices also focused on rowing form I

and racing techniques, as well as endurance. "Att

practice, we run to the boathouse, then stretch

and do core exercises," said Eakes. "Then we
take out all of the oars and set up the boat."



Freshman Coach Wilson DeSousa instructs rowers on their technique

during a piece. Coaches followed their boats in a launch so they could

give instruction during practice and work with the rowers. Rowers had to

prepare the launches everyday with life jackets and gasoline before

going out on the water.

Members of the team listen to their coaches read boat line-ups at the

start of practice. Attendance at practice was crucial to ensure boats

would be able to go out on the water that day. "In the meetings, we
discuss what we will do at practice that day," said sophomore Shiva

Minovi. "We also talk about the previous weekend's races."

Captains' Corner

"Being a captain means not being

afraid of doing what needs to be

done. You have to bring the team

together for the one common
goal: to win."

-Brenna Nelson,

"As a captain you have to

understand what's going on,

motivate people to do their best,

and most of all, set a good
example."

-Clara Dubow, '10

"It is important to lead by

example. You need to know what

is going on at all times because
you are always the one turned to

when someone has a question."

-Caitlin Macnamara, 10

Beyond the Water
Members of the girls crew team focus on more than just rowing

While many teams were delayed in

irting their season due to the heavy
owfall this winter, the crew team found

(per ways to begin their season. Members
the crew team had been conditioning

floors all winter, so the snow did not

ect them as much.
The level of commitment required in

' Jer to be a well-rounded rower extended

r past being able to row with the correct

I'm. In addition to rowing during practice,

1 3 crew team also focused on core

'ength and other dry land fitness

ercises. "On a regular day of practice, I

n down to the boathouse from school,"

said senior Katherine Fleming. "Upon

arriving [at the boathouse], we all do core

and either an upper or lower body workout

while we wait for the coaches to get ready."

The crew team practiced every day,

including Saturday, in order to prepare for

regattas. Team members also had to

commit to attending all practices. "There is

no such thing as skipping practice," said

senior Darya Minovi. "You need to be there

for your boat, everyday."

Once the season was underway, the

crew team participated in regattas most

weekends. Rowers devoted most of their

day on Saturdays to the team. Although a

race is only about five minutes long, rowers

had to get up early in the morning in order

to be at the location on time and then wait

for their turn to row. "You wait around and
watch other races until yours comes," said

sophomore Hagar Sanjakdar. "Then, you

get on your boat and row up to the starting

line and you race down the water."

The long practices and all-day regattas

led the crew team to recognize what the

word commitment really meant. Their hard

work and dedication to the team showed in

their performance in regattas.

-Kirby Clark, '12
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"We have a lot of important returning players, along with some new and young arrivals that can be a good help to the tennis team." -Alexander Bogetic, 'V

Double the

The tennis team's spirit inspires them

to grow as both individuals and as a group

Despite tennis mainly being an

individual sport, partnership was
found to be an important skill to

have when it came to playing in

matches.

Players cooperated with one
another, especially in doubles

matches, where two team

members partner together to

defeat another two-person team.

Sportsmanship and commun-
ication were important skills to

practice during these games, and
those on the team worked to back

up and help out their partner. "Not

everyone plays, but everyone

supports," said freshman Kayla

Tarlton.

Tennis was not just a sport to

throw a ball around to hit with a

racket. The athletes made sure to

mentally prepare themselves to

play successfully. "Mental tough-

ness is a big one," said junior

Rukshan Hathotuwa. "The fact

that you're on your own makes it

extremely tough to mentally keep

everything together."

The players grew to

accommodate one another's

strengths and weaknesses when
others were in need of

assistance. Each athlete's

determination to do well helped

not only the player, but the whole

Junior Peter Thomas scrimmages with his

teammates before a game. The extra

practice time before matches helped the

players focus to prepare themselves for

their opponent.

whole team. "We've really

connected," said freshman Dana
Raphael. "For instance, the dress-

up days bring us closer."

The athletes learned to see the

game as more of a team effort,

motivated by one another and the

coaches who aided them. A
general air of encouraging

support was always present on

the tennis court during practices

and on match days, as everyone

grew both as individuals and team
players to play successfully in

their matches.

- Abigail Knight, '11

Megan Carlson, '11
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1 . Sophomore Madeleine Brehaut dresses

up as a leprechaun on a match day. "We
dress up for fun and to show team spirit,"

said Brehaut. 2. Sophomore Jalaluddin

Ahmed makes a swing to his opponent.

3. Junior Sara Neel practices with a

teammate in a scrimmage. 4. Senior

Alexandra Jones readies herself before

her next point. 5. Freshman Hussnain

Ahmed takes a break from practice to get

a drink of water.

.
» II i M i
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1 . Senior Kelsey Clark serves the ball

to her opponent. 2. The girls tennis

team listens to their coach read the

line-up for their upcoming matches.

3. Freshman Marcus Lusby steps

forward to hit the ball back over the

net. The sportsmanship between

players was an important factor in how
well they performed. "I'm always

learning something and improving my
game when I play with my team
members," said Lusby. 4. Senior

Devin O'Conor returns his opponent's

shot. The game of tennis was unique

in how it pushed its athletes in different

skills than other sports. "Instead of

mainly being mental and physical,

tennis also has a big emphasis on

mechanics," said O'Conor.

i. Ui '

<

:

Varsity Boys Tennis Front Row: Jalaluddin Ahmed, Kyle Lusby. Rukshan
Hathotuwa, Marcus Lusby, Chingunbaatar Erdenebaatar, Hussnain Ahmed
Back Row: Coach Russell Alexander, James Balog, Austin LaPointe. Peter

Thomas, Matthew Newman, Ryan McConville, Devin O'Conor, Coach Michael

Eddy

Varsity Girls Tennis Front Row: Dana Raphael, Kayla Tarlton, Evelyn Hartz

Row 2: Jessica Tarlton, Kirby Clark, Katherine Andersh, Mary Beech. Sara

Neel Back Row: Betrice Yambrach, Victoria Trofimova, Michele DeRieux.

Alexandra Jones, Madeleine Brehaut. Kelsey Clark. Coach Sam Hughes

"We have a lot of really

good players that know
what they are doing on

the court."

Betrice Yambrach,

"Everyone returning

seems to really have

improved and all the

new people seem to

have a lot of potential."

- Matthew Newman. '10 c.
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Time, which changes people,

"You must look into other people

does not alter the image we

as well as at them."

have of them" -Marcel Proust

- Lord Chesterfield

With a student population of more than 1,800 (and still growing) there are more
students than ever before. The increasing population has brought along many new
faces, but also the challenge of recognizing them. The amount of diversity walking

through the hallways also increased with the population. However, it was still a

common feeling among students that despite the many ethnicities, ideas, and
personalities, everyone shared a community.
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SENIORS".
li

.

Vanessa Adragna Monica Ahir

"Anyone who has never made
a mistake has never tried

anything new."

-Albert Einstein

Tariq Al-Tayeb
"Veni, Vidi, Vici"

-Julius Caesar

Erick Alejo-Nina
"Hope and optimism goes
with effort and dedication to

achieve the dreams
and goals for the future."

-Leonor Crespo

Dowha AN Kiera Allen

Matthew Allen Christopher Almquist
"If you come to a fork in the

road, take it."

-Yogi Berra

Danice Alston
"Perfection is achieved, not

when there is nothing more to

add, but when there is nothing

left to take away."

-Antoine de Saint-Exupery

Iver Altamirano
I believe diversity is an old,

old ship that was used

during the Civil War era.

-Ron Burgundy (Anchorman)

Kimberly Alvarado Carina Alvarado

Mary Ambrose Tareck Amer Drake Anderson
"I wanna be the very best."

-Ash Ketchum (Pokemon)

Kristin Andia
"Face your biggest fear.'

Cindy Andrade
"Early on, I decided to accept

life unconditionally; I never

expected anything special,

yet I accomplished far

more than I hoped."

-Audrey Hepburn

Mariela Andrade
"Don't give up trying to d

what you really want to d

Where there is an

inspiration, I don't think

you can go wrong."

-Ella Fitzgerald

Nicholas Apseloff
"I don't know how to put this,

but I'm kind of a big deal."

-Ron Burgundy (Anchorman)

Brizeyda Argueta-

Jarquin

Kristopher Armradit
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Charlene Arquiza
"With love, you lose a part of

yourself, yet you don't

become less of who you are.

You end up being complete

with the part you've

been missing."

Chi Au
"Insanity: doing the same

thing over and over again and

expecting different results."

-Albert Einstein

Joshua Baiza-Lopt
"Live like you will die

tomorrow, dream like yc

will live forever."

-James Dean



William Baker
A life is not important

except in the impact

it has on other lives."

-Jackie Robinson

Sharain Barnhart
"You can think of Hollywood

as high school. TV actors are

freshmen, comedy actors are

maybe juniors, and dramatic

actors -- they're the cool

Rodderick Battle Stephanie Bautista Bilguun Bayaraa Mary Beech

Dagmawi Bekele Sarah Bel-Hadj Nasr Zoe Bellars Caroline Benitah Alice Billmire

"Dance is an art that imprints "The true test of one's

on the soul. It is with you character is not how one

every moment, it expresses reacts to easy successes, but

itself in every thing you do." how one meets life's greatest

-Shirley Maclaine challenges." -Jon Holt

Caroline Birasa
"Let the wild rumpus start!"

- Where the Wild Things Are

\
Andre Birdsong Andrea Blanco Lilly Bouldin

"Be courteous to all, but

intimate with few; and let

those be well-tried before you

give them your confidence"

-George Washington

Anna Brosnahan Loni Brueckmann Robert Burgess
"Do not follow where the path

may lead. Go. instead,

where there is no path

and leave a trail."

-Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Jason Cespedes
"War is peace,

and peace is war."

Larry Chen Christine Chong
"If you shoot for the stars and

hit the moon, it's okay. But

you have to shoot for

something. Many people

don't even shoot."

-Robert Townsend

Puneet Chopra
"Anything you really want,

you can attain, if you

really go after it."

-Wayne Dyer

Rabitul Chowdhury
"Life is limited,

so party, party, partay!!"

Malayika Cincotta
"All we have to decide is w

to do with the time

that is given us."

-Gandalf the Grey

Kelsey Clark Andrea Clavijo-Herrera Briana Coneys Abigail Conklin Charles Copening Gianina Corrales

"Dream as if you'll live "1 go to seek a great "What would you attempt to "We all have Hitler in us, but "Some people feel the rain, Chirin
forever. Live as if perhaps." do if you knew you we also have love and others just get wet."

you'll die today." -Francois Rabelais could fail at nothing?" peace, so why not give -Bob Dylan

-James Dean peace a chance?"

-John Lennon
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Suchana Costa Miles Coulton-

Thompson
"You stay classy,

Planet Earth."

-Ron Burgundy (Anchorman)

Lindsay Cowen Courtney Craig
"The (lower that blooms In

adversity is the rarest and
most beautiful of all."

-Mulan

Freddy Crawford
Heros get remembered, but

legends never die. Follow

your heart, kid, and you'll

never go wrong." -Babe Ruth

(The Sandlot

)

Hannah Crawford

Natalia Crespin Elana Crivella Mary Cromartie Jesus Crosa Victoria Cruz Hannah Dannenfelser

"Go confidently in the "There are important things "I can see Russia "I want to believe that "Semper ubi sub ubi."

direction of your dreams! in life and then there from my house." memories, even sad and -Dr. Shive

Live the life you've is everything else: -Tina Fey painful ones, should not be

always imagined." don't confuse the two." forgotten forever." -Sohma
-Henry David Thoreau -Mr.Grove Momiji (Fruits Basket)

Leah Davis
f I am not for myself, who
I be for me? If I am not for

lers, what am I? And if not

now, when?"
-'Rabbi' Hillel

Oliver De La Via
"Quotes are used mainly by

people too lazy, or too limited,

to express thoughts in their

own words."

Elizabeth Delery Meredith Denton
"When I do good, I feel good.

When I do bad. I feel bad
That's my religion."

-Abraham Lincoln

Julissa Diaz
"If you're going to worry, don't

do it. If you do it. don't worry
"

-Michael Nolan

Thomas Dickinson
"Then in a few minutes, toast

pops up! Wow.Where
does the bread go?"

Calvin and Hobbes

lA^A
Christopher Diethom Kevin Donahue

"It is better to light a candle

than to curse the dark."

-K'Naan

Anne Donnelly
"A lot of success is in the

mind. You must believe you

are the best and then make
sure that you are

"

-Bill Shankly

Catherine Dorset
"Now this is not the end. It is

not even the beginning of the

end. But it is, perhaps, the

end of the beginning
"

-Winston Churchill

Markus Doychak Clara Dubow
"Mmmmmhm."
-Sassy Skyler
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Valerie Dugie
"If you can't do something

smart, do something right.'

-Jayne Cobb (Serenity)

Mary Eccles
"Most people are other

people. Their thoughts are

someone else's opinions, their

lives a mimicry, their passions

a quotation." -Oscar Wilde

Thomas Edwards Timothy Edwards
'Always turn a negative

situation into a

positive situation."

-Michael Jordon

Dulguun Enkhtur Jose Estrada-Ruiz

Alexandra Evans
"Live life by the moment; don't

wait for tomorrow."

Una Ewell
"Not everything that is

faced can be changed,

but nothing can be changed
until it is faced."

-Lucille Ball

Madeline Farber
"I am equally satisfied

with the very best."

-Winston Churchill

Ian Feeney Zachary Fendley
"I'm sittin" on top

of the world."

-Luda

Adrian Ferrufino
"In order to understand rr

train of thought, you will

have to put yourself in m
position." -T.I.

Dane Fitzmaurice
"I want to put a ding

in the universe."

-Steve Jobs

Katherine Fleming
"A person's a person no

matter how small."

-Dr. Seuss

George Flores
"You know how it be when

you start living large, I control

my own life, Charles was
never in charge."

-Kid Cudi

Stewart Foster
"And I said, 'same to you!

-Charlie Phillips

Tyjuan Fuller Brenda Funes

Julie Funes
"C'est la vie."

Patricia Gaitan Sean Ganous Louisa Gilson
"Well-behaved women
seldom make history."

-Marilyn Monroe

Kristie Gogo
"Feelings change -

memories don't."

-Joel Alexander

Christopher Gonzak-

Najera
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Alexander Goodahl
"Que sera,sera."

-Doris Day

Andrew Grand-Pierre
"Imperfection is beauty,

madness is genius,

and it's better to be

absolutely ridiculous

than absolutely boring."

-Marilyn Monroe

Ross Gray
"What's good with being

famous, if I'm never

on your mind?"

Rubi Guevara Gray Gustafson
"Where your treasure is

.

there will your heart be also.'

-Matthew 6:21

Sara Guzman

)anait Habtemariam
ihoot for the moon, even if

you miss you'll land

among the stars."

-Brian Littrell

Andrew Hansen
"Excuse me,

while I kiss the sky."

-Jimi Hendrix

Evelyn Hartz
"Let the wild rumpus start!"

- Where the Wild Things Are

Steven Hazel Kyle Hoffman
"This night is winding down.

but time means nothing. ."

-Anonymous

Sean Hoffman
"Achievement Unlocked: High

School Graduation
"

-Raz88

William Horsley Wesley Horton
"I have never developed

indigestion from

eating my words."

-Winston Churchill

Brian Huaman
"Don't stop till you

get enough."

-Michael Jackson

Brooke Hudd Brandan Hummell
[When asked the meaning

of life.) "kittens playing

with yam.'"

-Rodney Mullen

Bilal Hussain
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"1 started out singir

and playing when 1

was 13...I hope to

have my own CD
out next spring!

Brooke Hudd,
Senior
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Although 1 was p <_+ Q
previously unsure of CD O <!
ny meteoric rise to -^ M rj)

ame, that lingering Q) i-j

foubt is now ^
jissipated." pi
Micolas Zevallos,

Senior

"Senior year was even

more stressful than what

I originally expected; with

college applications and

the IB program, I barely

get any sleep."

William Warren, Senior

"This year is a lot more

relaxed than previous years

because I get to relax off

campus at lunch than

inside a noisy cafeteria."

Timothy Whelan, Senior

IS SENIOP
year as

relaxing as

you

expected?

Jacob Huston Kara Hutton Julia Huynh Kathy Huynh Janese Jackson Joseph Jaeger
cant remember all the times "Yesterday is history, "Everything is temporary, but "You'll make mistakes but 1

"Stanley, the only reason tl

1 tried to tell myself to tomorrow is a mystery, today talent and heart are forever." have learned failure is God's daddy used that word wa

hold on to these is a gift, that's why it is called -John Lloyd Young way of saying, 'Excuse me because he thought he wo

moments as they pass." the present." you're moving in the wrong win money."

-Adam Duritz direction.'" -Oprah Winfrey -Randy Marsh (South Par

Sophie Jenkins
"Be yourself; everyone else

is taken."

-Oscar Wilde

Shawn Jewell Alexandra Jones
"From now on, I'll connect the

dots my own way."

-Calvin and Hobbes

Maria Juarez Ephraim Judy Robel Kabthiymer
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"I'm starting with the man
in the mirror."

-Michael Jackson

Patrick Kelley Angelica Kennedy Jhanzeb Khan
"The best things in the world "We do not remember days;

cannot be seen or even we remember moments."

touched: they must be felt -Cesare Pavese
within the heart."

-Helen Keller

Sophie Kiendl
;

"Where so many hours h;i

been spent in convincin

myself that I am right, is tt,6

not some reason to fea

I may be wrong?"

-Jane Austen
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Chinny Kim
"Wax on, wax off."

-Mr. Miagi (The Karate Kid)

Peter Knox Nathaniel Kresh
She is the daughter of

Brabantio."

Patrick Lacey Madison Lane
"But groundless hope, like

unconditional love, is the

only kind worth having."

-John Perry Barlow

David Lang Douglas Larrea Elena Laswick Nguon Lay Cecily Leahy Sindy Leguia-Aroni

"It's not who 1 am "1 say nevei be complete. 1 "Everyday is a gift you "Sometimes the questions are

underneath, but what say stop being perfect; 1 say have not opened." complicated and the

1 do that defines me." let's evolve. Let the chips fall -Mrs. Bassler answers are simple."

•Batman Begins where they may."

-Tyler Durden (Fight Club)

-Dr. Seuss

Amber Lekey Karl Lendenmann Daniel Lesueur Jessica Li Victoria Lizama Jose Lopez-Ibarra
'1 lift my eyes to the hills. "Woah, woah, woah. ..who be "I do not do to dwell on "I'm on the pursuit of "Shoot for the moon, even if "It's better to die upon your

'here does my help come finger painting?" dreams, and forget to live." happiness, and I know you miss you'll feet than to live upon

om? My help comes from -Rock Battle -Albus Percival Wulfric Brian everything that shine ain't land among the stars." your knees.

'

ie Lord, maker of heaven Dumbledore always gonna be gold." -Andreanna Harris -Emiliano Zapata

nd earth." -Psalm 121:1-2 -Kid Cudi

Jose Lozano-Avila
"I wish I knew

how to quit you."

-Brokeback Mountain

Reuben Luoma-
Overstreet

"Sprinkle sunshine

on each other."

Agape

Caitlin Macnamara
"We never really grow up; we

only learn how to act in

public."

Amanda Maggio
"There is nothing like

returning to a place that

remains unchanged to find

the ways in which you
yourself have altered

."

-Nelson Mandela

Lana Mahgoub
"The world will surrender all

its treasures if you band down
its doors."

Usman Mahmood
"All are architects of fate So

look not mournfully into

the past. It comes
not back again."

-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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James Malone
"If we did all the things we are

capable of, we would literally

astound ourselves."

-Thomas Alva Edison

Abdullah Mamun
"High school is over, but life

still goes on."

Veronica Manuel Imani Marks Jasmin Marshall
"Don't just live your life.

Dream big, push your limits,

experience the world, and
love someone, and let them

love you back."

Myeisha McBee

Jennifer McCue
"We didn't lose the game; we

just ran out of time."

-Vince Lombardi

Joanna McElfish
"You are a great champion.

When you ran, the ground

shook, the sky opened and

mere mortals parted, parted

the way to victory." -Dreamer

Rebecca McElfish
"You see us as you want to

see us - in the simplest terms,

in the most convenient

definitions."

-The Breakfast Club

Bradford McGann
"But I don't want to go among
mad people,' said Alice. 'Oh,

you can't help that,' said the

cat. 'We're all mad here
.'"

-Lewis Carroll

Christian McGillen
"People may doubt what

you say, but they will

believe what you do."

-Lewis Cass

Dominique

McNairy-Dixon
"I hate every minute of

training, but I said 'Don't q
Suffer now and live the res

your life as a champion.

-Muhammad AN

Gelila Mengesha Robert Merill Eleanor Miller Eleanor Mills Darya Minovi Thomas Miotke
'Imagination will often carry "The idea is to remain in a "The best way to predict your "1 meant what 1 said, and 1 "Kawt." "God is a comedian playir

us to the worlds that never constant state of departure future is to create it." said what 1 meant. An -Jessica Langley to an audience

were. But without it, while always arriving." -Abraham Lincoln elephant's faithful, one too afraid to laugh."

we go nowhere." - Waking Life hundred percent." -Voltaire

-Carl Sagan -Dr. Seuss

Arnold Montecinos Francis Monterroso-

De Leon
Brandy Moreira-

Sonano
James Morgan Anne Murray

"Life is far too important of a

thing to ever talk

seriously about."

-Oscar Wilde

Patricia Murray
"I will see you there, or I v

see you on another time

I Love You, Man
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WHAT IS

one moment

in your life

you would

like to relive?

"I'd relive the day at the

pool when Nick threw

me in the air and I did

a backflip and he

freaked out."

Frederick Wagner,

Senior

"Winning first place for

orchestra at Music in

The Parks was a great

feeling, hopefully we do

it again this year!"

Kathenne Truong,

Senior
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Fortune Compa "To quote

Beyonce...'you must

not know about

me."

Emma Wolfarth,

Senior

"1 can fool people

into thinking 1 am a

CEO-

Michael Vu,

Senior

Emily Nalker Khaliun Namsrai Brenna Nelson Matthew Newman Jonathan Nguyen Quy Nguyen
"1 know what 1 know." "A smile is a curve that sets "Some people want it to "To all my friends, 1 wish you "You take a deep break, close

•Maddie Templeton everything straight." happen, some wish it well. On Friday nights, we'll your eyes, and visualize.

would happen, others chill at Taco Bell." Now, plan your life ahead
make it happen." without an ending."

-Michael Jordan

Emily Nolan Alfredo Nolasco Phillip North Waseem Nosair Devin O'Conor John Ohman
lever let the fear of striking "I'm a rebel!" "It is s our choices. Harry, that "You may say that I'm a

out. keep you from show what we truly are. far dreamer, but I'm not the only

playing the game." more than our abilities." one. 1 hope someday you'll

A Cinderella Story -Albus Percival Wulfric Brian

Dumbledore
join us and the world will be

as one." -John Lennon

irayan Ortega-Lobo Kaitlyn Osteguin Soukayna Oukhouya Alec Pastre Maricela Peralta Luisa Peramas
"And even if she says no and "If you wait your turn you'll be "So far. so good." "The greatest mistake you

really means yes. then quite left in line." can make in life is to

frankly she's playing games continually be afraid

and isn't worth the price of you will make one."

dinner." -The Perks of Being a -Elbert Hubbard

Wallflower
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'T "My style is pretty

eclectic, in that I mix

preppy pieces with

vintage accessories

that I steal out of my
mom's closet!"

Zoe Bellars,

Senior

"I just try to wear
comfortable things

that look

presentable, nothing

too loud."

Kevin Donahue,
Senior
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WHAT WAS
your hardest

class to sleep

through?

Christina Phang
"You can't stay in your corner

of the forest waiting for others

to come to you. You have to

go to them sometimes."
- Winnie the Pooh

Henry Phillips

"O RLY?"

Marc Portis

"Yarly." -Steven Hazel

Roy Powell
"Do not test my politeness.'

-Andy Bernard

"Sociology with Mr.

Summers was always

interesting. He was

always so enthusiastic,

that I don't think I

could sleep if I tried."

William Baker, Senior

"Mr. Reveres IB

Physics class because

he was always saying

funny things to keep us

interested."

Suchana Costa, Senior

Dana Probasco
"Laugh and the world laughs

with you."

-Ella Wheeler Wilcox

Kathryn Rabatsky
"If there ever comes a d<

when we can't be togeth

keep me in your heart, I'll I
there forever."

- Winnie the Pooh

Aasim Rawoot Denise Raxtun Sean Readdy Ericka Reyes Ingrid Reyes Nathalie Reyes
e most wasted day is that "An excellent man; he has no "Learn to say 'no' to the "To the world you may be

in which we have enemies; and none of his good, so you can say person, to one person, yi

not laughed." friends like him." 'yes' to the best." may be the world."

-Nicolas de Chamfort -Oscar Wilde -John C. Maxwell

Shikea Ricks Jayney Riddick Sierra Riddle Mehdi Rizq Pedro Robles David Roddy
If opportunity doesn't "All your dreams can come "Live, laugh, love." "You're happiest while you're

knock, build a door." true if you have the courage making the greatest

-Milton Berle to pursue them."

-Walt Disney

contribution."

-Robert F. Kennedy
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Victor Rodriguez Jose Rodriguez-Barba Jennifer Romero
"Desire." "My daily routine is to eat,

sleep, and blink."

Nathaniel Root
"A mushroom walks into a

bar; the bartender says, 'We
don't serve your kind here.'

The mushroom says, 'Why

not? I'm a FUN GUY!'"

Camelia Rubalcava
"Always laugh when you can;

it is cheaper than medicine."

-Lord Byron

Cesar Ruiz
"I am the way, the truth, and

the life. No one comes to the

Father except through me."

-John 14:6

Andrea Salad
,wo things are infinite: the

j'erse and human stupidity,

i
and I'm not too sure

about the universe."

-Albert Einstein

Steve San Miguel Davison Sanchez-

Sanchez
Miriam Sands

"The safest course is to do
nothing against one's

conscience. With this secret,

we can enjoy life and have no

fear from death." -Voltaire

Roger Santos-Molina Seddhamanik Sank
"The truth is there, it's just the

heart you gotta find it in."

-Talib Kweli

tenjamin Schwartz Rachel Schwartz Collin Seamens Jeremy Seipp Morgan Sendek
My idea of an agreeable "They'll be plenty of time to "Every man dies, not every "When life seems jolly rotten,

person is a person who figure out what it meant, and man really lives." there's something you've

agrees with me." what may lie at the -William Ross Wallace forgotten. And that's

-Benjamin Disraeli end of the road." to laugh and smile and
dance and sing."

-Spamalot

Jovanna Serrano

"Dream chaser, nsk taker; If

I'm the only one and don't

nobody else believe it then

keep it a secret and watch me
achieve it, cause I know what

I want." -Trey Songz

Douglas Seymour
l "Dance like no one is

.itching. Sing like no one is

i stening. Love like you've

wer been hurt and live like

it's heaven on Earth."

-Mark Twain

Nathan Shagam
"Remember red. hope is a

good thing, maybe the best of

things, and no good
thing ever dies."

-The Shawshank Redemption

Tabatha Sharp John Sheahan
"Copying from a single source

is called plagiarism, copying

from multiple sources i

s called research
"

-Aaron Wormus

Elfaz Shebi
"I never looked at the

consequences of missing a

big shot. . when you think

about the consequences, you
always think of a negative

result " -Michael Jordan

Jahan Shiekhy
"A man who stands for

nothing will fall for anything."

-Malcom X
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SENIORS".
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James Shirron
"Ambition is a dream
with a V8 engine."

-Elvis Presley

Una Silverman
"I am to provide the world

with beneficial shocks."

-Alfred Hitchcock

Stephanie Smith
"Be who you are and say

what you feel, because those

who mind don't matter and

those who matter don't mind."

-Dr. Seuss

Ulysses Smith Zeynep Solak
"I know the process has so

much stress, but it's the

progress that feels the best!"

-Weezy

Audrey Sonntag

Erika Sosa Jaime Southern
"You got to have positive

vibes! Let the good time roll."

Wyeth Steigler Christopher Stephens
"I dare do all that may
become a man. Who

dares do more is none."

-William Shakespeare

(Macbeth)

Miguel Stewart Travis Stone

^^H ^^M B£- r

Elissa Suarez Mary Swan
"I can do all things through

him who strengthens me."

-Philippians 4:13

Mark Sykhammountry
"Life is like a wave, it either

takes you for a ride or you

ride it out."

Stephanie Tate
"I was within and without,

simultaneously enchanted

and repelled by the

inexhaustible variety of life."

- The Great Gatsby

Heydi Tejeda-

Maldonado
"Always put a smile on.'

Madeline Templeto
'The most wasted of all d;:

is one without laughter.'

-E. E. Cummings

Robin Thacker
"it is much easier to be brave

if you do not know
everything."

-Lois Lowry

Patrick Thai
"The difference between a

successful person and others

is not lack of strength or

knowledge, but a lack of will."

-Vince Lombardi

Kyle Thornhill Sydney Tichenor
"Live the life you love, love

the life you live."

-Bob Marley

Gabriela Toledo Phuongthu Tonnguy"
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WHAT
FICTIONAL
character

would you

be?

Genesis Torres-

Moreira
The greatest discoveries

we yet to be discovered
"

Victoria Trofimova
"However much you knock at

nature's door, she will

never answer you in

comprehensible words."

-Ivan Targenev

Jason Truesdale
"A ship in harbor is safe. But

that is not what ships

are built for."

-John A. Shudd

Katherine Truong
"An artist is just a child who

refuses to let go of

his crayons."

-Al Hirschfeld

Zoljargal Tsogoo Courtney Turner

Mallory Uzel
:ollow your heart to bliss."

Kirsten Valentine Daniel Veizaga Diana Velasquez
"There are no regrets, just

lessons learned."

Elber Velasquez
"If you don't use it.

you lose it."

-Steve Carell

Jackson Verville

"So you agree, you think

you're really pretty?"

-Regma George (Mean Girls)

jfllflME
Kelsie Vick Cynthia Villarroel-

Vargas

Grace Vinson
"Don't worry, be happy

'

-Bobby McFerrin

Minn Vu
"Yesterday we obeyed kings

and bent our necks to

emperors. Today we
kneel only to truth

."

-Kahili Gibran

Paul Vu Paul Wagner
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Shante Waller
"If life gives you lemons.

make apple juice."

William Warren
"They say the brains I had

went to my head."

-Oasis

John Washington
"Spend the afternoon. You

can't take it with you."

-Annie Dillard

Theressa Weller
"Gaccha! Tanoshii

dyueru dattaze."

-Judai Yuki

Timothy Whelan
"Free at last! Free at last!

Thank God almighty,

free at last."

-Martin Luther King Jr.

Renee Whitlow
"Sing like you know the

words, dance like there's no

one watching, and love like

you'll never be hurt."

-William Purkey

Courtney Wilcox

Dylan Woody

Zoe Willis

"All that we see or seem is but

a dream within a dream."

-Edgar Allen Poe

Emma Wolfarth
"Chillen like a Nemmie.'

-Nemmie

Molly Wolford
"Sing like no one's listening,

love like you've never been
hurt, dance like nobody's

watching, and live life like it's

heaven on earth."

-Mark Twain

Leah Woodruff
"Ahh, what's up?"

Betrice Yambrach
"All that is gold does not

glitter, not all those who
wander are lost."

-J.R.R Tolkien

Goldy Yang
"Make a wish, take a chance,

make a change, and

breakaway."

-Kelly Clarkson

Phoumrin Yin Brandon Yuen Denise Zelaya
"Forget the past, live th|

present, because
tomorrow is a mystery.!

"I wouldn't mind seeing

probability; the in-an-

instant tracking of

anything that can happen

from one event."

Valerie Dugie,

Senior

"I would want to fly

because I always have

dreams about flying and

it seemed really fun."

Hannah Dannenfelser,

Senior

IF YOU
could have

any

superpower,

what would

it be?
Nicolas Zevallos Felege Zewede

"When your life flashes bd

your eyes, make sure yol

got plenty to watch."

'
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Seniors: 1 Joanna McElfish and Charlene Arquiza

2. Hong-An Huynh and Raquel Sands 3. Seniors at

Homecoming game 4. Patrick Kelley 5. Kathenne Fleming and
Leah Woodruff 6. Jason Truesdale 7. Madeline Templeton

8. Darya Minovi, Sophie Jenkins, Clara Dubow, and Zoe Willis

9. Sean Ganous 1 0. Seniors during spirit week 1 1 . Senior girls

pose for a picture 12. Seniors on a field trip to the Capital

13. Jose Rodriquez-Barbaron 14. Daniel Veizaga and Brian

Huaman 15. Elizabeth Delery and Monica Ahir 16. Julia Huynh
and Ali Kansiz 17. Thomas Dickinson
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Amanuel Abebe
Alan Acero

Megan Adkins-Blanch

Clement Aifer

Hannah Aiken

Faiza Ait Ouahi

Ayesha Akter

Salma Akter

Eti Alam
Raisul Alam
Lana Allen

Patricia Almeyda

Randy Amador-
Obando

Karen Ampuero-
Figueroa

Marshall Anders

Sarah Anderson

Jason Andrade
Nely Andrade

Susana Andrade
Sagastizado

Hareth Andrade-Ayala

Rodrigo Andrade-

Calderon

Anthony Aquino

Velazquez

Mario Arevalo-Bonilla

Dulce Argueta

Erik Argueta

Daniel Arias

Alexandra Arriaza

Hezbullah Asad
Amir Alexander

Ashtiany

Nomin Ayushbaatar

JUNIORS

116 Juniors



Bernard Yves Bagalso

James Balog

Garrett Bangsboll

John Bardo

Khulan Batmunkh
Bayarmaa Batsaikhan

Aracely Bautista

Bilguun Bayaraa

Jagalsaikhan

Bayarsaikhan

Orgil Bayarsaikhan

Richard Bayliff

Aknur Bazarbayeva

Elizabeth Beckwith

Walter Bell

Ariadne Bene
Julieze Benjamin

Alexander Berlin

Jennifer Berry

Malick Beye
Alexandra Bieniek

Imani Bigsby

Max Blackman
Alexander Blanco

Isaac Bloom

Alexander Bogetic

Uyanga Boldbaatar

Synthia Boudreau
Tiffany Bradford-

Brooks

Benjamin Brady

Keesean Braithwaite

Cayden Brehaut

Ashley Brewton

Jonathan Brown
Daniel Browning

Andrew Bryant

Samantha Burke

Nicolas Burns

Sydney Butler

Kelsey Butterworth

Emanuel Cabrera-

Pomposo
Halil Cakar

Jared Campa

?
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Cecelia Campbell

Kaitlyn Campbell

Dawson Cannon
lliana Carballo

Jonatan Carias

Megan Carlson

Katherine Carten

Lillian Carter

Gabriel Castillo

Isaias Castro-Rivas

Bryan Chase
Amina Chenini

Lina Chhuy-Hy
Keya Chilka

Marvin Chinchilla

Sarah Chisholm

Claudia Cisneros

Edwards Claure-Siles

Vanessa Clayberg

Benjamen Coffman

Trevor Collier

Tyler Cook
Torie Coppa

Hector Cornejo

Henry Cornejo

Chelsea Craddock

Lindsay Cronin

Oliver Cross

John Cummins
Sonya Dagata

Mekdelawit Damtie

Kedus Daniel

Nhat-Quang Dao
Kimberly Davies

Natalie De Leon

Vanessa De Leon

Joshua Deiner

Lorena Deleon

Carlos Dell'agostino

Robert Dewald
Moussa Diallo

Jessica Diaz

118 Juniors
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Lawrence Dickt

David Diffee

Joseph Difilippo

Zachary Dimmette
Paulo Dorado

Bobby Drayton

Nitika Dumera
Samantha Eakes
Paris Ebert

Benjamin Edgar

Tarik El-Allame

Andrew Elliott

Nicolette Elm

Elizabeth Englund

Brandon Escobar-

Andrade
Austin Evans
Jeffrey Evans
Muhammad Fatkhi

Gary Ferrufino-

Ferrufino

Samuel Fetene

Lonnie Fields

Rebecca Fisk

Brenda Flores

Nory Flores

Allison Fontaine

Cassandra Ford

Nicholas Freed

Eric Fry

Mima Fuentes

Elena Garcia

Margarita Garcia

Gustavo Garcia-

Medina
Kaleb Gared
Saurab Gautam
Dawit Gebru
Tomas Ghidey

Roshan Ghimire

Dylan Gibbs

Britta Gonzales
Megan Gottfried

Edgar Govea
Rebecca Graham
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David Green
Gleb Gritsinin

Daniel Guenther

Sean Guerra

Diksha Gupta

Jesse Guzman

Marcial Guzman
Hana Hadzibegovic

Gebar Hagos
Solomon Hailu

David Halliwell

Nicholas Hallowell

Mary Morgan Hamilton

Kenneth Hammond
Mariah Hancock

Chaimae Haronni

Rukshan Hathotuwa

Shahenda Helmy

Spencer Hemstreet

John Heng
Jayla Henry

Yovany Herbas-

Lozano
Christopher Herlehy

Maria Hernandez

Katherine Hernandez
Gallosa

Thalia Hiler

Charles Hilla

Tania Hines

Brittany Hinkle

Lillian Hoagland

Nathaniel Holsten

Keisha Home
Nahidul Huque
Antoine Ingram

Karina Irizarry

Mohamed Jabbara

Gregory Jacks

Kylah Jackson

Eleanor Jacobs

Brigitte Jahncke
Brian Jaimes

Scarlet Jaldin

120 Juniors
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Peter Janetos

Nomuun Javzmaa
Halima Jhoti

Allen Johnson
Paul Johnson
Rebecca Jones

Alexander Kahn
Andrew Karpinski

Joshua Katz

Kristi Kem
Rutha Kidane

Abigail Knight

Xavier Knox
Nicholas Kodama
Megan Kroger

Natalie Lanchipa

Olivia Lane
Jessica Langley

Nataly Lara

Stephen Laredo

Ian Lasite-Cole

Lucas Leblanc

Han Lee

Jeffrey Leon

Richard Lewis

Alexander Lindeman
Louis Linden

Madhavi Liyanage

Udari Liyanage

Jeremy Tyler Loftin

Juan Lopez

Edward Lounberg

Aidan Lynch

Tomas Macloughlin

Kavanagh Malanchuk
Angela Manzano

Gustavo Mariaca-Vaca

William Marshall

Hardino Marsigit

Natalie Martinez

Sandra McCartin

Ryan McConville

!
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John McElderry

Katherine McKenna
Christopher McKenzie

Ian McLennan
Lisa McNabola

Cecilia Mendoza

Cheru Mengesha
Kaitlynn Menoche
Robert Mercado
Benjamin Merlos

Nahom Michael

Aaron Michalak

Allison Mihalik

Mariamawit Mikuria

Brian Miller

Kevin Miranda

Frederick Mitchell

Richard Montes

Aris Morris

Eric Muniec

Romel Munoz-
Valencia

John Mutty

Sara Neel

Herani Nega

Christopher Nelson

Michaela Nelson

Trevor Newton
Christine Nguessan

Lan-Anh Nguyen
My-Anh Nguyen

Ian O'Hara

Silvia Obando
Rene Ochoa

Sara Ochoa-Lopez
Charles Ovando

Paola Pachacopa-

Fernandez

Manuel Palomino

Maria Paniagua

Holly Parker

Samuel Passaglia

John Pastre

Joshua Patecell

122 Juniors



Peter Patnanakos

Sabrma Patwary

Matthew Pearson-

Beck
Timothy Peel

Maria Penado
Teodora Peneva

Sandra Peralta

Rebeca Pereddo

Ricardo Perez

Andrew Perrow

Kathryn Perry

Sonia Phene

Ann Plotkin

Katherine Ponds
Genesis Portugal-

Sanchez
Nathan Prange

Grace Prentice

Catherine Pricone

James Quiambao
Molly Ramey
Diana Ramirez

Yesenia Ramirez

Kevin Ramirez-

Carrasco

Kaela Rea

Spencer Reavis

Atiya Rehman
Jesly Reyes
Rachael Rich

Keith Ricks

Courtney Riley

Megan Rippy

Brendan Ritter

Karla Rivas

Catherine Roca
Christian Rodriguez

Antonella Rodriguez-

Cossio

Christine Rumpf
Samantha Sachs
Vichit Samountry
Mary Sanchez
Faris Sanjakdar

Rainier Santa Ana
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Halle Saxon
Gretchen Schroeder

Rachel Schwartz

Gregory Seals

Aida Sebhat

Christopher Seipp

Emilia Sens
Simon Seyoum

Parita Shah
Arati Sharma

Margaret Siddle

Jhasmira Siles

Stella Sklar

Michelle Smyth
Eileen Soiles

Adrien Soutter

Monique Spain

Isha Srivastava

Kurt Stevens

Lucas Stewart

Veronica Stokes

Harrison Streeter

Melike Surucu

Ryan Swan

Dianthony Talmadge
Jessica Tarlton

Anthony Taylor

Paul Teifer

Kenya Teng
Clare Terpstra

Andre Thomas
Peter Thomas
Kelsey Tigner

Luis Torres-Franco

Kevin Torrico

Sergio Tortola

Hiep Tran

Lindsey Treweek
Hadiya Truesdale

Kibret Tsige

Bilguunzaya

Tumurbaatar
Enisa Turko

124 Juniors
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Trevor Turner

Abele Tuwafie

Scott Undernner

Javhana Vaanjilnorov

Tessa Van Grack

Peter Vernia

Jessica Viricochea

Charles Vitale

Brandon Wagstaff

Shengyuan Wang
Dylan Warburg
Emily Watson

Daniel Weiner

Abigail Whitmore

Matthew Wilson

Aliya Winker

Keaira Wortham
Caleb Wroblewski

Benjamin Yatt

Nathaniel Young
Gabriel Yudken
Michael Yuhas
Jose Zavala

Jade Zekan
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Israel Acuna
Cory Adams

Jasmine Adams
Savaughn Adams

Elmer Aguirre-Vides

Manish Ahir

Fareen Ahmed
Jalaluddin Ahmed

Liliana Alcantara-Pfaff

Luis Aliaga-Salas

Aleta Allen

Saif Alshehri

Monica Amaya
Helen Amend
Isabel Amend
Waiel Amer

Carly Anders

Clarke Anderson

Myiam Anderson
Dominique Andrews

Faris Anwar
Steffany Aranibar-

Gallinate

Jordan Armstrong

Ming Au

Mayank Awasthi

Jefrey Ayala

Salam Aziz

Khongorzul

Baasansukh
Ashley Bach
Hayes Baker

PHOMORES". t
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Emma Banchoff

Eliyan Bani Ismail

Kelvyn Barraza

Gabriela Barrios-

Orozco
Daphne Bascope
Enkhjin Batbaatar

Munkhtumur
Bayarmagnai

Rediet Bayou
John Beckman
Abigail Belai

Jose Benitez

Anne Bennett

Alison Bentley

Tiffany Bentley

Alexander Beranek

Mara Berkland

Nicole Bernardo

Jessica Berrios

Daneka Bigelow

Carly Blancato

Christina Boone
Catherine Boryan

Samuel Bosch

Audrey Bowler

Taylor Brandt

Tyler Braxton

Madeleine Brehaut

Julie Brooks

Samantha Brothers

Matthew Brower

Carl Buergler

Brendan Busey
Josie Butler

Giulia Cajati

Claudelle Calfat

Yessica Calix

Brooke Campbell

Zachary Campbell

Brando Campos
Frances Canavan
Ian Cano
Marcus Cantu
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Joselin Carballo

Patricia Carmody
Jaqueline Cartmell

Mariana Castellon

Stephen Cerqueira

Arnold Cespedes

Sarah Chase-Walsh
Allen Chen

Anthony Chi

Jonathan Chireno

Samiha Choudhury
Herson Cifuentes-

Maldonado

Kirby Clark

Brandon Clayton

Marsharika Coleman
Elio Collantes

Belvet Collazo-

Alvarado

Emily Cook

Paula Cooke
Sarah Corry

Brendan Craig

Joseph Crandall

Leah Crangle

Ronnell Crossland

Lesly Cruz-Guzman
Abin Dahal

Michael Damtie

Erin Daniell

Sarah Danik

Joanna De La Via

Simone De Los

Angeles

Martin Debraine

Rachel Dees
Jared Deiner

Rolando Deleon

Blair Delery

Essence Delgado

Vasthy Delgado

Amirah Delwin

Jonathan Diethorn

Julius Dinkins

Thien-Y Doan

128
|
Sophomores
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Delonte Drumgold
Matthew Duboski

Andrew Dudka
Kevin Duggan
Nayda Duran

Lukas Eigler-Harding

Terrence Ellis

Nominjin Enkhee
Eric Escobar

Karen Esteban-Arana

Tyler Evans
Rima Ezzirati

Alice Farrell

Susan Ferguson

Jesse Ferrell

Luke Fichter

Yamil Flores-Gonzalez

Thomas Fontaine

Erin Fox

Abigail Fram
Annette Franchi

Hallie Freeman
Hannah Friedman

Laurie Gagne

Erik Galeas-

Maldonado
Yarikza Galeas-

Maldonado
Temuujin Ganbaatar

Carina Garcia

Ricardo Garcia-Falcon

Biniam Gared

Betieal Ghebrekrstos

Aaron Goler

Matthew Gomez
Tony Gomez
Robin Gordon
Adrianna Gorsky

Tessa Gorte

Ashley Granados
William Granados
Olivia Green
Jose Grijalva

Brandon Guarety-

Huayhua
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Emily Gursky

Sergio Guzman
Roberto Guzman-

Villarroel

Abir Haronni

Turner Harris

Emily Harrison

Alys Harshbarger

Madeline Hay
Peter Hazel

Matt Healey

Andrew Heinzman
Yasmani Herbas-

Lozano

Noe Hernandez
Jasmine Herndon

Armando Herrera

Levi Herrera

Matthew Hines

Jordan Hinkson

Matthew Hirsch

Brianna Hogan
Chynna Holmes
Laura Holsten

Lauren Hummell
Arman Hussain

An Huynh
Manfred lllanes-

Miranda

Charle' Ingram

Mudasar Iqbal

Francois Jaffres

Emily Janson

Timothy Jenkins

Paula Jimenez-

Alvarez

Meagan Johnson

Biru Jones

Brittany Jones
Wilmer Juarez-

Hernandez

Dinar Kebede
Elijah Kennedy
Myagmarsuren

Khaadan
Zareen Khan

Brendan Killalea

Brendan Kiviat

130 Sophomores
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Benjamin Klingelhofer

Alexander Kopenhaver
Jordan Kruger

Hind Lakrouchni

Melisa Lanchipa

Julie Lang

Connor Lay
Daniel Lazo
Karen Lazo

Tina Le

Garrett Lee

Rahkia Legrand

Robin Leiter

Gregory Lemek
Christopher Lent

Rediet Ligaba

Christopher Lim

Suzanna Lindeman

Sean Liu

Morgan Livezey

Danielle Logan
Joshua Lokke-

Seunarine

Jerson Lopez-Guachi

Manon Loustaunan

David Lugo
Jillian Luoma-
Overstreet

Jacob Lustig

Shane Macnamara
Daniel Maco Reed
Sean Magner

Mona Mahmoud
Tania Majano-Benitez

Francis Malone

Humberto Mamani-
Baldelomar

Macon Mann
Jacquelin Marquez

Oswaldo Martinez-

Alvarado

Jose Martinez-Medina

Emily Mathae
Zhane Matos
Ariana Mazzucchelli

Sayo McCowin

People 131



Kassidy McElheney
Mallory McKenzie

Jewel McNeil

Lula Mehari

Jonathan Mejia

Jose Melgar

Jessica Merida

Raleigh Mills

Shiva Minovi

Marzan Mitu

D'andre Monroe
Lauren Montana

Fernando Montano
Nataly Montano

Melina Mora
Juan Morales

Kevin Morales-

Gonzales

Casey Moran

Shabnur Mostafa

Bereket Mulatu

Daniel Mulrow

Jarrod Nagurka

David Narvaez

Farhan Naseer

Josselin Navarro-

Ochoa
Lassallete Newton

Long Nguyen
Nicole Nicholas

Petra Nichols

Troy Nickens

Erin Norman
Caitlin O'Connor
Mary O'Connor

Ashley O'Donnell-

Davis

Caitlin O'Grady

John Obando

Alan Ochoa-Barajas

Rony Ordonez-Guinea

Karla Ortega

Yassir Ortiz-Guerra

Erika Osorio

Smail Oukhouya

132 I Sophomores



David Palmer

Victor Palomo-Munoz
Alexander

Panagiotopoulos

Stephany Patuzzo-

Moreno
Niti Paudyal

Reina Perdomo-
Lemus

Randall Perez

Noah Pilchen

Ethan Pilot

Barbara Pitcher

Justin Pollard

Jhoxelin Portillo

Suwarna Poudel

Edward Powell

Alexander Quach
Fernando Quintero

Deyneca Rafael-

Maldonado
Arifur Rahman

Byron Ramirez

Jeanine Ramirez

Liliana Ramirez

Ismael Ramirez-

Jaramillo

Meredith Randle

Cassandra Rennie

Renee Reyes-Catalan

Khaled Reza
Thais Ribeiro

Jordan Ricker

Brumel Rios

Brooke Rippy

Paolo Rivera

Jesmine Robarts-

Torres

Ana Robles

Alexandra Rodriguez

Claire Rogers

lara Rogers-

Benchoam

Karina Rojas

Karla Romero
Edgar Sabalu-Chumo
Rigoberto Salguero

Darryl Sampson
Hagar Sanjakdar
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Samira Sanwar
Seddhamanika Sarik

Daunissa Saunders
Eric Schmidt

Kinsey Scholl

Kayla Schoomaker

Morgen Scott

Evan Seklecki

Tizazu Sendek
Nicholas Serene

Maheen Shahid

Simonia Sharma

Natalie Shearin

Mahmudul Shibly

Amy Sikhammountry
Harmandeep Singh

Charles Smith

Genesis Solano

Henok Solomon
Eliot Somers

Jocelyn Somerville

Cristian Sorto

Casimira

Stempniewicz

Alex Stephanson

Shaun Stewart

Dominique Stocks

Bazargur Sukhbaatar

Hannah Swan
Emma Sweeney

Waseef Syed

Colette Talbot

Melate Tamerat
James-Thel Tapulgo

Evan Taylor

Paige Taylor

Robel Teklu

Alcides Terceros

Cindy Thai

Zanara Thearith

Armani Thomas
Adriana Thornton

Janae Tillery

134 Sophomores
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Imani Tinter

Emily Titus

Juan Torres-

Hernandez
Jorge Torrez

Sjocelin Traverso

Lelia Troiano

Cuong Tu
Martina Usanase
Camille Uzel

Karen Vallejos

Katanna Vandish

Hilda Vanegas

Kevin Vargas

Jose Vasquez
Tanya Velasquez

Wilfredo Velez

Ezequiel Villarroel

William Wagner

Emily Walker

Qashab Wall

Naomi Waltengus

James Wanda
Emaline Wantrobski

Elizabeth Warren

Emily Watson
Olivia Weltz

Jessica Whelan
Matthew Whibley

Gail Williams

Anthony Willis

Rachel Wimmer
Joseph Windheim
Kathryn Wirtz

Hudson Worden
Laura Yauger
Lauren Zahn
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Jawad Abdi

Jonathan Aguilar

Hussnain Ahmed
Colleen Aiken

Nabila Akbar

Sarah Al-Joumari

Jonas Albro

Patricia Alcala-

Velasco

Bryan Almeyda
Andrew Alvarado

Jorge Alvarado-

Calderon

Esli Alvarez Boteo

Paolo Alvarez-

Pedraza

Bazia Amaha
Anudari Amartuvshin

Gabriel Amram
Elizabeth Andarge

Cassidy Anders

Katherine Andersh

Bria Anderson

Hossain Anufa

Melissa Arevalo

Charles Argon

Keiry Argueta-Jarquin

Kylie Auble

Hend Azargui

Khusboo Azim
Faheem Badhon
Araiya Baghdadi

Samudyuti Baidya

FRESHMEN".

136 Freshmen
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Luisa Banchoff

Heather Banikas

Christopher Bardo

Margaret Barry

Alpana Barua

Nomundari Batbold

Baljinnyam Batmunkh
Temuge Batzaya

Idergun Bayanmunkh
Jimmy Begazo
Khodeza Begum
Twodros Bekele

Jose Benitez Carrasco

Gilmer Benitez-

Hernandez

Sara Benitez-

Hernandez

Abigail Bessler

Hayley Bezanson
Zackary Biggs

Muhammad Bilal

Austin Blach

Nia Black

Kellen Blake

Ariel Bobbett

Beth Bodner

Michael Bonilla

Dominic Boone
Abigail Boshart

Alycia Bouchard

Kyla Bouldin

Sara Bourdouane

Destiny Boyd
Brittany Bradford

Alyssa Bredeson

Jasmine Briley

Devon Brown
Maggie Burgos

Carol Burka

Morgan Burns

Khemmapat Butthep

Tuvshinbayar

Buyandelger

Jessica Cabel

Jeidi Cabrera-Garcia
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Rabia Cakar
Christian Canenguez

Gladys Castellon

Brandie Cavazos
Daniela Cervantes-

Camacho
Lindsay Chamness

Rachael Chase
Walter Chavez

Moreno
Kelly Chevez

Rata Chowdhury
Ratila Chowdhury
Mary Lynn Clark

Devon Clay

Dewan Clay

Alexander Clegg

Melvin Clements

Ashley Coleson

Nicole Collantes

Henry Conklin

Jo Claire Constantz

Kyle Conway
Katrina Cook
Emma Cooper

Alex Coppa

Emilia Corea

Kevin Corneby
Kyle Cornish

Sebastian Coupe
William Cowen
Meghan Craig

Dakota Crawford

Jeremy Crawford

Emma Cregan
Pilar Curtis

Olivia Czerewko
Elijah Davenport

Ruth Debebe
Osman Deleon

Andres Dell'Agostino

Sophia Delmar

Mary Dewald
Dhakiya Dickerson

138 Freshmen



Douglas Diflee

Joshua Dingier

Jon Dixon

Elizabeth Dodson
Henry Doll

Rourke Donahue

Arnel Dorado
Brittney Drye

Leydi Duarte-Amaya

Raymond Dulman
Hugh Durbin

Sarah Echols

Rachel Edgar

David Ellis

Ochbayar Enkhbat

William Ennis

Joseph Enright

Alemayehu Enyew

Hiruy Ephrem
Chingunbaatar

Erdenebaatar

Tuul Erdenebold

Susie Estrada

Diana Estrella

Thomas Faris

Kirubel Fessesework

Zaira Flores

Ingris Franco Moya
Thomas Fravel

Paul Frondorf

Dora Fuentes

Tania Funes-Calderon

Baterdene Ganbaatar

Saul Garcia

David Garcia-Medina

Miguel Garcia-Merida

Denitra Gaskins

Martha Gebru
Leonardo Godinez-

Melendez
Emily Goldman
Jasmin Gonzalez-

Flores

Karen Gonzalez-

Najera

Rudy Gonzalez-

Ordonez
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Sam Goodman
Sarah Goodman

Darius Gray

Louis Grimmelbein

Elizabeth Grossmann
Miguel Guevara

Jessica Guevara-Lazo

Garrett Gustafson

Cristian Gutierrez

Mohammed
Habibullah

Ashley Hadley

Ian Hall

Clara Hamilton

Amir Hamza
Danielle Harris

Mora-Devi Hav
Brittany Hayes

Nathan Heinzman

Dilcia Hernandez
Edis Hernandez

Fernando Hernandez
Jennifer Hernandez

Luz Hernandez
Yanci Hernandez-

Gonzalez

Daniel Hills

Idalia Hodge
Christina Hogan

Sonia Holar

Darnicha Hopwood
Wendall Horton

Hossain Hossain

Monika Hossain

Riley Hothem
Jasmyn Howard
David Huaman

Joshua Hueston

Michael Hughes
Madeleine Humm
Sarah Humphries
Zachery Hunter

Han-Anthony Huynh
Benjamin Hyde

140 Freshmen



Temujin Ider

Romina Wanes
James Infantino

Chelsea Inzarry

Rime Jabbara

Mary Jaeger

Juthi Jahangir

Diego Jaldin - Varela

Kiara James
Tsedersuren

Jargalsaikhan

Misbah Javed

Michelle Jewell

Ali Jidal

Halimo Jidal

Elana Jobson-Oliver

Adrian Johnson
Austin Johnson
Rajeen Johnson

Dorothy Jones
Ovidio Juarez-Cabrera

Armando Juarez-

Castro

Brandon Juarez-Lopez

Rachel Kamvar
Mikaela Kane

Brian Kaplan

Anna Karagulina

Beylul Kebede
Moges Kebede
Saron Kebede
Anna Keyser

Nazia Khan
Elaine Khuu
Noah King

Emma Klein

Austin LaPointe

Rati Lawindo

Katherine Lawson
Adrianna Lazarte

Cendy Lazo
Kelvin Lazo
Amy Le

Nadia Lee
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Taylor Leonard

Charlz Lewis

Reese Lewis

Jonathan Lipata-

Arevalo

Madison List

David Lopez

George Lopez

Brianna Lowe
Veronika Lozano

Livia Lulushi

Kyle Lusby

Marcus Lusby

Theresa Lustig

Anthony Luu

Davohn Lyons

Aldo Machic-Baran

Alice Maggio

Caroline Maggio

Holly Magnin

Sarah Magnin

Elghali Makouar
John Malvar

Maia Mandel

Zuhaerr Mansiv

Clara Martin

Esther Martinez-Tellez

Cecilia Matos

David Mattioli

Yeting Mattos

Tiara Mayasari

Lucas McCartin

Patrick McDermott
Patrick McMenamin

Helen Mekashu
Teodros Mekuria

Victor Mendoza

Mayra Meraz
Eyou-Ab Mesfin

Angela Mestre

Seim Michael

Kirby Miller

Brittany Mirro

142 Freshmen
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Sadig Mohamed Ah

Roberto Molina

Sylvia Monet
Stephen Montano
Vincenza Montante

Alexis Moore

Jennifer Murcia-Paz

N'dri N'cho

Yasmin Najarro

Rebecca Namm
Claudia Narvaez

McKenzie Nelson

Kevin Nieves Molina

Brian Noel

Indranila Nowakowski
Tenley O'hara

Liliana Olsen

Rebeca Orellana-

Montano

Noelia Orihuela-

Cespedes
Ana Ortiz Hernandez
Samuel Ortiz-Colque

Abubakr Osman
Mohamed Osman
Jose Osorio

Cirelle Overton

Sade Owens
Audrey Paduda
Ricardo Pagulayan

Jordan Pandy
Bibas Pant

Mary Parker-Simkin

Kathy Patino

Mehedi Patwary

Ryan Pederson

Jennifer Peel

Daniella Penaranda

Samuel Peralta

Zachary Perlman

Emma Petree

Alan Phung
Cristhian Pinto

Sean Pratt
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Jonathan Prentice

Lillian Prins

Ulices Ramos
James Randall

Dana Raphael

Ruth Rapp

Angel Reed
Cristian Reyes

Dustin Reynolds

Rebecca Rhinehart

Delia Ricker

Margo Ricks

Olivia Ricks

Vera Rideout

Benjamin Rim
Joselyn Rivas

Stephen Roberts

Corey Robinson

Ana Rodas
Andy Rodriguez

Samuel Rodriguez

Celeste Romano
Brian Romero

Jesica Romero

Elizabeth Roy
Maurely Salazar-

Obando
Mustafa Salman
Kevin Salvador

Franklin San Miguel

Oscar Sanchez
Chavez

Dennis Sanchez-

Boquin

Kevin Sanchez-Pena
Arriane Santa Ana

Sumit Sarwar
Alec Schadelbauer

Emma Schimley

Stephanie Sejas-

Castro

Steven Sejas-Castro

Madeleine Sendek
Veronica Sever

Rojina Sharma
Sachin Sharma

c
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Amy Sheahan
William Sheahan
Steven Sheats

Emma Sheehy
Tanveer Shefat

Robert Shepardson

Sabrina Sherali

Morgan Shotwell

Lara Sierra

David Silverman

Samuel Silverman

Prem Singh

Alexis Sison-Postma

Matthew Slater

David Smith

Hanna Smith-

Benjamin

Justin Snow
Leah Solomon

Kelvin Sorto

Marvin Sosa
Paul Soutter

Julius Spain

Eleanor Splan

May Stearman

Corrie Steele

Nicole Stevens

Lauren Strauss

Samantha Studer

Nicolas Suarez

Tiffani

Sykhammountry

Jose Tapia

Kayla Tarlton

James Tate

Eden Tecle

Yoseph Teferi

Petros Tesfaldet

Danait Tesfay

Jacqueline Thai

August Thomas
Amber Thompson
Andrew Thong
Trevor Thornhill
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Somchai Tipnoidi

Adriana Toledo

Anhthu Tonnguyen
Brandyn Toone

Grace Torres-Moreira

Fernando Torrico

Alvaro Torrico-

Mollinedo

Ngoc-Nu Tran

Josie Twomey
Ryan Uckert

Esther Ullberg

Jack Ung

Ariana Urcia

Brandon Urrutia

Mohammad Usman
Zoe Van Grack

Benkely Vanegas
Jasmin Vargas

Boris Vasquez
Brian Velez-Feliciano

Yasmin Velit

Edgar Villatoro

Charlotte Vincent

Christian Volz

Kalle Wadzinski

Honora Walls

Bradley Warnke
Sharrief Washington

Benjamin Wengert
Seth Whitmore

Gregory Wicks

Fred Williams

Jonathan Williams

Windy Williams

Eric Witiw

Daniel Woldegiorgis

Deborah Wroblewski

Vicky Yang
Muhammad Zareen

Joel Zeballos

Emilia Zevallos-

Roberts

Sarah Zielinski

146 Freshmen



Veronica Zurita-Torrico

I
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Les Albers

Roger Aleman
Jesse Alvarez

Emily Andrusko
Colleen Auerbach

Rick Avondet

Sandra Baird

Jessica Baith

Emily Bennett

Elizabeth Black

Justin Bolfek

Rex Brigham

Paul Bui

Johnnie Buxton

Louise Byers

Ana-Lily Caballero

Jorge Caballero

Joyce Cadogan

Carol Callaway

Monica Campoverde
Julie Cantor

Julie Caron
Keith Cassidy

Maria Castro

Bill Chamblee
Kevin Clark

Sarah Congable

Philip Cooke
Margarita Cruz

Eileen Cutrona

FACULTY
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Teacher of the Year:

Gordon Laurie

Marsha Dale

Jeremiah Davis

Denise Dawson
Jennifer Dean
Kristen Devaney
Shapiro

Robert Dobson

Alissa Etten

Sara Fiorini

Beth Flaherty

Monty Forrester

Neil French

Robert Garcia

Jennifer Griffin

Lori Grimm
Doug Grove

Sharon Harris

Martha Helgerson

Rosemary Hernandez

Hiromi Isobe

Chris Jacobs
Nevin Jaffer

Paul Jamelske

Danielle Karaky

Caroline King

Keith Klein

Phil Krauth

Monica Larrieu

Erica Larsen

Gordon Laurie

Dionte Lawley

am humbled to be recognized for such an honor amongst
a faculty with such a great depth of skill and talent."

-English teacher Gordon Laurie
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Pamela Lockridge

Katie Lyford

Cynthia Matos

Jeffrey McCarthy

Pam McClellan

Kenneth McCreary

Carmen Mejia

Liliana Mendez
Ryan Miller

Catherine Misar

Adam Moir

Claire Moir

Shonta Moore
Lisseth Mosquera

Matthew Norris

Jeana Norton

Andrea Paight

Dave Peters

Kevin Phillips

Eric Pilson

Brian Pinney

Mary Jo Primosch

Jessica Racco
Rosie Ramirez

Sarah Reese
Ron Revere

Sandra Reznicek

Betty Rivera

Gregg Robertson

Alexander Robinson

The Administrative Team: Front Row:
Assistant Principal Margarita Cruz, Director of

Counseling Marie Bullock, Student Activities

Director Carol Callaway Back Row: I.B.

Coordinator Chad DeMagistris, Assistant

Principal Tony Hall, Assistant Principal Paul

Jamelske, Principal Gregg Robertson
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Joel Rockwood
Chris Rodger
Pamela Sanchez
Elvia Santamaria

Catherine Sauter

Jennifer Scher

Margaret Schreiner

Janet Shea
Katherine Shirey

Andrea Shoham
Erin Smith

Katie St. Pierre

Jacqueline Stallworth

Luisa Suarez

Carolyn Taylor

Mary Lib Tomb
Meaghan Traverse

Liem Truong

Principal Gregg Robertson

/ enjoy all of them - seriously! As a

teacher, I coached girls varsity

basketball, JV baseball, and swimming.

I played baseball growing up and also

was on the swim team. I enjoy them

very much because I guess I know
more about them. Again, they are all

exciting and fun to watch; however,

truthfully. I'm very competitive and love

to win.

What do you think sets W-L
apart from other schools?

/ think our diversity sets us apart. We do
not have a majority population at

Washington-Lee. Arlington is a very

diverse community, and we are

Arlington's most diverse high school. It

is our greatest strength and what makes
Washington-Lee a special place to learn

and grow.

I really enjoy the fall. I always hate to

say goodbye to the seniors because I

have come to know them well over the

four years they were here. Then fall

comes, and I get the opportunity to start

up new relationships with new students
- I enjoy being part of their transition to

high school. It is such a big step for

them, and. hopefully, I can help smooth
the way and make them feel

comfortable.

Do you eat cafeteria food or

bring your own lunch?

/ rarely eat cafeteria food - I leave that

up to Mr. Jamelske. He eats enough
cafeteria food for all of us. I typically

bring my lunch.
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Juniors Simon Chauhan and Malick Beye
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"As the world becomes more
inter-connected [with] organizations that

Show me the person you honor, for I know better by

will truly excel in the future, there will be
[those people] that discover how to tap

the kind of person you are. For you show me

people's commitment and capacity to

earn." -Peter Senge

I

what your idea of humanity is. - Thomas Carlyle

Whenever you are putting additional time into something by staying after school for

extra help or a club meeting, you become more than just a student - you become a

valuable contributor to furthering the school and yourself. Numerous hours are

dedicated by students and faculty members to help others realize and achieve not

only their academic goals, but personal goals as well. Participating inside and outside

of the classroom allows you to take advantage of what school is meant to be - a

learning experience.
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Experimental Acts
Each science teacher had unique ways to engage their students

«

"My favorite lab this year [in

biology] was when we put

potatoes in iodine and they

turned black."

-Reese Lewis, '13

"The most interesting topic

in physics is mechanics.

Mechanics explain everyday

life. Every action is

described by the principles

of mechanics."

-Ron Revere, I.B. Physics

The science industry is one
of the fastest growing fields in

the United States. Medical

breakthroughs and being

environmentally friendly have

gained more attention

because of the growth of the

industries. Some students'

interest in pursuing a career in

science has stemmed from

science classes taken during

high school. Teachers began

to find new, engaging ways to

interest students in what they

were studying.

Biology teachers Margo
Pierce and Jason Brodowski

were well known for the

animals they kept as class

pets. Not only were these

animals fantastic creatures to

marvel at, but they also

served an even greater

purpose. "I use the animals as

examples when we learn

about adaptations," said

Pierce.

In chemistry classes,

students experienced chem-
ical reactions first hand.

Students in many science

classes this year were able to

see chemistry teacher Erin

Smith explode the face off of

a pumpkin before Halloween

this year. Many students cited

this as being their favorite

memory out of all their

science classes. "The most

interesting thing we have

done in chemistry this year

was the pumpkin explosion,"

said sophomore Lukas Eigler-

Harding. "It was the first real

'science' thing that showed
me how cool science could be

other than 'Mythbusters' and
Bill Nye."

While some students were

busy engaging themselves in

the classroom, students in IB

environmental systems were

busy learning outside the

classroom. "We went down to

the pond along the bike path

that parallels [Route] 66 and
collected data for labs in the

fields," said senior Mallory

Uzel.

Although lab experiments

provided an increased

understanding of topics to

students, the unique methods
of teaching that teachers

adopted helped students

become more engaged in

science.

-Kirby Clark, '12

1 . As a way to tie in chemistry to

Halloween, students in Erin Smith's

chemistry classes were able to watch

the explosion of a pumpkin. Unlike

previous years, other classes were

also invited to see the explosion,

which amazed students. "My class

went to watch the pumpkin explosion

in Mrs. Smith's room this year," said

sophomore Emily Gursky. "It was
really awesome to see the pumpkin

light up." 2. Sophomores An Huynh,

Brandon Clayton, and Arnold

Cespedes work on a lab in Erin

Smith's intensified chemistry class. "I

enjoy doing labs because I can use

my hands to learn things, rather than

just hearing them," said Huynh.

"They are a fun and entertaining way
to learn new material."
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Biology teacher Jason Brodowski has an up close

encounter with his snake. Brodowski keeps multiple

animals as class pets. The animals provide a better

understanding of many topics in biology.

Hands-On Enrichment
Science

teachers often

use hands-on

materials to

enrich their

lessons

1 . Chns
Rodger's rock

collection.

2 Junior Louis

Linden lies on a

bed of nails in

Katherine

Shirey's I.B.

physics class

3. Jason
Brodowski's

gecko explores

the tabletop.

4. Margo
Pierce's snake
wraps itself

around her

hand.

Sophomore Emma
Banchoff measures
silicon as part of a lab in

chemistry. "I really enjoy

labs because they help

me apply what we're

learning in the classroom

to the real world." said

Banchoff.
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1 . Freshman Youness Birouk copies

notes from the board about nationalism

in Europe. "What I like most about World

History is learning about the past so we
don't make the same mistakes," said

Birouk. 2. Junior Peter Janetos explains

an experiment he is going to do for his

I.B. psychology class. "My experiment is

about the availability bias," Janetos said.

3. Psychology teacher Jim Thomas
prepares his classes' schedules for the

day. "I enjoy the experiments he shows
us the most," said senior Douglas

Larrea of his psychology teacher.

"For A.P. European History, we watch documentaries, such as clips from Dracula, for Halloween." - Jose Vasquez, '12

History Up Close
Students enjoy the various activities that are

unique to social studies classes

To many students, the social studies

department consisted of only history

classes. Although social studies classes

often had the reputation of being lecture-

based, students found that often times,

this was not the case. The classes were

much more than just lectures, and
included fun and unique activities that

only the social studies classes could

accomplish.

In A.P. Government, instead of just

lectures about what happened in

Congress, teachers let students take on

the role of an individual in a field that

they were studying, such as an elected

official, and represent a certain district of

a state. "For mock Congress, we were

able to put on the shoes of a senator and

act out various activities," said junior

Scarlet Jaldin. "The class allows us to be

more opinionated and engaged instead

of just a lecture from the teacher."

History class was sometimes seen as

a classic lecture class. Yet, in A.P.

History, students were able to learn a

topic interactively through projects and
activities. "For history, we did short skits,

such as one for the court case Marbury

vs. Madison," said senior Briana Coneys.

"The skits had a plot that students had to

guess. It allowed us to learn in a very fun

way."

The social studies department was
not just composed of history and
government classes. The department

was also home to some of the more
popular electives, such as psychology

Students share hands for the activity "Dominoes"

during a Diversity Peer Training Workshop.

Workshops are given to all new freshman in their

health classes. "My favorite part about Diversity

Peer Trainers the workshops we put on for

freshmen, " said sophomore Jose Benitez.

and sociology. Sociology was known for

its creative activities, such as the family

simulation unit. "I was married to Kevin

Bustillo and we lived in San Francisco

with a kid," said senior Timothy Whelan.

"It was a lot of fun and showed us how a

family works."

While learning about the past and the

present, students participation activities

that were designed to explain how
certain processes or events occurred in

the real world. Other courses may have

had experiments, papers, and equations,

but the social studies department had

activities that truly put students in

history.

-Jose Castellon, '10
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4. Freshman Eyou-Ab Mesfin works on
' his cartoon for World History class. "I

enjoy learning about different

governments and how they are run,"

Mesfin said. 5. Junior Kaleb Gared gets

ready to throw during a game of

splatball in I.B. Economics. "Activities

like these are really fun to learn with,"

Gared said. 6. Senior Reuben Luoma-
Overstreet does charades for his A P.

Government class to explain the

economic meltdown. "I like Mr.

Summers's many ways of making class

enjoyable, such as Mr. Swiney," said

Luoma-Overstreet.

"What I like most about history class is learning about the many wars, such as the World Wars." - Kelvin Lazo, 13

Stii
ii in

"My favorite person in

history is Napoleon because
he was a great military

leader who almost

controlled an entire

continent."

Kevin Bustilio ,
'10

"I like Benjamin Franklin a lot,

not only because of what he

did, but because he wanted
the turkey to be the national

bird."

Karen Vallejos ,
'12

Students in Mr. Summer's A. P.

Government classes stand outside the

Department of Labor and the Federal

Court House in D.C. They listened to oral

arguments in the case of El Shifa vs. US.

"It was very interesting to learn about the

judicial system at the district court level."

said senior Mary Swan.

Senior Alicia Carter looks over

her entry in her government
class wiki page. This page was
something new by Mrs. Sauter

to allow students to collaborate

on assignments. "It allows me to

write my opinion on an

assignment and see what others

wrote as well." said Carter.
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Junior Eleanor Jacobs catches up on a book
during her lunch period. Jacobs preferred reading

books rather than writing essays in English class.

"I like reading because it is less structured than

writing and more enjoyable," said Jacobs.

Librarian Lynne Healey

believes it is important for

students to read outside the

classroom. She felt it could

give students a way to learn

new things. "If you find

something you're interested

in, you will read with

passion," said Healey.

Senior Kyle Thornhill prefers

English over some of his

other classes. This was
because he was able to

express his thoughts througi

writing. "I prefer writing

because with reading it is

someone else's work, but

when you write you can be

yourself," said Thornhill.

English teacher Catherine

Misar talks to sophomore
Carina Garcia about a reading

assignment. Misar was one of

four new teachers in the

English department. "I like

teaching here because the

school is diverse and there are

many opportunities to excel,"

said Misar.

Senior Nathaniel Kresh and

sophomore Madeline Hay read

the announcements during

broadcast journalism class. The
class allowed students to

experience English in a different

way. "This class involves putting

on a live news show every day,

so the atmosphere in the

beginning of class is a bit more
tense and exciting," said Kresh.
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Newspaper advisor Claire Moir discusses an article with

her students. Moir had a passion lor journalism after

taking yearbook in college. "Each year the newspaper
staff improves on the layouts and stories, which makes
the class more exciting," said Moir.

Sophomore Alison Bentley reads Shakespeare's
Othello in Jessica Racco's English 10 intensified

class. She found English to be a class that always

kept her entertained. "We cover interesting topics,

which is what keeps me engaged," said Bentley.

English

Think Outside

the Book
According to students, English classes provide a less

structured environment than other subjects

Juniors Christopher Seipp and Ian

O'Hara present a PowerPoint about an

essay they read in Kenneth McCreary's

AP English 1 1 . His class provided a

positive and engaging environment for

the students. "Presenting was
challenging and required my partner and
I to work together,"said O'Hara. "Our

hard work paid off in the end."

Rather than math and science classes

nth various set formulas, English classes

ave students opportunities to express

leir own thoughts, and develop new
iewpoints through reading new books
nd writing personal responses.

Reading a wide variety of books allowed

tudents to experience different genres

nd learn about unfamiliar topics,

reshman Ariel Bobbett found English

lass to be one of her more interesting

lasses. "I like reading books because it is

lore interesting than other classes and
Hows for more thought-provoking

iscussions," said Bobbett.

Reading and writing also helped

tudents in expanding their vocabulary. "I

njoy being able to learn new, interesting

ocabulary, so I can put it to use in my
riting," said freshman Emilia Zevallos-

loberts.

According to some students, writing

ave them more ways to express their

wn opinions. "Being able to write in

English lets me express myself unlike

ther classes," said freshman Alycia

louchard. "In English you have more
eedom to be creative."

Many students took pleasure in

'riting personal memoirs because it was
way for them to connect their personal

ves to the classroom. "I have most

enjoyed units in English where the teacher

has given us journals and we get to write

with a lot of freedom about whatever we
feel," said junior Andrew Karpinski.

Classroom activities like Socratic

seminars allowed students to engage in

more innovative discussions and broaden

their viewpoints. While some students

found them effective, others did not like

being put under the pressure. "I

personally would rather have a more
informal class discussion rather than be

forced to talk a certain number of times,"

said sophomore Samantha Brothers.

English classes were unlike many
other classes because it was a way for

students to be more expressive and
analytical. According to students, English

was a less structured class compared to

other main subjects. "In science and math

there are certain rules to follow for almost

everything you do, and for social studies,

history is never going to change," said

sophomore Andrew Dudka. "But with

writing, once you learn basic grammar
rules, there's so much you can do."

- Holly Parker, '11

Lilians Olsen, '13

i

Junior Keya Chilka gives a presentation

on the novel Crime and Punishment by

Fyodor Dostoevsky to her IB. English

class. She found English to be a very

challenging class. "English class is way
harder than my other classes." said

Chilka. "It involves a lot of long term

projects versus day to day assignments.
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1 . Sophomore Andrew Heinzman
works on a quiz during his seventh

period math methods class. 2. Math

teacher Anne Verville jokingly

demonstrates how she looks while

grading quizzes at night. "Ms.

Verville teaches math in a dynamic

way that makes me actually

interested in learning the subject,"

said junior Scott Underriner.

3. Juniors Tyler Cook and Soufan

Mos work together on a problem

during their algebra II class.

mx

"Even though I don't like math, the teachers at this school make it easier to understand." -David Patterson, '11

The Real World \

Students take challenging math courses

to better prepare themselves tor later on in life

A question that came up in many-

math classes this past year was whether

or not students would use complex math,

such as calculus or geometry, in the real

world. "I like focusing on how math is

related to the real world," said math

teacher Eric Shetler. "I constantly ask

myself, 'What's the point of algebra?'"

Outside of the classroom, math

teachers were still found having

conversations with others about math

and planning lessons together. "I talk

about math with other teachers, but I

mostly collaborate with Ms. Verville

because we teach the same subjects,"

said math teacher Karen Mauser.

Teachers carried their energy into

helping students when they were having

trouble with various questions, as well

as into making their daily lessons more

fun and easy to understand. "My math

teachers have given me the opportunity

to learn more things in high school rather

than having to pay for it in college," said

junior Jessica Viricochea.

Although math required a large

amount of skill and logical thinking, many
students were still enrolled in higher

level math courses. Many people said

that they thought taking an intensified

math course would help them succeed

when applying for a job. "I think that by

taking advanced math classes I will be

Math teacher Matthew Przydzial goes over a math

problem that students had a question about. Mr.

Przydzial used unique teaching methods in order to

make his curriculum more interesting. "I like Mr.

Przydzial's math class because he incorporates fun

activities into the challenging course." said

sophomore Jessica Whelan.

able to get into a very good college, which

will then lead to me having a successful

career in whatever field I choose," said

freshman Patrick McMenamin.
With the additional knowledge acquired

through math, students were able to

makes sense of many things in their lives.

,\w

-Morgan Livezey, '12

Sabrina Patwary, '11
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4. Sophomore Laurie Gagne
concentrates on her homework as

she begins it near the end of class

"After the lesson, it's nice to be able

to relax and have some spare time

to work on my homework,'' said

Gagne. 5. Freshmen Indranila

Nowakowski, Sharrief Washington,

and Noelia Onhuela-Cespedes take

notes while listening to a lesson

during Brandon Wright's geometry

class. 6. Senior Veronica Manuel

compares her work with a

neighboring classmate's.

'I like the sense of accomplishment I get after solving a really complicated math problem." -Sarah Chisholm, '11

Calculus teacher Kevin Clark helps

senior Brandan Hummell on a

math problem. Teachers always

offered their help when a student

had difficulty understanding

something. "Mr. Clark assigns us a

lot of homework because there's a

lot to learn [in order to] have the

amount of knowledge we need to

be prepared for the A. P. exam,"

said Hummell.

Sophomore Hallie Freeman, junior

Alexander Kahn, and senior

Ephraim Judy, vigorously write

notes on the lesson they are

being taught. Many math students

found it helpful to take handwritten

notes because it helped them
absorb the information better. "I

look over notes right before a test,

and it helps solidify everything in

my mind," said Freeman.

What math are you in?

Students were asked if they were taking a

regular course, intensified course, or an

A.P./I.B. course in mathematics.

55% Regular

27% Intensified

'o A.P./I.B.

100 students surveyed
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Time to Hit the Books
Study Areas

The Macintosh computer lab

gives students access to

different programs that were

not found on regular

computers. Many classes,

such as film study and
broadcast journalism, used

the lab to make short films.

The library is a common
area where students go to

do their school work. The
peaceful environment

provided many helpful

resources.

Students use locations within the school

as a place to study

Before, during, and after

school, many students were
often found studying for tests

and doing their homework.
The school provided many
different places for students to

do school work. This included

the library, the cyber-cafe,

various computer labs, and
teachers' classrooms.

While some people did not

mind studying in loud and

distracting locations, such as

the cafeteria, others preferred

a quieter spot such as the

library. "I like studying in the

library because it's a peaceful

setting, and my friends are

there if I need help with

something," said junior

Chaimae Haronni.

Working at school also

gave students the option to

study with a group. Study

groups were often used to

introduce different study

methods that could help the

group members prepare for

tests. Teachers would

encourage students to work

together because it forced

them to think about a topic

even further when they had to

explain things to other

classmates. "Study groups are

helpful and have positive

effects on students' test scores

because they encourage

people to study more than they

would otherwise," said

government teacher Jeffrey

McCarthy.

Teachers also gave
students the opportunity to use

their classrooms, if they

needed help with a specific

assignment or subject. "A

person should study where
they learn the material;

somewhere where they're

comfortable and not

distracted," said psychology

teacher Doug Grove.

Many claimed that studying

at school removed many
common distractions such as

television, friends, or social

networking sites. "I can't study

at home because if I get too

comfortable, I'll fall asleep,"

said junior Rachael Rich.

Being given the choice to

study at school removed the

numerous distracting devices

that were often found at home.

By having many helpful

resources, students were able

to get their work done with less

difficulty.

-Morgan Livezey, '12

I.J

Favorite

Study Areas

1. Library

2. Home

3. Cyber-Cafe

4. Cafeteria

5. Classrooms

100 students surveyed

Special education teacher

Jennifer Griffin uses a computer

located in the library. The library

was a place where anyone could go
if they needed a quiet place to

work. "The library is a substitute

place to work on a computer

because I don't have one in my
room I can use all the time," said

Griffin. 2. Sophomore Ivana

Rudolph studies for English in the

hallway. Since the hallways were

deserted at times, some students

used them as a studying

environment. "Even though the

hallways are usually really loud,

they are still quiet and a good place

to study in between classes, during

class, lunchtime, and after school,"

said Rudolph.
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During lunch, sophomore Mary O'Connor works on

a math assignment. Karen Mauser, her math
teacher, was available for help in her classroom, if

a student ever needed a study area. "It's good
knowing that if I have a question about something,

my teachers are available to help me," said

O'Connor.

Sophomores Jordan

Armstrong and Alexander

Panagiotopoulos prepare

for a test by quizzing

each other. Classmates
often reviewed the test

material together before

class began. Students

who studied with others

said they gained

nformation they did not

remember from class.

Students in Cat Misar's

English class go to a

computer lab to work on

their essays. Sophomores
Anthony Willis and
Nicholas Serene often

worked together on their

class work because they

were good friends. "I call

Nick a lot for help

because we have classes

together.
1

' said Willis.

i
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Freshman Zoe Van Grack of

symphonic band plays her clarinet in

the band room during class.

2. The jazz band performs the

opening act of the Army Blues

Concert, which took place in the new
auditorium. 3. French hornist

Gregory Wicks, freshman, warms up

before class begins. "One really

does have to practice hard in order

to learn the music well enough," said

Wicks. "It takes time, dedication, and

a fair amount of pressure." m WiBlfa
"I love band because of the funny teacher, the cool music, and the fact that we play instruments we really love." -Abigail Boshart, '13

Band Together
New equipment and additional space help contribute

to the band's increased focus on music

The band started off the school year

with new equipment, rooms, and

uniforms. Most members agreed that this

increased their focus on the music,

rather than the much needed items and

space.

According to band members, last year

proved to be quite frustrating due to the

lack of available space. "Last year we
had to use the chorus and orchestra

rooms, which were on the other side of

the building," said junior Nicholas

Kodama. "It's nice to have an area solely

dedicated to band this year."

Practice rooms had much more

space, which allowed more members to

practice at one time. "Working with more
people at one time improves our

synchronization," said junior Lonnie

Fields. "It also allows us to bond more
because we get to spend more time

together while playing, and we sound

awesome."
The addition of brand new storage

compartments, which fit all sizes of

instruments, solved the previous storage

issues. "Last year there weren't enough
lockers, so we either had to carry our

instrument around or leave it in the band
room, which wasn't as safe," said senior

Grace Vinson. "This year, everyone gets

a locker, which is really helpful."

Overall confidence was increased with

the purchase of new uniforms for the

marching band. "Our new uniforms came
with gauntlets and shiny capes," said

junior Samantha Eakes. "It makes us

look a lot more intimidating."

New technology was also a welcome

Marching band members, wearing their new
uniforms, prepare to march out onto the field for a

half-time performance during football season.

addition. The sounds of the instruments

were enhanced through the installation

of sound boards and microphones. The
sound boards reduced the amount of

echo, which, in addition to the

microphones, made sound quality more
clear.

According to band instructor and

director Alexander Robinson, the new
facilities were truly appreciated. "We
finally have our own stage, so we no

longer have to use those of other

schools, which was something we had to

do for nearly two years," said Robinson.

"Though I do not think that it necessarily

increased focus, which was always

there, it simply made students more

excited."

-Parita Shah, '11
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4. Freshmen Gabriel Amram and

James Infantino and junior Andrew
Bryant stand in front of the practice

room discussing the new music

they received. 5. The band plays

during the pep rally in the new gym,

directed by junior drum major

Nicholas Kodama. 6. The marching

band plays during the halftime of a

football game. The marching band
is entertaining to watch during the

halftime shows," said senior Bilguun

Bayaraa. "They look and sound
really professional."

'In band, I've met some very talented people who helped me improve my trumpet skills.'' -Brendan Busey, "12

The trombone players of symphonic band practice during class. The new band

room allowed more space for members to practice. "I've played the trombone for

eight years," said junior Katri Gurney. "Band gives me the opportunity to play the

instrument I enjoy within an ensemble of great people."

What is your favorite

new band addition?

"The practice rooms, which have new
recording devices, pianos, and just an

overall relaxed atmosphere."

Bradford McGann. '10

"The brand-spanking new blue-and-

V gray uniforms because when we walk

on the field, we look like superheroes."

Christopher Nelson, '1

1

"The new auditoriums, which provide

a lot of space so people can come
and watch us more."

Amy Le,
'
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Juniors Tessa Van Grack and Katherine

McKenna help out at the Silver Diner for an

orchestra fundraiser. Profits from the dinners

served during the night were donated to the

school's music program.

r
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"My favorite part of

chorus is performing on

stage. The songs are als

pretty cool. Before a
show, I have some
nervous butterflies, but

afterwards, I feel

accomplished."

- Alexis Moore, '13

"I usually practice an hour

a day outside of class. I

try to learn the songs I

listen to on the bass for

fun; it helps my ears

recognize the notes."

- Christopher Seipp, '1

1

Sophomore Emily Janson and

junior Natalie Lanchipa sing in

a group performance. The
choir practiced for months

before a show to prepare

themselves. "You have to sing

in sequence and practice

vocals," said Janson. "There's

a lot to memorize."

Senior Patrick Kelley and

junior Jesse Guzman play their

cellos in a concert. The songs

they learned took many hours

of practice to master and play

successfully. "I take private

lessons in addition to classes

at school," said Kelley. "I feel

very rewarded after a

performance."
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Junior Clement Aifer and freshman Sebastian Coupe perform

in the orchestra's Winter Concert. The concert was held during

the Winter Bazaar and entertained parents and laculty during

the day's events.

The choir sings at the Arlington Choral Pyramid Concert in

January. The singers teamed up with choirs from other schools

to perform. "What I really love about being in choir is not the

singing, but the people," said sophomore Julie Brooks. "It's

been so much fun making friends and meeting new people."

Music with

Time to Tune In
Musicians from the orchestra, choir, and Madrigals

perform with dedication and passion

Being a Madrigal, a musician, or a

inger meant being part of the music

department and getting the chance to

erform music in front of an audience. It

was an opportunity many cherished and

njoyed. Equipped with new sheet music

to memorize, new instruments to tune,

nd new faces to get used to playing with,

erformers in both the orchestra and the

hoir learned to improve their musical

lalents and abilities and perform them for

others.

The orchestra practiced their new
ongs this year with zeal. The orchestra's

teacher, Mrs. St. Pierre, joined the music

department last school year, and chose

music that she believed the students

ould handle and perform well with

mough practice. "We practice daily, and it

takes about three days to master a new
song for me," said senior and violinist

mani Marks.

While singers in the choir did not have

to deal with instruments, they did have to

focus on practicing and expanding their

vocal ranges. Songs performed over the

year were sung in various school

assemblies and competed in state

competitions. Members of the choir made
sure to practice their songs enough to

ing them well in their performances. "We

practice during class, and sometimes at

home," said sophomore Emily Mathae. "I

own a piano, so I practice with that along

with my voice."

The Madrigals, a selective choir group

open to all grades, were dedicated to

improving their vocals and harmonizing

their voices. Whether for impromptu

performances such as the Singing

Valentines in the middle of February, or

planned shows such as those during the

Winter Bazaar, the Madrigals wanted to

make certain their voices always sounded

their best. "It takes a lot of strength to

sing," said sophomore Mallory McKenzie.

"We're like the choir except with a little

more repertoire."

Performers of all types made sure they

put in their best effort this year for their

fellow musicians. When coming together

to practice their songs, many learned how
important it was to not only focus on their

own music, but also how it sounded with

others'. "I practice a song about three

times to master it," said freshman Hend
Azargui. "It takes me a long time to

practice, but I feel really accomplished

after a performance."

- Megan Carlson, '11

Mora Hav, '13

Junior John McElderry and sophomore
Abigail Fram sing a tune with the

Madrigals at the Holiday Bazaar. Songs
that were sung came from a variety of

sources. "What's nice about the

Madrigals is that it exposes you to music.

and it helps to broaden your musical

tastes," said McElderry.

Junior Andrew Perrow is surrounded by

the Madrigals as they perform a Singing

Valentine. The Madrigals have always

encouraged others to join the choir. 'Our

goal is to make a path for freshman

singers." said junior Peter Vernia. "Were
excited about what we've done, and for

the future."
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"Fun" Raisin

History teacher Catherine

Sauter talks about the

various SCA activities and

fundraisers. As the sponsor

for SCA, she supervised

their activities and advised

them about their roles as

class officers. "My
responsibility as a sponsor is

to mentor the student

leadership in accomplishing

various SCA activities

throughout the year," said

Sauter.

The books that were
collected for the book drive

were in bags, and after being

sorted they were placed in

boxes. The book drive

collected books to donate to

the Invisible Children in

Uganda. Junior Stella Sklar

said, "I think it's good to

donate books that we don't

need and give them to

people who need them more
than we do."

The SCA members strive to come up with exciting ways

to help both the school and community

168 Student Government

The candidates for the SCA
(student council association)

made posters and speeches to

attract their fellow classmates

to vote for them in the

elections. The officers that

were elected promised a

different and fun year.

The student government was
composed of many people who
came together as one to

participate in and plan affiliated

school activities for the

students.

There were many fundraisers

held both in and out of school

that the student government

organized. These projects were
planned carefully and required

the approval of the school

advisors. The members held

activities that were fun and and
beneficial for the students, but

also held fundraisers to help

charities. "This year we raised

food for Haiti, did the blood

drive, and continued with

traditions and events," said

SCA president Zoe Bellars,

senior. "We keep doing these

activities because they are

always a success."

The junior class organized a

highly-anticipated dance that

1 . Junior president Shahenda
Helmy sells the spring dance tickets

to junior Lillian Hoagland. The
spring dance tickets were being

sold during first and second lunch

everyday. "I feel like we've had a

good and productive year," said

Helmy. 2. Seniors Zoe Bellars and
Alice Billmire pose for a picture

before the pep rally. The pep rally

activities were organized by the

SCA members. "I love taking

initiative and service projects;

homecoming is a good way for

students to come together," said

SCA president Zoe Bellars, senior.

was the first spring dance held

in recent Washington-Lee
history. The dance raised

money for the Lupus
Foundation and the junior

class. "Since sophomore year,

I really wanted to get involved

with my own class and do
something new and exciting,"

said junior Shahenda
Helmy.

The senior class did their

share of fundraising, but "we

didn't get much time to

fundraise at the beginning of

the year because of college

applications," said senior Kyle

Thomhill. "But our class

president Lina Ewell is

energetic for prom and senior

end-of-the-year activities."

The student government
members worked hard to make
the school year enjoyable for

students and helpful for

charities. Freshman Danielle

Harris said, "This year we did

the Holiday Bazaar baskets

and bake sale, class t-shirt

contest, and we're working on

the end of the year fundraiser."

-Mary Sanchez, '1

1

Sabrina Patwary, '11
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Juniors Stella Sklar and Andrew Perrow count books

that they've collected during the book drive. They were

able to collect many books, and the winning class

received a donut party. "We had to go through all the

books to make sure that all the books would be

accepted by the organization," said Sklar.

Junior class senator

Stella Sklar counts the

money that the junior

class has raised from

selling the spring

dance tickets. The
junior class sold over

300 tickets. "The

spring dance was held

to support the Lupus

Foundation and to

raise money for

graduation and prom,"

said science teacher

Crystal Olivo.

Members of fall sports

teams compete
against each other

during the fall pep
rally. The pep rally

was organized by the

SCA. "The SCA did a

good job coordinating

the event." said junior

Josh Patecell.
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Sophomore Mallory McKenzie, and juniors Peter Hazel and Matthew Pearson-Beck spend their

final half-hour studying their debate research. They were all involved in Lincoln-Douglas debates,

which are one-on-one debates. "To win, you need good logic, good speaking skills, and you must

be able to think on your feet," said McKenzie.

"My favorite topic that I

debated was whether it

was moral to kill a person

to save many. It was
especially funny when
people used examples
from the Spider-Man

movies to explain their

point.

"

-Peter Hazel, '12

"I enjoy the actual

debating and the arguing.

My favorite topics include

those that deal with

ethics, such as the death

penalty, which I have

debated before."

-Suchana Costa, '10

Junior Benjamin Edgar reviews

his talking points for his

debate. His topic was whether

countries should force

immunizations on citizens. "It's

fun to argue with people. The
more mature you get, the more

you gain in logic and

reasoning," said Edgar.

Seniors Minh Vu and Veronica

Manuel are congratulated by

coach Russell Hanes after

receiving first place at districts.

The debate team defeated all

the other teams with 18 points in

total. "The debate team is doing

great this year, and really... I'm

not surprised," said computer

science teacher and Coach Paul

Bui.

Thee
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Freshman Louis Grimmelbein waits for the judge to give him the signal to

start his opening speech. He was on the policy team, which is a debate

between groups of two people. "I use DA's (disadvantages/advantages)

to doubleblind them to where either choice they pick, they end up losing,"

said Grimmelbein.

Members of the debate team pose outside the school before they head
out to the tournament. Team members had to wake up early in the

morning on certain Saturdays and stay at the tournament for the entire

day. "The way to win is to stay on the offensive by keeping opponents on
their toes so they can't attack back," said freshman Charles Argon.

Debaters

Junior Frederick Mitchell presents one of

his talking points for his debate on social

services. He came in first place with his

partner and headed to regionals. "We
always hope for the best and hope the

team does well," said physics teacher

and coach Ron Revere "On the day of

districts, they all were the best in the

district
."

Prep into Debate
Large amounts of preparation are required

before debate team competitions

The debate team was much more than

a group of people arguing with one
another about different topics. The debate

team's large amount of research and

| teamwork proved it to be an organized,

competitive, and dedicated club. Debaters

had to always be able to argue a side of a

topic that they may not have fully agreed

with, and be sure to be fully prepared for

the opposing teams points and attacks.

Upon learning of their new topic,

debaters began to prepare themselves by

doing research. They not only researched

the side they were presenting, but also

what the other side was going to argue so

as to be prepared for it. "We accomplish a

lot of research with our team," said senior

Michael Vu. "All of my team's research

can easily fill two tubs with paper."

Some may have seen reviewing

hundreds of pages of books, magazines,

websites and other sources as a daunting

task, but debaters learned to read quickly

and scan pages for the important

information. "We call all of the pages we
research 'cards,'" said junior Fred Mitchell.

"I quickly move my eyes across pages,

since there is a lot of research that needs

to be done to prepare."

After doing large amounts of research,

debaters had to prepare themselves for

competitions through practice. Through
mock debates, teammates were able to

prep one another and help to find and fix

weaknesses before upcoming
competitions. "We call them practice

runs," said senior Veronica Manuel. "We
also do speaking drills, where we quickly

give what our point is, making sure to not

make any mistakes."

Being on the varsity debate team
required hours of commitment from the

participants. It takes dedication and lots of

research to be in this club, according to its

members.

-Jose Castellon, '10

Abigail Knight, '11

Junior Matthew Pearson-Beck responds

to his opponents' questions on social

services. He won second place in the

Lincoln-Douglas debates at districts and
headed to regionals. "I prepare very

hard, and once there. I stay in focus for

the entire day." said Pearson-Beck.
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1. Sophomore Ashley O'Donnell-Davis

completes a photography assignment.

"I liked the selective color assignment

the best because I liked seeing how
color pops from the black and white,"

said O'Donnell-Davis. 2. Freshman
Ricardo Pagulayan takes advantage of

tools of analysis in art class. "In the

field of medicine, you have to use key

observations like you do in art," said

Pagulayan. 3. Junior Gustavo Mariaca-

Vaca completes his warm-up. "It

doesn't matter how good we are, as

long as we show art skills in our work,"

said Mariaca-Vaca.

"I get to put my emotions into the assignments, and see other people put in their emotions, too." - Rutha Kidane, '11

Express Yourself
Students take advantage of the various forms of art

to express their ideas and feelings

Photography, ceramics, and art were

just some of the fine arts classes that

were offered to the student body. With

the wide variety of courses available,

students were able to choose a course

based on their preferences and level of

experience. According to students, these

classes were appealing because of the

opportunity they gave students to

explore creativity inside and outside of

the classroom.

In photography class, students were

encouraged to be creative through a

combination of new technology and old

techniques. Photographers benefited

from computer software, such as Adobe
PhotoShop. However, for some
assignments, students had to take on

the challenge of black-and-white

photography. "You view things differently

and focus on different factors other than

color," said sophomore Cristian Urbina.

Art and ceramics classes gave

students the opportunity to experience

forms of art outside of the classroom, as

well as find inspiration for their own art,

through field trips. "My ceramics class

went to the Franklin Roosevelt Memorial

to draw the statues there and improve

our drawing skills," said freshman

Anhthu Tonnguyen.
Although field trips gave students a

different setting, the classroom was still

flowing with useful tools and ideas.

Students were guided by passionate

teachers, according to students. "I enjoy

Photography teacher Alissa Etten assists

sophomore Blair Delery with an assignment. She
enjoyed working as a new teacher and learning

from students. "An advantage of teaching a

photography class is getting to see students

develop as artists," said Etten.

walking in to an environment where the

teacher loves to teach," said junior

Rebecca Jones.

Fine arts classes provided students

with various creative outlets and sources

for inspiration. Sophomore Raleigh Mills

said, "I think art helped me get better

ideas from other students to express

myself."

-Mora Hav, '13

Amina Chenini, '11
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4. Junior Orgil Bayarsaikhan, along with

art teacher Hiromi Isobe, reads her art

history textbook. "I'm really into art, so I

thought about taking art history to learn

about what's behind it," said

Bayarsaikhan. 5. Sophomore Ariana

Mazzucchelli starts an assignment in art

class. "I liked the pomtillism project,

when we had to use dots to make a

painting," said Mazzucchelli.

6. Freshman Kalle Wadzinski sketches

during class. "I liked Sketchbook

Fridays' the best, when we could draw

whatever we wanted," said Wadzinski.

I like photography because there is no right or wrong; it's what I like and what I think looks good." - Cynthia Carson, 10

Senior Patricia

Murray's entry for the

2010-2011 vehicle

decal design contest

placed her as one of

the semi-finalists. She
was glad to have the

opportunity to show
students her talent

and what she enjoyed

doing. "I've always

been a visual learner;

one of the things I

have noticed is how I

look at things outside

of school," said

Murray.

How do YOU express
yourself?

Photography

Other

Drawing

29%

22%

Crafts 19%

100 students surveyed
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The third period child development class poses
in a class picture with the preschool students.

The students got to spend more time with the

kids because they saw them everyday.

"I want to be a child

physiologist when I grow

up, so this class helps me
observe and teach

children."

-Gladys Castellon, '13

The high school students and

the preschoolers play different

games in the gym. Some of

the games that were played

included leap frog, number
games, hop scotch, and
soccer.

Sophomore Jhoxelin Portillo

reads a book to two of the day-

care students. The high school

students picked out books that

they wanted to read to the kids

"When I read to them, I ask

them questions and they

respond back. That's how
know that they are paying

attention," said Portillo.

Childcare Classes



Sophomore Rahkia Legrand plays a spelling game with one of the

preschool girls. The high school students and the pre-schoolers played

many interactive games. "I have learned how to treat kids in another

way and different activities I can do with them in the future," said

Legrand.

The preschool children put on their plate masks to show what they

created in arts and crafts. The children were able to create the masks
with the help of the high school students. "My favorite activity to do with

the kids is socialize because they always say cute things," said

sophomore Renee Reyes-Catalan.

Play and Learn
The child development class gets real-life experience

through the on-site preschool

The combination of the child

development class with the preschool

allowed a unique learning experience for

both age groups. The main purpose for

the incorporation of child development

with the preschool class was to give all

the students a hands-on experience with

what they were learning.

Integration of the two classes was
made easy by a door that connected the

two classes to each other. The child

development class utilized the available

toys, books and other resources, while

planning and teaching lessons. Access to

the preschool allowed child development

students to personally experience what

they were studying, leading to a greater

understanding of the subject. "This class

gives me a chance to learn how to interact

with children appropriately, and it's also

fun," said sophomore Patricia Carmody.
Many students decided to join the

class for different reasons. "I decided to

take the class because I like kids. They
are cute, funny, and I like to babysit

them," said junior Megan Adkins-Blanch.

"This helps me learn skills for babysitting

because if a kid throws a tantrum, I know
how to handle the situation."

In addition to helping the students learn

how to care for children, the class also

helped students develop skills for future

care skills. "This class helps me in future

skills because, when I have kids I will

know what to do with them," said

freshman Esther Martinez-Tellez. "I like

the class because you get to teach the

kids about holidays and what they are

about."

Child development students worked to

develop the preschool students' social

skills through different group activities.

Science, language arts, social studies,

arts and crafts, and music were
incorporated into the curriculum.

The preschool provided

enrichment for both the high school and
preschool students. It allowed the high

school students to exercise their creativity

through planning lessons, and exposing

preschoolers to planned, creative early

learning activities in a nurturing

environment. "The students received

approximately a 2:1 student ratio, which

allows children to thrive at their own pace
while making new friends, enjoying new
experiences, and preparing them to get

some necessary skills for kindergarten."

said preschool teacher Karen Novello.

The interaction between the child

development class and the preschool

class allowed for a memorable experience

for both age groups.

-Mary Sanchez, '11

is &e

Crafts

Junior Felicia Brooks and a preschool

student pose for a picture as they work on

an art project. The students developed

different projects for the children to create

"It was fun being with the kids because
they are very joyful and playful," said

Brooks.

Sophomore Mariana Castellon helps the

kids create a penguin using paper,

scissors, and glue. Arts and crafts was
messy sometimes but the students

enjoyed helping the kids. "Making arts

and crafts is my favorite part of the class

because you can see how creative the

kids can get," said Castellon.
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Aiding & Urj£radin
Key Club members use new and old methods

to give aid to their community and local organizations

Christmas decorations made
by the Key Club are sold at

their stand at the Holiday

Bazaar. Many club members
were committed to pitching in

to raise money from the

sales.

The Key Club runs a stand

where they sell Christmas

ornaments and let children

decorate cookies at the

Holiday Bazaar in

December. Every year,

members hand-made the

ornaments that they sold at

their station. "There is more
parti-cpation, and there are

more events to go to this

year," said junior Lindsey

Treweek.

Key Club members are

known across the country for

helping others and donating to

various charities. In previous

years, they made food for the

homeless, raised money for

children in Uganda, and
dedicated time to walk for

cancer patients. This year, the

Key Club expanded its reach to

provide assistance to prog-

rams and causes in new,

creative ways.

The Key Club hosted the

Capitol District Key Club

Convention, an event that

brought Key Clubs in Northern

Virginia together. Members
took part in team-building

activities to come up with more
ideas to serve their community.

"At the convention, Key Clubs

from different schools discuss

future services and hold

workshops," said junior Lan-

Anh Nguyen.

One tradition of the Key
Club was Martha's Table, a

monthly event in which

members volunteered to stay

after meetings to make peanut

butter and jelly sandwiches for

the local homeless shelter.

This activity attracted new

1. Senior Emma Wolfarth speaks to

the Key Club after school. At the

meetings, officers discussed current

charity projects and events. "The

president is trying harder this year to

have more participation than

previous years," said junior Halima

Jhoti. 2. Junior Harrison Streeter

volunteered to serve food at the

Kiwanis Oyster Feast and Pig Roast.

The Roast was an annual all-you-

can-eat family-style barbeque and
seafood dinner that raised money for

community youth projects. "There

are more people volunteering this

year," said Streeter.

faces and hands over the

years to help with the cause.

"This really helps the com-
munity," said sophomore Sean
Liu. "It feels good to know that

you helped some-one."

The Kiwanis Club, an

international service club that

supported youth-leadership

organizations, offered to work
with the Key Club as well. "I

have been working with the

Key Club for five years," said

Kiwanis member James
Thomas. "The club seems to

be more popular each year as

it continues to grow."

The Key Club organization

had members spread through-

out the entire country.

Programs located in the

Washington, D.C. area pro-

vided unique opportunities,

specifically to the locals of

Arlington County, and the Key
Club took full advantage of

them. "We don't see the

immediate effects of our work,"

said sophomore Matthew

Hirsch, "but on a larger scale I

feel like we are making a

difference."

-Megan Carlson, '11

Sabrina Patwary, '11
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Key Club members gather to sell

ornaments for the annual Holiday

Bazaar. Lots of enthusiasm encouraged

participation, which thrived as the year

went on. "We were very successful."

said club secretary Eleanor Mills, senior.

dA\ UNI

.

Seniors Sophie Kiendl, Knstie Gogo,
and llona Brueckmann and Kiwanis

member James Thomas sell

homemade goods. Members
volunteered at the Oyster Roast to

assist the bake sale or serve food.

(Mdrenfc
PMonalMedicalCenter

In January, the Key Club organized a

Bowl-a-Thon that donated the money it

received to the Children's Hospital

located in Washington, DC. People of

all ages were invited, regardless of

membership in the Key Club. Raised

funds were collected and then sent to

the local district office to be redistributed.

Martha's Table is a local organization

that provided services to the homeless,

hungry, and others in need. It donated

food, clothing, and educational

opportunities to those that needed it.

The Key Club members gathered

monthly to make peanut butter and jelly

sandwiches and gave them to the

organization.

"The Key Club is a

great opportunity to get

involved. It lets people

actively participate in

fighting some of the

social inequalities in

our world today."

- Andrew Elliott, '1

1

"The more people we
have helping, the

bigger of an impact our

school can make in the

community, and the

world."

- Puneet Chopra, '10
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United Diversity
The diversity of the Model UN club reflects the diversity of the school

"I've been in Model United

Nations since freshman

year. I joined because I am
interested in world topics

and coming up with

solutions. I'm excited to

finally host our own
conference this year."

- Max Blackman, '11

"I joined Model United

Nations my sophomore year

because a lot of my friends

did it. A lot of good debaters

graduated, which was sad;

however, we did become a

lot more organized this

year."

- Samuel Passaglia, '11

The Model United Nations

club attracted students of

different cultures to join and
participate in various debates

concerning international

topics.

According to participants,

the Model United Nations club

was a direct representation of

the amount of diversity that

the entire school embodied.

"Because Model United

Nations is so diverse,

members have the opportunity

to cooperate and pair up with

different partners when doing

double delegations," said

senior Jason Cespedes. "This

creates a more realistic

representation of the United

Nations by having everyone

from different backgrounds

participate in the club."

Model United Nations

involved the use of pacts and
cooperation with various

students, who represented

different countries of the

world, rather than usual

argument and defense tactics.

"Model United Nations

requires working collectively

with other people to come up

with a solution," said junior

Brendan Ritter. "It's different

from the common approach of

coming up with a point and
arguing for it against only one
other person."

The increased organization

and amount of diverse

members led to the

progression of the club's

actions. "This year we are

planning to hold our first

conference," said junior Max
Blackman. "With the new
diverse members, we get

better countries, which give

us much better positions and
help us grow together as a

club."

The club included members
whose heritages originated

from all parts of the world.

The members, who came
from various parts of Asia,

Africa, South America, and
Europe, greatly reflected the

amount of diversity prevalent

in the entire school. "Our

chapter is especially diverse

because this is an activity that

is intended to celebrate the

differences between peers,"

said senior Reuben Luoma-
Overstreet. "This diversity

makes for an experience that

is not possible in any other

club.

"

-Parita Shah, '11

1 . Junior Lucas Leblanc displays his

assigned country, France, for the

upcoming conference. Members went to

various schools to solve the problems of

the world in 48 hours or less. "We are

actually planning a trip to Virginia Tech
for a conference," said Leblanc. "It will

be great to see a college level

conference and how it is different from a

high school level conference." 2.

Members of the club take their allotted

lunch break during a conference.

Conferences are usually held on Fridays

and Saturdays. "I joined this club

because a lot of my friends did and also

because I like debating," said junior

Brendan Ritter. "Even though I don't

particularly want to be a politician, Model

United Nations is very helpful in

recognizing motives and increasing

confidence."
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Members discuss upcoming events during their weekly

mandatory meeting. During this meeting, members
signed up for positions for their first conference. "I

wanted to get the experience of dealing with things like

foreign affairs, and this seemed like the perfect club to

do so," said junior Shahenda Helmy. "I learned basically

how the world's problems are solved in the actual United

Nations, which is pretty cool
."

» A
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Junior Daniel Werner

rides on the bus with

other Model United

Nations members to a

conference. "Before a

conference, you have to

do a lot of research about

your country," said

Weiner "You also have

to prepare mentally by

getting a good night's

sleep."

Senior Jason Cespedes
sits during a conference

at Garfield High School.

Though initially hesitant

when joining the club, he

soon found himself

enjoying the conferences

and debates. "The club

has taught me how
rewarding it can be to

cooperate with others to

satisfy a greater

purpose."

"One of the tenets of

this club is a diversity

of opinions; this has

encouraged me to

work with people I

would not work with in

a normal situation."

-Reuben Luoma-
Overstreet, '10

"The improved

leadership this year

contributed to the

desire to do more, such

as have a conference

and attend collegial

conferences."

-Nicole DeRocco.
Sponsor
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New Equipment
During this past summer, construction was

completed on the new athletic facilities. The
school now has a new pool, gym, weight room,

and two outdoor athletic fields.

The pool, which is used for both school

and community purposes, is highly enjoyed by

all users. The new athletic facilities also

include a much larger gym and weight room. In

addition to having a larger gym than in the old

building, there are also separate rooms for

wrestling and gymnastics. "The new athletic

facilities are very nice, much better then the

old facilities in how they can be used for more
things," said sophomore Laurie Gagne. "They

also have a much more welcoming feel to

them."

"I think PE class is a great way
for students to forget the test

they just failed or classes they

absolutely hate, and just have

fun for an hour and a half."

-Stephen Cerqueira, '12

"I enjoy having one period

when I can talk to my friends

and not have to worry about

having homework, tests, or

projects."

-Deborah Wroblewski, '13

"My favorite part of PE class is

not having to do any written

work. PE relieves my stress

because it is not a hard class,

so there is nothing to really

worry about."

-Emilia Sens, '11

Senior David Roddy prepares

to shoot a basket during

physical education class.

Students chose their activity

during some classes.

"Basketball helps me to focus

my mind," said Roddy.
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Jnior Roger Santos-Molina lifts weights in

I
weight room during gym class. "It is nice

it we have the opportunity to work out in

t! weight room during PE class," said

ntos-Molina. "Lifting is addicting."

Senior Laura Jimenez

Navarro warms up during her

physical education class.

"Warming up helps me to

prepare for the activity we
are doing in class," said

Jimenez Navarro. "It also

helps to prevent injuries."

Sophomores Karla Romero
and Gail Williams do sit-ups

during physical fitness

testing. "Good physical

fitness is important in order

to be healthy and strong,"

said Williams. "Physical

fitness testing also gives me
an idea of how fit I actually

am."

Fit For Life
Physical education classes engage in a variety

of activities based on student interest

Physical education class provided

many students with their only exercise.

With obesity and other health conditions

that stemmed from unhealthy lifestyles on

he rise, gym class and learning to lead a

healthy lifestyle were more important than

ver.

For many students, physical education

irovided a way for them to escape from

he stresses of school and have fun. "PE
fun and there is no homework," said

sophomore Abigail Belai. "If I am really

stressed over something that happened in

;lass, or a personal issue, just doing a few

warm ups pretty much clears my
ead."

However, some students felt that

physical education classes were a

luisance because they participated in

ports outside of physical education

:lasses. "I participate in athletic activity

)utside of school," said senior Mary
3eech. "If students are physically active

)utside of school, they should not

lecessarily be required to participate in

Gym class was an important way to

nstill healthy exercise habits into

itudents' minds from an early age. By
engaging in low-impact sports during gym
lass, students were able to participate in

ictivities they can enjoy long past their

outhful years. "Life long sports are better

nan team sports," said sophomore

Cuong Tu. "In team sports, the better

athletes tend to dominate the game and
make it less fun for the people who do not

play that sport on the school team."

Although some students were happy to

be finished taking physical education after

their sophomore year, some students

found a love for gym they just could not

part with. "I enjoy taking PE as my
elective," said senior Rodrigo Fernandez.

"We do fun activities and there is no

homework." However, other students felt

that continuing to take physical education

would not be the best use of time in their

schedule. "I probably would not continue

to take PE after my sophomore year," said

sophomore Annette Franchi. "I would

rather take a class that can prepare me
for college."

In addition to participating in teacher-

chosen units during physical education

class, students were also able to choose
activities they would like to participate in.

Choosing activities allowed students to be

more engaged in the activity because it

was something they were actually

interested in participating in. "I like to pick

my unit," said sophomore Brendan Kiviat.

"The freedom to choose really allows

people to participate in an activity they

actually enjoy."

-Kirby Clark, '12

Get Active!
"P iriin q too

i

"I don't think students involved in

interscholastic sports teams should be

exempt from taking PE because otherwise

people would just join teams in order to

avoid having to take PE, and not actually

learn to play the sport or want to

improve."

-Anna Karagulina, '13

"I think that students on interscholastic

sports teams should not be required to

take PE during the season in which their

sport occurs. The implementation of this

rule may cause more students to try out

for sports which would be great for the

school, but in turn create a decrease in

PE participants."

-Catherine Dorset, '10

"If students are participating in

interscholastic sports teams, they should

be exempt from taking required PE
classes during the school day because
they are getting their exercise in other

ways."

-David Palmer, '12
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Clubs and Societies

Students dedicated large amounts of time and energy to mam
different clubs. Clubs were a way to get involved with the

school, participate in activities, and support worthy causes.

Language and Culture Clubs
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Laf/'n American Student Association

Front Row: Daniela Cervantes-Camacho, Arati Sharma, Kelly Rosemary Chevez,

Claudia Cisneros, Scarlet Jaldin, Stephanie Sejas-Castro, Maria Penado, Lisett

Claure-Orellana, Row 2: Gladys Castellon, Armando Juarez-Castro, Nguon Lay,

Antonella Rodriguez-Cossio, Erika Fernandez, Hareth Andrade-Ayala, Lizzie

Ramos-Palma, Andrea Blanco, Cecilia Matos Row 3: Jesse Ferrell, Paulo Dorado,

Britta Gonzales, Carlos Dell'Agostino, Brandon Escobar-Andrade, Gabriel Castillo,

Phoumrin Yin, Fernando Torrico, Paola Pachacopa-Fernandez, Diego Jaldin-

Varela Back Row: Sean Guerra, Natalie Shearin, Peter Knox, Sergio Yabeta-

Salamanca, Erick Alejo-Nina, Jason Andrade, Jose Castellon, Gustavo Mariaca-

Vaca, Francis Malone, Steven Sejas-Castro, Jared Campa

"Language clubs offer

individuals an opportunity

to view different outlooks

on life through the specific

culture it's focused on.."

-Sonya Dagata, '1

1

Latinas Leading Tomorrow

Front Row: Camelia Rubalcava, Ericka Reyes, Samanta Martinez, Patricia Gaita

Lisett Claure-Orellana Row 2: Sindy Leguia-Aroni, Kelly Rosemary Chevez, Jasn

Vargas, Yesenia Ramirez, Cindy Andrade, Jhoxelin Portillo Back Row: Heidi

Baptista, Karla Ortega, Mariela Andrade, Andrea Andrade, Monica Larrieu

"[I joined a language

club] because I heard

that they help you out

with things like the

SATs and keep you
informed about

scholarships."

-Brayan Ortega-Lobo,
'10

French Culture Club

Front Row: Anne Donnelly, Eileen Soiles, Samuel Passaglia, Madison Lane,

Shahenda Helmy Back Row: Natalie Shearin, Andrew Elliott, Martin Debraine

Lucas Leblanc, Sonya Dagata
Ohman F

*i. Jam
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Sports and Hobbies

IT Club

•"ront Row: Matthew Pearson-Beck, Ethan Pilot, Brendan Ritter Back Row:
iamuel Passaglia, James Wanda, Daniel Weiner, Alexander Lindeman

Table-Top Gaming Club

Garrett Lee, Renee Whitlow, Les Albers

Ballroom Club

F>nt Row: Maria Penado, Lan-Anh Nguyen, Paulo Dorado, Marsharika Coleman
few 2: Ricky Willingham, Brandon Escobar-Andrade, Jasmin Marshall, Mary

l:les, Robert Te Tan, Josie Butler, Caitlin O'Connor Back Row: Oliva Lane, Jose

JP.driguez-Barbaran, Blair Delery, Andre Birdsong, James Malone, Peter Knox

Engineering Club

Front Row: Brandon Juarez-Lopez, Nguon Lay, Elizabeth Beckwith. Wilmer

Juarez-Hernandez Back Row: Rick Avondet, Brandon Escobar-Andrade. Jorge

Torrez, Kaleb Gared, Spencer Reavis, Alexander Panagiotopoulos, Josie Butler

Recess Club

Fnt Row: Paul Wagner, George Guerrero, Andrew Grand-Pierre, Jonas Albro,

J n Ohman Row 2: Laura Kane, Nicholas Apseloff, Iver Altamirano, William

fiiahan, James Tate, Jennifer McCue, Jen Dean Row 3: William Baker, Charles

Ciening, Miles Coulton-Thompson, Benjamin Schwartz, Ross Gray, Devin

Bonor, Nathan Shagam, Andrew Hansen Back Row: Cynthia Carson, David

Fldy, Christian McGillen, Kevin Donahue, Ian Feeney, Roy Powell, Jacob
Kton. Kenneth Hammond, John Sheahan, Emma Wolfarth

Mountain Club

Front Row: Rata Chowdhury, Elizabeth Beckwith, Adriana Toledo, Miriam Sands
Back Row: Rick Avondet, Mallory Uzel, Alec Pastre, Thomas Fontaine, Allison

Fontaine, Leah Davis
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Art Clubs

Art Club

Front Row: Una Chhuy-Hy, Sonia Phene, Monica Ahir, Imane Zirari, Miriam

Sands, Andrea Salad, Kimberly Davies Back Row: Nguon Lay, Angelica Kennedy
Francis Malone, Frick Alejo-Nina, Brandon Escobar-Andrade, Phoumrin Yin,

Samiha Choudhury

Front Row: Natalie Deleon, Anhthu Tonnguyen, Ming Yan Au, Meredith Randle,

Vanessa Deleon, Theressa Weller Row 2: Claudelle Calfat, Ashley Coleson, Imai

Bigsby, Louis Grimmelbein, Corinne Wiesner, Julia Huynh, Ashley Brewton Back
Row: Imane Zirari, Jennifer McCue, Cornelius Drayton, James Tate, Courtney
Wilcox, Simonia Sharma

"Joining clubs help with

social networking and
makes you a part of

something bigger than

yourself."

-Anna Keyser, '13

"Clubs look really good
on college applications,

especially when you

have been in one for

multiple years."

-Kaitlyn Campbell, '11

"Clubs are a way for

people to get more
involved in the school

and do something that

they actually enjoy."

-KaelaRea,'11

"Clubs allow people to

meet others with similar

interests and have fun."

-Stewart Foster, '10

What do you
think is the

main reason

why students

join clubs?

kN

i
'Sow:

-

The Madrigals sing

psychology teacher Mr.

Grove his singing

valentine. The Madrigals

were a competitive choir

group, and when it came
that time of year around

Valentine's Day, the

whole school was on
edge waiting to see who
would be embarrassed

and serenaded to in front

of the class.

turn

p
b Han

"Diversity Peer Training is

a good club for me to be

in because it's during

school hours so it doesn't

interfere with my after

school activities."

-Charles Copening, '10

"Right now I'm only in

Key Club, but I definitely

plan on joining more
clubs in the future."

-Patricia Alcala-Velasco,

'13

rWjc
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Philosophy Club

F>nt Row: Lan-Anh Nguyen, George Guerrero, Faris Sanjakdar, Katherine

fnds, Elizabeth Englund, Kristi Kern Back Row: Sandra McCartin, Jessica

|ligley, Ann Plotkin, Ryan Zielinski, Joseph Difilippo, Eleanor Jacobs, Gretchen

iiroeder, Khulan Batmunkh

Environmental Club

Front Row: Elizabeth Beckwith, Mary O'Connor, Sarah Chase-Walsh. Raleigh

Mills, Jessica Tarlton, Kayla Tarlton, Ariel Bobbett Row 2: Michelle Smyth, Isha

Srivastava, Teodora Peneva, Stephen Cerqueira, Allison Fontaine, Holly Parker

Row 3: Sandra Reznicek, Emma Klein, Margaret Siddle, Sarah Chisholm, Parita

Shah, Keya Chilka, George Guerrero Back Row: Jordan Ricker, Emma Banchoff,

Madeline Hay, Devin O'Conor, Thomas Fontaine. Andrew Elliott, Madeleine

Brehaut, Camille Uzel

P.A.W.Club

Imt Row: Adriana Toledo, Rata Chowdhury, Rachel Kamvar, Juthi Jahangir,

idne Bene, Vicky Yang Row 2: McKenzie Nelson, Eden Tecla, Cindy Thai, Alys

Hshbarger, Michaela Nelson, Mary Hamilton, Samiha Choudhury Back Row:
C;ilia Matos, Abigail Knight, Clara Hamilton, Blair Delery, Genesis Portugal-

ilhchez, Hareth Andrade-Ayala

Music Aficionado's Club

Front Row: Brooke Hudd, Amber Lekey, Evelyn Hartz

Back Row: Corinne Wiesner, Wesley Horton, Katherine McKenna

"I would be interested in

starting a club for people

who enjoy rowing, but

not at a competitive

level."

-Paul Johnson, '11

Gay-Straight Alliance

«>nt Row: Allison Fontaine, Margaret Siddle, Caitlin O'Connor, Morgen Scott

flck Row: Josie Butler, Thomas Fontaine, Aaron Goler, Erin Daniell, Jordan
Fker

"I hope to start a club

about World of Warcraft,

a game I believe teaches

leadership, teamwork,

and dedication. Plus, it's

really fun."

-Scott Underriner, '11
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Interests

Glee Club

Front Row: Maheen Shahid, Rachel Wimmer, Genesis Solano Back Row: AllisofptaF

Fontaine, Jasmine Herndon, Elizabeth Warren, Mara Berkland, Casimira

Stempniewicz

"The biggest benefit is

that I get to share ideas

and interact with my
peers."

-Enisa Turko, '11

What is the

biggest benefit

ofjoining a
club?

"I get to meet new
people and in some
clubs you get to help

out others."

-Heather Banikas, '13

"You get to know people

better, do things you

enjoy, and meet new
people."

-David Ellis, '13

"Joining a club is good
for college applications."

-Ryan Uckert, '13

kt Si
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Career

Future Business Leaders of America

ont Row: Nomuun Javzmaa, Eyou-Ab Mesfin, Cecilia Matos Back Row: Khaliun

hmsrai, Sergio Yabeta-Salamanca, Frederick Mitchell, Kevin Salvador

Family, Community, and Career Leaders of America

Front Row: Katarina Vandish, Theressa Weller. Fareen Ahmed. Pamela Siev,

Kassidy McElheney, Veronica Stokes Row 2: Kylah Jackson, Amy Sikhammountry,

Julie Brooks, Manika Sarik, Frances Canavan Back Row: Hiep Tran, Simonia

Sharma, Karen Vallejos, Abigail Whitmore, Elaine Negasi. Rainier Santa Ana

Life Skills After School Club

F>nt Row: Fernando Montano, Jessica Merida, Turner Harris, Amber Thompson,

Irina Rojas Back Row: Reginald Brigham, Carolyn Taylor, Emily Andrusko,

rhidul Huque, Jo Ann Thomas, Dionte Lawley

rs
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"I would create a

skateboard club. I

think a lot of people

would join."

-Yoseph Teferi, '13

"I would create a

video game playing

club. There aren't a lot

of people to play with

and we could all get

together to play."

-Walter Bell, '1

1

[ervice/ Academics

Student Council Association

F nt Row: Sonya Dagata, Dianthony Talmadge, Anne Murray
E:k Row: Zoe Bellars. Lisa McNabola. Anne Donnelly, Adrianna Gorsky

Sophomore Class Government

Front Row: Sarah Congable, Kirby Clark, Brianna Hogan. Gordon Laurie Back
Row: Paige Taylor, Caitlin O'Grady. Eric Schmidt
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Junior Class Government Senior Class Government

Front Row: Shahenda Helmy, Gretchen Schroeder, Teodora Peneva, Scarlet Front Row: Catherine Dorset, Caroline Birasa, Evelyn Hartz

Jaldin Back Row: Sonya Dagata, Andrew Elliott, Stella Sklar, Dianthony Talmadge Back Row: Anne Murray, Una Ewell, Sophie Kiendl, Patricia Murray

Debate Team

Front Row: Helen Amend, Isabel Amend, Minh Vu, Sandra McCartin, Veronica

Manuel Row 2: Lindsey Treweek, Benjamin Edgar, Abin Dahal, Charles Argon,

Mallory McKenzie Back Row: Ron Revere, Matthew Pearson-Beck, Joshua

Patecell, Frederick Mitchell, Peter Hazel, Paul Bui

It's Academic

Front Row: Emily Nalker, Kristopher Armradit, Henry Phillips, Minh Vu
Back Row: Peter Hazel, Stewart Foster, Ethan Pilot, Marc Portis, Jahan Shiekhy I

Key Club

Front Row: Kimberly Davies, Evelyn Hartz, Miriam Sands, Casey Moran, Goldy

Yang, Veronika Lozano, Hannah Friedman, Emily Harrison, Jessica Li, Megan
Carlson Row 2: Laura Yauger, Nataly Montano-Vargas, Niti Paudyal, Sonia Phene,

Amina Chenini, Jessica Tarlton, Kayla Tarlton, Sabrina Patwary, Emily Cook,

Teodora Peneva Row 3: Lan-Anh Nguyen, Courtney Riley, Abigail Bessler, Jordan

Kruger, Eleanor Mills, Lana Mahgoub, Jo Clair Constantz, Catherine Dorset, Alison

Bentley, Hannah Aiken, Matthew Hirsch Row 4: Sean Liu, Emily Watson, Anne
Murray, Sandra McCartin, James Tate, Hardino Marsigit, Sophie Kiendl, Jonas

Albro, Mallory McKenzie, Rourke Donahue, Patricia Murray Back Row: Emma
Wolfarth, Mary Cromartie, Rachel Schwartz, Puneet Chopra, Devin O'Conor,

Hayes Baker, Nathan Shagam, Cuong Tu, Luisa Banchoff, Lindsey Treweek, Loni

Brueckmann

Model United Nations

Front Row: Sara Neel, Mary Hamilton, Teodora Peneva, Samuuel Passaglia, Ke;

Chilka, Cindy Andrade, Una Silverman, Amina Chenini, Shahenda Helmy

Row 2: Paulo Dorado, Khulan Batmunkh, Simonia Sharma, Emily Walker, Daniel

Mulrow, Brandon Escobar-Andrade, Karen Vallejos, Eleanor Jacobs, Nicole

DeRocco Back Row: Kevin Phillips, Sonya Dagata, Lucas Leblanc, Brendan

Ritter, Jason Andrade, Daniel Wiener, Jose Cespedes, Mariela Andrade

WfiS
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National Honor Society

ont Row: Kathryn Perry, Thomas Miotke. Emily Walker, William Warren, Jason

1 jspedes, Brian Huaman, Gretchen Schroeder, Sandra McCartin, Charles Hilla

jw 2: Esperanza De Sisneros, Parita Shah, Margaret Siddle, Valerie Dugie,

I ndsey Treweek, Daniel Browning, Daniel Guenther, Madeleine Brehaut, Emma
inchoff , Alexandra Jones, Caleb Wroblewski Back Row: Nathaniel Young,

uben Luoma-Overstreet, Cuong Tu, Andrew Heinzman, Christopher Lent, Ian

eney, Garrett Bangsboll, Freddy Crawford, Peter Hazel, Jahan Shiekhy, Spencer

avis

Front Row: Zoe Bellars, Stewart Foster, Robert Merrill, Nathaniel Root Row 2:

Kimberly Davies, Miriam Sands, Lina Chhuy-Hy, Goldy Yang, Sonia Phene,

Adrianna Gorsky, Nitit Paudyal, Morgen Scott, Ericka Reyes Row 3: Lilly Bouldin,

Jesse Ferrell, Erika Fernandez, Samantha Eakes, Shahenda Helmy, Sabrina

Patwary, Meredith Randle, Brigitte Jahncke, Mary Hamilton, Evelyn Hartz Row 4:

Louisa Gilson, Kaitlynn Menoche, Lan-Anh Nguyen, Caroline Birasa, Aasim
Rawoot, Lana Mahgoub, Catherine Dorset, Samuel Passaglia. Mary Beech,

Michaela Nelson Back Row: Hana Hadzibegovic, Raleigh Mills, Brianna Hogan,

Petra Nichols, Sochana Costa, Kelsey Clark, Imane Zirari, Cindy Andrade,

Madeline Templeton, Claire Rogers, Alison Bentley, Katherine Ponds

Diversity Peer Training

bnt Row: Diana Ramirez, Veronica Stokes, Amirah Delwin, Ariadne Bene, Shiva

Inovi, Natalie Martinez, Kkhongorzul Baasansukh, Ericka Reyes, Diana

Masquez Row 2: Marsha Dale, Sydney Tichenor, Genesis Portugal-Sanchez,

an Lynch, Robin Gordon, Zoe Willis, Mary Hamilton, Emaline Wantrobski, Jesse

Tell, Jose Benitez Carrasco, Hadiya Truesdale, Atiya Rehman Row 3: Jordan

wjger, Abir Haronni, Imane Zirari, Rainier Santa Ana, Victoria Cruz, Joshua Baiza-

Ipez, Andrew Perrow, Ulysses Smith, Joshua Guzman, Waiel Amer, Camille Uzel

«ck Row: Timothy Jenkins, Ephraim Judy, Kenneth Hammond, Patrick Kelley,

fl: Schmidt, Brendan Craig, Sarah Corry, Alex Bogetic. Ross Gray, Alexander

itiany, Charles Copening

Community Action Club

Front Row: Niti Paudyal, Meredith Randle, Kirby Clark, Helen Amend, Emily Cook,

Adrianna Gorsky Row 2: Mary O'Connor, Abigail Fram. Paula Cooke, Jordan

Kruger, Isabel Amend, Hagar Sanjakdar, Sarah Chase-Walsh Row 3: Raleigh

Mills, Stephen Cerqueira, Erin Fox, Samantha Brothers. Khulan Batmunkh, Camille

Uzel, Petra Nichols, Jaras Chaimuangchuen Back Row: Emma Banchoff, Timothy

Jenkins, Benjamin Klingelhofer, Brendan Craig, Andrew Heinzman, Noah Pilchen,

Madeleine Brehaut

Virginia Math League

l nt Row: Sonia Phene, Mary Beech, Katherine Truong, Minh Vu, Kelsey Clark,

^:hana Costa, Veronica Manuel Row 2: Faris Sanjakdar, Kristopher Armradit,

Aia Brosnahan, Emily Nalker, Nathan Shagam, Benjamin Edgar, Alexandra

•ies, Lindsey Treweek Back Row: Kevin Clark, Marc Portis, Matthew Pearson-

fyk, Patrick Lacey, Reuben Luoma-Overstreet, Nathaniel Kresh, Anthony Chi
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Communications

Penman
Front Row: Teodora Peneva, Christina Phang, Suchana Costa, Rachel Schwartz

Row 2: Julie Brooks, Laura Hosten, Ann Plotkin, Lisa Mcnabola, Claudette Calfat

Back Row: Cecily Leahy, Emma Banchoff, Alexandra Jones, Bradford McGann,
Madison Lane, Anne Donnelly

Broadcast Journalism

Front Row: Maggie Burgos, Brooke Hudd, Kelsie Vick, Evelyn Hartz

Row 2: Courtney Craig, Alexander Kopenhaver, Daneil Mulrow, Amanda Maggioj

Kathryn Rabatsky Back Row: Gordon Laurie, Wesley Horton, Freddy Crawford,

Roy Powell, Nathaniel Kresh, Madeline Hay

What is the

most important

thing you think

clubs have to

offer?
"You can meet people

you may not have

normally come in

contact with."

-Sarah Chase-Walsh,
'12

"Instead of doing

nothing, they keep you

busy after school."

-Roy Powell, '10

"Clubs allow you to build

on previous friendships

and meet new people at

the same time."

-Chaimae Haronni, '11

"You aren't wasting

your time at home. You
are using your time

productively."

-Diego Mariaca, '13
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1. Junior Jessica Viricochea. sophomore Cindy Thai,

and senior Imani Marks 2. Juniors Joshua Katz, Andrew
Karpinski, and Robert Dewald 3. Junior girls at the

Homecoming game 4. Juniors Julieze Benjamin. Hareth

Andrade. and Aris Morris 5. Sophomores Emily Janson,

Simone De Los Angeles, Abigail Fram, Levi Herrera.

and Matthew Hirsch 6. Juniors Kylah Jackson and
Megan Rippy 7. Juniors Peter Janetos and Jazmm
Woodson 8. Senior AN Dowha 9. Sophomore Leah
Crangle and senior Sydney Tichenor 10. Seniors at a

barbecue 11. Senior Patrick Lacey 12. Sophomore
Tessa Gorte 13. Sophomores Monika Hossain.

Shabnur Mostafa. Samira Sanwar, and Simonia

Sharma

Clubs and Societies
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"The life I touch for good or ill will

touch another life, and that in tur

Never doubt that a small group

another, until who knows where the

trembling stops or in what far

of thoughtful, committed citizens can

place my touch will be felt." -Frederick

Buechner:

change the world. Indeed it is the only

thing that ever has." -Margaret Mead

The sense of community that Washington-Lee has, as a school, is definite. Inside

the walls, one feels the sense of belonging: that they are part of something bigger,

older, and wiser altogether. Participating in activities beyond academics, such as

sports and clubs, make this feeling of belonging even stronger. The students and

faculty give back to the community through formed clubs, events throughout the year

such as food and book drives, and also sharing its facilities with the public. This year

in particular, all spring sport participants came together during the weekend to help

shovel the field after the biggest snowstorm Arlington has seen in years. Through

teamwork on a Saturday morning, where participants from school and community took

time away from their typical weekend routines, the field was shoveled out to prepare

for spring school and community athletes.
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Monica Ahir

Tariq Al Tayeb
Erick Alejo-Nina

Matthew Allen

Danice Alston

Iver Altamirano

Mary Ambrose

Kristin Andia

Cindy Andrade

Mariela Andrade

Nicholas Apseloff

Charlene Arquiza

Chi Hang Au
Joshua Baiza-Lopez

William Baker

Sharain Bamhart
Mary Beech

Dagmawi Bekele

Zoe Bellars

Caroline Benitah

Alice Billmire

Caroline Birasa

Lilly Bouldin

Joshua Braden

Nona Brueckmann
Ryan Carney

Cynthia Carson

Alicia Carter

Jason Cespedes
Christine Chong
Puneet Chopra

Rabitul Chowdhury
Malayika Cincotta

Kelsey Clark

Andrea Clavijo-

Herrera

Briana Coneys
Abigail Conklin

Charles Copening
Gianina Corales-

Chirinos

Andrea Corianga

Miles Coulton-

Thompson
Lindsay Cowen

Courtney Craig

Fred Crawford

Hannah Crawford

Elana Crivella

Mary Cromartie

Victoria Cruz

Leah Davis

Oliver De La Viva

Elizabeth Delery

Meredith Denton

Julissa Diaz

Thomas Dickinson

Kevin Donahue
Anne Donnelly
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Catherine Dorset

Clara Dubow
Valerie Dugie

Mary Eccles

Farida Elgindy

Lina Ewell

Madeline Farber

Ian Feeney
Adrian Ferrufino

George Flores

Stewart Foster

Julie Funes
Patricia Gaitan

Louisa Gilson

Kristie Gogo
Humberto Gonzalez-

Trejo

Alexander Goodahl

Ross Gray
George Guerrero

Gray Gustafson

Danait Habtemariam

Evelyn Hartz

Kyle Hoffman

Sean Hoffman

Wesley Horton

Brian Huaman
Jacob Huston

Julia Huynh

Kathy Huynh
Janese Jackson

Sophie Jenkins

Alexandra Jones

Ephraim Judy
Laura Kane
Patrick Kelley

Angelica Kennedy
Sophie Kiendl

Kent Kik

Chinny Kim

Madison Lane
David Lang
Elena Laswick

Cecily Leahy

Karl Lendenmann
Daniel Lesueur

Jessica Li

Victoria Lizama

Jose Lopez-Ibarra

Caitlin Macnamara

Amanda Maggio
Lana Mahgoub
Imani Marks
Myeisha McBee
Jennifer McCue
Bradford McGann
Christian McGillen
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Dominique McNairy-

Dixon

Robert Merrill

Eleanor Miller

Eleanor Mills

Darya Minovi

James Morgan
Anne Murray

Patricia Murray

Emily Nalker

Brenna Nelson

Matthew Newman
Emily Nolan

Alfredo Nolasco

Mireille Nsanzimana

Devin O'Conor

John Ohman
Kaitlyn Osteguin

Alec Pastre

Maricela Peralta

Christina Phang
Henry Philips

Dana Probasco

Kathryn Rabatsky

Lizzie Ramos-Palma
Aasim Rawoot
Ericka Reyes

Nathalie Reyes
Shikea Ricks

Jayney Riddick

Sierra Riddle

Mehdi Rizq

Pedro Robles

Victor Rodriguez

Jose Rodriguez-

Barbaran

Camelia Rubalcava

Cesar Ruiz

Andrea Salad

Miriam Sands
Seddhamanik Sarik

Benjamin Schwartz

Rachel Schwartz

Collin Seamens

Morgan Sendek
Jovanna Serrano

Douglas Seymour
Nathan Shagam
John Sheahan
Jahan Shiekhy

Pamela Siev

Una Silverman

Stephanie Smith

Zeynep Solak

Mary Swan
Mark Sykhammountry

Stephanie Tate

Heydi Tejeda-

Maldonado nW
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Madeline Templeton

Robin Thacker

Patrick Thai

Kyle Thornhill

Sydney Tichenor

Genesis Torres-

Moreira

Victoria Trofimova

Jason Truesdale

Katherine Truong

Courtney Turner

Mallory Uzel

Diana Velasquez

Jackson Verville

Kelsie Vick

Cynthia Villarroel-

Vargas

Paul Wagner
Shante Waller

John Washington

Timothy Whelan
Corinne Wiesner

Courtney Wilcox

Emma Wolfarth

Molly Wolford

Leah Woodruff

Betrice Yambrach
Goldy Yang
Denise Zelaya

Felege Zewede

Then... and now?

O 9 G Q V "fr 3 e Q Z d •
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Alice Billmire

Congratulations, Alice!

We are so proud of you and your

accomplishments. You are a wonderful

daughter in every way. You are kind,

generous, talented, smart ,and nice.

Wherever you are -- Arlington, Ghana, or

Spain -- you make friends with your

delightful personality. We know you will

have a happy, successful life. We love

you every minute of every day.

Love, Mom and Dad

198 Senior Ads
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Katie Dorset
and

Fred Crawford

We watched you grow up together,
|

and we can't wait to watch this

friendship continue throughout

the rest of your lives.

We love you and congratulations,

Barbara, Fred, Jane, and Tom

B
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Dominique McNairy-Dixon

'Everything is possible. If you want to get something,

give something. When you make a choice, you

change the future. Don't say no -- go with the flow.

Every time you wish or want, you plant a seed.

Enjoy your journey! You are here for a reason."

-Deepak Chopra

We love you! We see your number.. .42!

Your favorite parents,

Mom and Dad
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Adrian Ferrufino

Adrian, we are so proud of you and everything

that you have done. We know that if you try you
will be able to do anything you want to do. No
matter how far you go in life, remember that

we will be here for you to fall back on.

Love, Mami and Ale

Lina Ewell

Congratulations, Lina! We are so proud of you.

You are a wonderful daughter, sister, and friend.

We will continue to support you and wish

you the best of luck in all you take on.

May your dreams come true.

Love Mami, Papi, Melanie, and Mia

202 Senior Ads
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Kristie Gogo and Jack Verville

Kristie, we are so proud of the

beautiful, young woman you have become.
We love you forever,

JF and Tina Mother

Jack, you have done a great job, and we are all so proud

of you. It has been a blast for all of us to watch you grow

up and to be a part of it. We are looking forward to

watching you make your mark on this world.

Love from all of us,

Mom, Kevin, Ashley, Lindsey, and Chris

CLJ \
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Janese Jackson

Janese, we are so proud of you and your

achievements. You have grown into a smart,

dedicated, and caring young lady. Our wish for

you is a life where all your hopes and dreams
become a reality. May God continue to

bless you in all your endeavors.

Love, Mom and Dad
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Anne and Patricia

Murray

Congratulations,

Anne and Patricia.

We ate the ONLY Dealet in Vitginia & Maryland to teceive

the Toyota President's Award" for 23 Consecutive Years.

Large State of

The Art Facility

1/2 Mile South

of Crystal City

MOViHti FUHWAHD >

703-684-0700
3750 Jefferson Davis HWY (Rl 1), Alexandria,
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Serving Arlington for 25 Years

,% m

5876 N. Washington Blvd.

Arlington, VA 22205

2920 Columbia Pike

Arlington, VA 22204

5866 N. Washington Blvd.

Arlington, VA 22205

"Help save a life."

donate

volunteer

adopt

www.lostdogrescue.org

foundKtioi
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/'dance studio

Offering classes in Tap, Jazz, Ballet,

Pointe, Hip Hop, Modern and Musical

Theater Dance for ages 2 to 92!

Dance Masters of America Certified

Convenient to groceries, shopping, coffee and more!

2009 Parent's Pick for Best DC Dance Class!

2499 N Harrison St, Lower Level

Arlington, VA 22207

703-533-8830

www.perfectpointe.com

VASQUE NORTH FACE GREGORY CARHARTT
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Specializing in Backpacking,
Family Camping

and Adventure Travel
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STORE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9:30 - 9:00 pm

Sat. 9:30-6:00 pm/Sun. NOON-5:00 pm

3451 N. Washington Blvd.

Arlington, VA 22201

(703) 527-0600

Fax (703) 524-9090

Email: camping@casualadventure.com

www.casualadventure.com

TEVA BIRKENSTOCK PATAGONIA

m
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m
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Arlington,VA
Clarendon

(703) 465-1600
"Eat In or

Call Ahead
For Carry Out"

:n6

;turc

ido

1

For CATERING & Nearest Location(202)-544- 1 500
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Arlington Artists Academy

Art classesfor adults and children ( £, ..

Visit the Alliance website to register: ^4

www.arlingtonartistsalliance.org

4iStifel&-Capra
art 6- ornament for your wonderful life

260 W. Broad Street, Falls Church VA
Local Artists

Vintage clothing, jewelry & treasures

www.Stifel & Capra.com

GINNYCOM

Have Fun Work Hard Get Fit!

Monday-Friday: 10AM-8PM
Saturday: 10AM-7PM
Sunday: 10AM -5 PM

Serving the Community
for over a Decade.

Discounts on Team
Uniform Orders.

Your Premier Soccer
Specialty Store!

6019 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22205

703-5331667
Fax:703-533-5669

MAJOR
APPLIANCES

GLEBE RADIO & APPLIANCES, INC.
5060 LEE HIGHWAY

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22207-1605

i&. * mjkaba rjoniu Ktox ^ pumn DABNEY WHARTON (703) 538-4400 FAX 538-4496

ASCLECT Sondko reu/ch xdiadora IWISStii

f*Lp
] Sdngam IvJiian Restaurant

I^^H^M I Tresd ingnditnts. aczcrt&t fiat oh. &firioti;ty pnptrrr<£.

-V.inamoftfu

Taste qfjlrfoigton 1

.

-IPcrfrctfoT $arvs:

amfMutings!

-U> Cattr!

Lunch: Mon-

Dt/tnef: Stfn-

Fri-

:30am - 5.06pm

5.00prr. -"!<):15pm

StQQpm-': 23prr

703-524-2728
1211 N. Glebe Road

GTON, YA 2220 i

zingamrrst-aumnT.com
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To be honest, I walked through the front doors scared of what was to come this year. I wasn't sure if I

could handle it. The distress of knowing I had just embarked on my most challenging year of high school and

had this new responsibility of being editor of the yearbook seemed overwhelming. I looked through the page
designer of the book online and just stared blankly at every empty page I had to format, and that we, as a

staff, still had yet to complete. But here we are! And after every minute detail and the countless emails back

and forth with Mrs. Reese, it's finally done. I want to thank Mrs. Reese and all of the staff members for

working so hard this year. Through the food parties, constant stalking of students and teachers for pictures,

laughter, back massages (thanks Lili!), and tears (yes, there have been tears) over stressful deadlines and

missed practices. Now, I flip through the pages of the book looking at our finished product and am so proud of

what we have accomplished. Just taking it day by day, it really wasn't so difficult. I know after this year's

experience and lessons learned, next year's book can only be even better. There's no doubt this experience

will stay with me long after my years of high school are behind me. - Brigitte Jahncke, editor-in-chief

I could not have asked for a better staff for my last year as yearbook adviser (at least for now...). I am truly

going to miss spending 7th period with all of you! Luckily, I will only be one flight of stairs away, and I promise

to come visit. Brigitte, thank you for being such an all-around excellent editor-in-chief! You took on so much
responsibility this year, and you handled it with ease. Your staff members looked up to you with good reason:

you are a born leader. Anne, Jessica, and Jose, we are sorry that you will be leaving W-L, but you have such

exciting years ahead of you. Have fun at whichever colleges you choose. No matter where you go, I know you

will always make us proud! I am also so grateful for such wonderful colleagues. We owe a very, very big thank

you to the activities office staff: Diane Richter Justin Bolfek, and Carol Callaway. What would we have done
without you? Paul Jamelske also deserves a very big thanks for reviewing all pages (so quickly, too). Thanks
to Gregg Robertson for giving a fun interview for our faculty section. Thank you to Ms. Tomb and Ms.

Helgerson for always being there with answers to our many questions. Finally, thank you to all the teachers

who welcomed into their classes yearbook staffers scrambling for interviews. -Sarah Reese, adviser
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When Everything

Comes Together
The confusion of high experience. School hour given to practicing for

school can be paralyzing, assignments, big projects, intramural sports or

but the pieces do and studying are only a community service, and

eventually come together small part. One must finally the new people met

creating an unforgettable combine that with every in the process. Once the

pieces mesh together,

the overall high school

experience is the end

result. And what brings

all the memories and

feelings back better than

the school itself? This

year, perhaps more than

ever, the pieces fell

together in what was
officially the new and

complete building of

Washington-Lee High

School.
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hat are you looking forward to most this summer?

Hanging out with friends
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Traveling abroad

Camp

Summer job
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o The United States draws closer to

providing health care for all with the

passage of reform bills in both the

House and the Senate.

/Getty Images News
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Larry Downing/Reulers/Landov

~^ President Obama orders

an increase in troops in

Afghanistan with a goal

of starting to withdraw

forces from the country

in July 2011.

o Haiti's earthquake -

with a magnitude of

7.0 - is declared by the

United Nations as the

worst disaster it has ever
|

confronted. Aid pours in

from the United States

and around the world.

Reutei^Tim Cocks Landow
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o A University of Utah study finds

that texting while driving can be up

to six times more dangerous than

talking on a phone while driving. V
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Price per 9allon of 9as in 2000: $126 Movie ticket price in 2000: $5.39

2009: $2.73

swivel.com, consufneraffairs.com

2009: $7.35
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In August, Sonia Sotomayor is sworn in as the

Supreme Court's first Hispanic justice and only

third female member in the top U.S. court's history.

II

Yves Hermany/Reuters/landov

Belgian Prime Minister

Herman Van Rompuy is

elected the first president of

the European Council (EU)

under the Treaty of Lisbon.

Mario Tama/Getty Images News

£^TheH1N1 virus

^^ appears to affect

teens more than

typical flu viruses.

Hand sanitizer is a

commonplace sight

in classrooms and

other public spaces.

In efforts to make General Motors

more economically viable, the

company discontinues the Saturn

brand and announces plans to

phase out its Pontiac division.

NOBtV.

Unemployment rate in 2000: 4% U.S. population in 2000: 281 million Facebook users 2000:

2009: 10% 2009: 305 million 2009: 350 million

theattantic com guardancouk
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p Students protest the University of

California's 32 percent tuition increase.

Average tuition is up 4.4 percent for

private four-year colleges and up 6.5

percent for public four-year colleges.

t Teens are setting an example for their parents, with 56 percent

of teens volunteering to support a charitable cause.

I
WAYS TO SAVE ENERGY

io

Turn off the lights when no one's in the room.

Carry a reusable tote bag when you go shopping.

Bike or walk instead of driving.

Get a reusable metal water bottle.

Unplug and shut down electronic devices when not in use.

Buy music online instead of purchasing CDs.

Use rechargeable batteries instead of disposables.

Replace standard light bulbs with compact fluorescent bulbs.

In winter, turn down the heat and wear more layers.

In summer, set your air conditioner thermostat to 72° or higher.
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Brett Favre retires from retirement *

to lead the Minnesota Vikings. ^

At 40. Favre continues to rewrite

the record books, including the most-

consecutive regular-season games.
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At the 12th IAAF World

Championships in Berlin.

Jamaican spnnter and three-time

Olympic gold medalist Usain Bolt

beats his own 100-meter and

200-meter world records.

A

WlNMST'

Shaun White leads a

talented roster tor

the 2010 Olympic

Snowboarding Team
that also includes fellow

gold medalists Kelly

Clark, Hannah Teter

and Seth Wescott.
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Cameron Spencer/Getty i
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Minnesota Twins' Joe

Mauer becames only

the second catcher in

33 years to win the

American League

Most Valuable Player

Award, finishing first in

a near-unanimous vote.

J,
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JAMES/EVENTS OF THE DECADE

2008 Wimbledon final:

Rafael Nadal vs. Roger Federer

Super Bowl XLIII:

Steelers 27, Cardinals 23

World Series 2001, Game 7:

Diamondbacks 3, Yankees 2

2007 Fiesta Bowl:

Boise State 43, Oklahoma 42

2006 Rose Bowl:

Texas 41, USC 38

2008 Olympics:

100-meter men's butterfly, Michael Phelps

2009 Big East tournament:

Syracuse 127, UConn 117 (6 OT)

Super Bowl XLII:

Giants 17, Patriots 14

2002 NBA West finals. Game 7:

Lakers 112, Kings 106 (OT)

2005 UEFA Champions League final:

Liverpool beats AC Milan
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Michael Jackson, the

legendary King of Pop,

dies unexpectedly at the

age of 50, just weeks before

his 777/s Is /f world tour is to begin.

*> \1

BUHII C
Alicia Keys guest

fl^fVI ' or
stars on JayZs

^ wA '^r IrvTJ ' V album, The Blueprint

3. Their joint effort,

2
'

V ^B ^B^BBB ^Er ^^ *

B M BCl /Tv ' ^_JB«f
"Empire State of

r
m Bfc^. 'Hi KK3^ ^^KaL il ^Xf^Bi Mind," is one of the

< most successful

<
30

SjP .X^aJmI songs of the year.

C
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Beyonce broke

the record for a

female artist at the

Grammys with six

awards, including

Song of the Year and

Best Female Pop

Vocal Performance.

TOP 10

LADY
*a*SL

Fearless, Taylor Swift

/ Dreamed a Dream, Susan Boyle

Number Ones, Michael Jackson

The Fame, Lady GaGa

My Christmas, Andrea Bocelli

Hannah Montana: The Movie Soundtrack,

Hannah Montana

7 The E.N.D., Black Eyed Peas

S Relapse, Eminem

The Blueprint 3, Jay-Z

lo Only By the Night, Kings of Leon
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The Amazing

continue to dra

viewers of all
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I A new generation

discovers the Fab

Four. The Beatles:

Rock Band is a

smash hit among

teens, parents and

even grandparents!

New Fox hit TV show

Glee takes home

the Golden Globe

for Best Musical or

Comedy Television

Series over such

veteran shows as

The Office, l Rock

and Entour, ?.
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S. Resident Evil 5 (Xbox 360) 10 Street Fighter IV

Sour? cnbc com



After two weeks of limited

sold-out shows, 1 million

moviegoers submit online

requests that cause the nationwide

release of Paranormal Activity.

m Harry Potter and the

Half-Blood Prince raked

in the biggest midnight

earnings of all time,

grossing $22.2 million

at the box office.
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Sandra Bullock wins

the Golden Globe for

Best Actress in a Motion

Picture-Drama for her

performance in The Blind Side,

based on the true story of Baltimore

Ravens football player Michael Oher.



1. Avatar

2. Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen

3. Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

4. The Twilight Saga: New Moon
5. Up

6. The Hangover

7. Star Trek

8. The Blind Side

9. Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Squeakquel

10. Monsters Vs. Aliens



The Blanket That Has Slee

Snuggit
Keeps

Warm And

o
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Snuggie, the blanket with

sleeves, is a runaway hit.

The company introduces

versions for kids and

pets and features designer

styles in a fashion show.
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Quinceaneras, the Latin American

culture's coming-of-age celebration

on a girl's 15th birthday, are becoming

larger and more elaborate like Sweet

16 parties.

More than half

(55 percent)

of Americans ages

12-17 use social

networking websites.

YouJO

'mmym^"^m^'^^9tHt^ X.Martln Keene/PA Photos/Landou,
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Now you can carry

a whole library in a

device the size of a

hardcover. Consumers

crave readers like

Amazon's Kindle and

the Sony Reader.

o In January 2010,

teen employment

rates hit a record low

of 26.2 percent due

to a lack of entry-level

jobs available at the

minimum wage.
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Pass the potatoes, please. Busy families

are cutting back on expensive take-out

meals and making time to sit down togett

for healthier, home-cooked family dinners
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